Schedule of Classes, Summer 2012 by University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Department of Enrollment Services
Schedule of Classes
Summer 2012
The courses in this PDF Schedule of Classes are
accurate as of January 11, 2012.
For the most up-to-date listings, go to
schedule.uwm.edu
Course Descriptions







A course in which a student is
required to earn credit prior to being
allowed to enroll in a subsequent
higher-level course. A prerequisite
course may not be taken for credit
subsequent to the earning of credit
in the higher-level course. 
(NP) = Nonrepeatable Prerequisite
 
A prerequisite course for which the
student is not permitted to substitute
the grade earned when the course is
repeated subsequent to earning
credit in the higher-level course. 
(C) = Corequisite
 
A course which may be taken as
either a prerequisite or as a
concurrent registration with the
higher-level course. 
(NC) = Nonrepeatable Corequisite
 
A corequisite course for which the
student is not permitted to substitute
the grade earned when the course is
repeated subsequent to earning
credit in the higher-level course. 
(R) = Recommended Course
 
A course which the instructor
strongly recommends be taken prior
to enrollment in a subsequent
course. 
(ER) = Enrollment Restriction
 
A course which is not open for
enrollment to students that have
earned credits in a specified course





(A) = Satisfies GER Arts distribution requirement
(A&) = Satisfies GER Arts/Cultural Diversity requirement
C/NC = Credit/No Credit (special grading option) requirement
DIS = Discussion section
FLD = Fieldwork section
Fr = Freshman
G = Graduate-level course
Grad = Graduate
H = Honors
(HU) = Satisfies GER Humanities distribution requirement
(HU&) = Satisfies GER Humanities/Cultural Diversity requirement
IND = Independent study section
Jr = Junior
LAB = Lab section
LEC = Lecture
(NS) = Satisfies GER Natural Sciences requirement
(NS+) = Satisfies GER Natural Sciences lab/fieldwork requirement
Req = Requirement
SEM = Seminar section
Soph = Sophomore
Sr = Senior
(SS) = Satisfies GER Social Sciences distribution requirement
(SS&) = Satisfies GER Social Sciences/Cultural Diversity requirement
St = Class standing (freshman, sophomore, etc.)
TBA = To be arranged
U = Undergraduate-level course
U/G = Undergraduate or graduate-level course
E = Evening section
W = Weekend section
~ = Audit not allowed
& = Satisfies GER Cultural Diversity requirement
# = Written consent required to audit
+ = Not open to University Special Students or Summer Guest students
(xxx) = Course number in parentheses indicates previous course number of





















Administrative Leadership 1 7 0
Africology 3 5
American Indian Studies 3 7
Ancient Mediterranean Studies 2 2 9
Anthropology 3 8
Applied Gerontology 2 3 0
Arabic 4 1
Architecture 1 6 6
Art and Design 1 5 4
Art Education 1 5 3
Art History 4 2
Asian Studies 2 3 1
Astronomy 4 4
Atmospheric Sciences 4 5
Biological Sciences 4 7
Business Administration 2 1 8
Business Management 2 2 7
Celtic Studies 5 4
Chemistry and Biochemistry 5 5
Childhood and Adolescence Studies 2 3 2
Chinese 5 9
Civil Engineering and Mechanics 4
Classics 6 0
Clinical Laboratory Sciences 1 8
College of Engineering and Applied Science 4
College of Health Sciences 1 8
College of Letters and Science 3 5
Communication Sciences and Disorders 2 1
Communication 6 1
Comparative Literature 6 5
Computer Science 6
Conservation and Environmental Sciences 6 6
Counseling 1 7 4
Criminal Justice 1 4 7
Cultures and Communities 2 3 4
Curriculum and Instruction 1 7 7
Dance 1 5 7
Digital Arts and Culture 2 3 7
Economics 6 8
Educational Policy and Community Studies 1 8 4
Educational Psychology 1 8 7
Electrical Engineering 9
Engineering and Applied Science 1 2
English 7 1
Environmental and Occupational Health 2 1 5
Ethnic Studies, Comparative 7 6
Exceptional Education 1 9 0
Film Studies 7 7
Film, Video, Animation and New Genres 1 6 0
Forensic Sciences 2 4 0
French and Francophone Studies 2 4 1
French 7 8
Freshwater Sciences 1 9 4




Global Studies - Global Communications 2 4 3
Global Studies - Global Security 2 4 4
Great Books and Liberal Arts 2 4 5
Greek 8 6
Health Care Administration 2 3
Health Sciences 2 4
Hebrew Studies 8 7
Helen Bader School of Social Welfare 1 4 7
History 8 8
Honors College 9 0
Human Movement Sciences 2 5
Industrial and Labor Relations 9 1
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering 1 3
Information Studies 1 9 5
International Studies 9 2
Italian 9 3
Japanese 9 4
Jewish Studies 9 5
Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies 9 6
Korean 9 8
Languages 2 4 6
Latin Am, Caribbean, & U.S. Latino Studies Major 2 4 7
Latin American and Caribbean Studies 1 0 0
Latin 9 9
Latino Studies 1 0 1
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Studies 1 0 2
Letters and Science-Humanities 1 0 3
Letters and Science-Natural Science 1 0 4
Letters and Science-Social Sciences 1 0 5
Liberal Studies 1 0 6
Linguistics 1 0 7
Literature in Translation 2 4 8
M.A. in Language, Literature, and Translation 1 0 8
Master of Human Resources and Labor
Relations
2 4 9
Master of Public Administration 2 5 2
Materials 1 5
Mathematical Sciences 1 1 1
Mathematical Statistics 1 1 4
Mechanical Engineering 1 6
Mediation and Negotiation Certificate Program 2 5 3
Middle Eastern and North African Studies 2 5 5
Milton and Lillian Peck School of the Arts 1 5 3
Museum Studies Certificate Program 2 5 6
Music Education 1 6 4
Music 1 6 2
Nonprofit Management 2 5 7
Nursing 2 0 6
Occupational Therapy 2 9
Organizational Administration 2 5 8
Peace Studies 1 1 5
Philosophy 1 1 6
Physics 1 1 8
Polish 1 2 1
Political Science 1 2 2
Portuguese 1 2 5
Premedical Studies 2 5 9
Psychology 1 2 6
Public Administration 1 3 2
Public Health 2 1 6
Religious Studies 1 3 3
Russian and East European Studies 2 6 2
Russian 1 3 4
Scandinavian Studies 1 3 5
School of Architecture and Urban Planning 1 6 6
School of Education 1 7 0
School of Freshwater Sciences 1 9 4
School of Information Studies 1 9 5
School of Nursing 2 0 6
School of Public Health 2 1 5
Seminars, L&S Undergraduate 2 6 3
Service Learning 2 6 4
Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business 2 1 8
Social Work 1 4 9
Sociology 1 3 6
Spanish 1 3 9
Sport and Recreation 3 1
Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages
2 6 5
Theatre 1 6 5
Therapeutic Recreation 3 4
Translation 1 4 1
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program 2 6 6
Urban Planning Studies Certificate 2 6 7
Urban Planning 1 6 9
Urban Studies Certificate Program 2 6 8
Urban Studies Program 1 4 2
UWS Collaborative Nursing Program 2 1 4
Washington Internship Program 2 7 0











College of Engineering and Applied Science
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
Civil Engineering and Mechanics
Chair: Hector Bravo, hrbravo@uwm.edu, 414-229-2756
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Civil Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Non Civil Engineering majors that meet all other prerequisites for restricted courses will need permission from the Civil Engineering department to register.
Please Note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
# CIV ENG 201 U 3 Statics
E 37277 LEC 011 MTWR 4:00pm-7:00pm EMS E225 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
# CIV ENG 202 U 3 Dynamics
E 37261 LEC 011 MTWR 4:00pm-7:00pm EMS E159 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
# CIV ENG 303 U 4 Strength of Materials
E 37285 LEC 011 MTWR 4:00pm-6:40pm EMS E160 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
# CIV ENG 360 U 3 Introduction to Structural Analysis
E 43427 LEC 011 TWR 4:00pm-6:50pm EMS E150 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
# + CIV ENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
36820 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36821 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36822 IND 003 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36823 IND 004 - TBA Helwany, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36824 IND 005 - TBA Horowitz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36825 IND 006 - TBA Li, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36826 IND 007 - TBA Liao, Q 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36827 IND 008 - TBA Rahman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36828 IND 009 - TBA Tabatabai, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36829 IND 010 - TBA Titi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36830 IND 011 - TBA Zhao, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37316 IND 013 - TBA Sobolev, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37328 IND 014 - TBA He, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37329 IND 015 - TBA Meyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37330 IND 016 - TBA Liu, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37331 IND 017 - TBA El Hajjar, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37332 IND 1 8 - TBA Papaioannou, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
CIV ENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
36831 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36832 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36833 IND 003 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36834 IND 004 - TBA Helwany, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36835 IND 005 - TBA Horowitz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36836 IND 006 - TBA Li, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36837 IND 007 - TBA Liao, Q 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36838 IND 008 - TBA Rahman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36839 IND 009 - TBA Tabatabai, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36855 IND 010 - TBA Titi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36856 IND 011 - TBA Zhao, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37333 IND 013 - TBA He, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37334 IND 014 - TBA Meyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37335 IND 015 - TBA Liu, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37336 IND 016 - TBA El Hajjar, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37337 IND 017 - TBA Papaioannou, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37356 IND 018 - TBA Sobolev, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
CIV ENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
36864 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36865 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36866 IND 003 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36867 IND 004 - TBA Helwany, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
36869 IND 005 - TBA Horowitz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36871 IND 006 - TBA Li, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36872 IND 007 - TBA Liao, Q 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36874 IND 008 - TBA Rahman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36873 IND 009 - TBA Tabatabai, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36875 IND 010 - TBA Titi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36876 IND 011 - TBA Zhao, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37338 IND 013 - TBA He, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37339 IND 014 - TBA Meyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37340 IND 015 - TBA Liu, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37341 IND 016 - TBA El Hajjar, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37342 IND 017 - TBA Papaioannou, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37355 IND 018 - TBA Sobolev, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
CIV ENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
36925 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36930 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36932 IND 003 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36934 IND 004 - TBA Helwany, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36940 IND 005 - TBA Horowitz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36942 IND 006 - TBA Li, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36944 IND 007 - TBA Liao, Q 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36946 IND 008 - TBA Rahman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36947 IND 009 - TBA Tabatabai, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36948 IND 010 - TBA Titi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36949 IND 011 - TBA Zhao, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37343 IND 013 - TBA He, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37344 IND 014 - TBA Meyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37345 IND 015 - TBA Liu, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37346 IND 016 - TBA El Hajjar, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37347 IND 017 - TBA Papaioannou, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37354 IND 018 - TBA Sobolev, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
CIV ENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36950 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37195 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37196 IND 003 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37197 IND 004 - TBA Helwany, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37198 IND 005 - TBA Horowitz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37199 IND 006 - TBA Li, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37200 IND 007 - TBA Liao, Q 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37201 IND 008 - TBA Rahman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37202 IND 009 - TBA Tabatabai, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37203 IND 010 - TBA Titi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37204 IND 011 - TBA Zhao, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37348 IND 013 - TBA He, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37349 IND 014 - TBA Meyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37350 IND 015 - TBA Liu, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37351 IND 016 - TBA El Hajjar, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37352 IND 017 - TBA Papaioannou, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37353 IND 018 - TBA Sobolev, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Computer Science
Chair: H. Hosseini (414) 229-4677, hosseini@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Computer Science courses with consent of the department.
Please Note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
   
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
      
 
   
        
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
       
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
  
       
 
   
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
# COMPSCI 101 U 3 Introduction to PC Application Software
43324 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Special course fee of $1176.00 will
be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required.
COMPSCI 150
(NS)
U 3 Survey of Computer Science
43325 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Special course fee of $1176.00 will
be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required.
COMPSCI 201 U 3 Introductory Computer Programming
37228 LEC 451 MW 8:00am-9:50am EMS E145 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
37229 LAB 851 MW 10:00am-11:50am EMS E145 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMPSCI 251 U 3 Intermediate Computer Programming
E 37262 LEC 451 TR 5:00pm-6:50pm EMS E145 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
E 37263 LAB 851 TR 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS E145 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMPSCI 315 U 3 Introduction to Computer Organization and Assembly Language Programming
37388 LEC 051 TR 1:30pm-3:50pm EMS E295 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
COMPSCI 317 U 3 Discrete Information Structures
37281 LEC 071 MW 9:00am-12:20pm EMS E295 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
COMPSCI 361 U 3 Introduction to Software Engineering
E 43322 LEC 451 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm EMS E159 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
E 43426 LAB 851 MW 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS E159 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMPSCI 417 U/G 3 Introduction to the Theory of Computation
37287 LEC 011 MW 9:00am-12:20pm EMS E150 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
# COMPSCI 458 U/G 3 Computer Architecture
37217 LEC 011 MW 1:30pm-4:50pm EMS E295 Hosseini, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
COMPSCI 520 U/G 3 Computer Networks
37288 LEC 071 TR 9:00am-12:20pm EMS E295 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
+ COMPSCI 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
37075 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37076 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37077 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37078 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37079 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37080 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37081 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37082 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37083 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37084 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37085 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37086 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37087 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37088 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37089 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37090 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37091 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37092 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37093 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37094 IND 020 - TBA Yu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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37095 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37096 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37097 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37098 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37212 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37218 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37238 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37254 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37267 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37304 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37305 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37306 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMPSCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37099 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37100 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37101 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37102 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37103 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37104 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37105 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37106 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37107 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37108 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37109 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37110 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37111 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37112 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37114 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37113 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37115 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37116 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37117 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37118 IND 020 - TBA Yu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37119 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37120 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37121 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37122 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37213 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37219 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37239 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37255 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37268 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37307 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37308 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37309 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMPSCI 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
37123 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37124 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37125 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37126 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37127 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37128 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37129 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37130 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37131 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37132 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37133 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37134 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37135 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37136 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37137 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37138 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37139 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37140 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37141 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37142 IND 020 - TBA Yu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37143 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37144 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37145 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37146 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37214 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37220 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37240 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37256 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37269 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37310 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37311 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37312 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
 
   
       
       
 
  
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
 
~ COMPSCI 995 G 3 Master's Capstone Project
37387 IND 001 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
37400 IND 002 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
COMPSCI 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
37147 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37148 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37149 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37150 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37151 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37152 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37153 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37154 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37155 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37156 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37157 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37158 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37159 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37160 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37161 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37162 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37163 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37164 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37165 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37166 IND 020 - TBA Yu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37167 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37168 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37169 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37170 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37215 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37241 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37242 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37257 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37270 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
COMPSCI 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37171 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37172 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37173 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37174 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37175 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37176 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37177 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37178 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37179 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37180 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37181 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37182 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37183 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37184 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37185 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37186 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37187 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37188 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37189 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37190 IND 020 - TBA Yu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37191 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37192 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37193 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37194 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37216 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37221 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37243 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37258 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37271 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37286 IND 030 - TBA Yu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37313 IND 031 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37314 IND 032 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37315 IND 033 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Electrical Engineering
Chair: George Hanson, george@uwm.edu 414-229-3885
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Electrical Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Non Electrical Engineering majors that meet all the other prerequisites for restricted courses will need permission from the Electrical Engineering department to register.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
       
      
 
  
        
       
      
 
  
        
 
   
        
 
   
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
       
       
       
ELECENG 234 U 4 Analytical Methods in Engineering
37282 LEC 011 MWF 8:30am-11:40am EMS E159 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
ELECENG 301 U 3 Electrical Circuits I
36818 LEC 011 MW 10:00am-1:20pm EMS E295 Misra, D 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
ELECENG 305 U 4 Electrical Circuits II
37236 LEC 471 MWF 1:30pm-3:40pm EMS E295 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
E 37237 LAB 871 TR 5:30pm-7:20pm EMS W219 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
37399 LAB 873 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm EMS W219 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
ELECENG 335 U 4 Electronics II
E 37317 LEC 471 MWF 5:30pm-7:40pm EMS E295 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
E 37318 LAB 871 TR 5:30pm-7:20pm EMS E203 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
37319 LAB 872 TR 3:30pm-5:20pm EMS E203 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
ELECENG 354 U 3 Digital Logic
37278 LEC 011 TR 9:00am-12:20pm EMS E295 Hosseini, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
# ELECENG 458 U/G 3 Computer Architecture
37264 LEC 011 MW 1:30pm-4:50pm EMS E295 Hosseini, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
+ ELECENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
36840 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36841 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36842 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36843 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36844 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36845 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36846 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36870 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36847 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36848 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36849 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36850 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36851 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36852 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36853 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36854 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36857 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36858 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36859 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36860 IND 020 - TBA Reza, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36861 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36862 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36863 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36868 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37207 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37222 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37244 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37249 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37272 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37289 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37290 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37291 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ELECENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
36877 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36878 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36879 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36880 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
36881 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36882 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36883 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36884 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36885 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36886 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36887 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36888 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36889 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36890 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36891 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36892 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36893 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36894 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36895 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36896 IND 020 - TBA Reza, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36897 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36898 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36899 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36900 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37208 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37223 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37245 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37250 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37273 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37292 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37294 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37293 IND 3 1 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ELECENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
36901 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36902 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36903 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36904 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36905 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36906 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36907 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36908 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36909 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36910 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36911 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36912 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36913 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36914 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36915 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36916 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36917 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36918 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36919 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36920 IND 020 - TBA Reza, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36921 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36922 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36923 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36924 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37209 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37224 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37246 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37251 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37274 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37295 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37296 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37297 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ELECENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
36926 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36927 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36928 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36929 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36931 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36933 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36935 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36936 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36937 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36938 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36939 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36941 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36943 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36945 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36951 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36952 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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36953 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36954 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36955 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36956 IND 020 - TBA Reza, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36957 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36958 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36959 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36960 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37210 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37225 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37247 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37252 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37275 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37298 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37299 IND 031 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37300 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ELECENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36961 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36962 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36963 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36964 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36965 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36966 IND 006 - TBA Davida, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36967 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36968 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36969 IND 009 - TBA Gregory, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36970 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36971 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36972 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36973 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36974 IND 014 - TBA Law, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36975 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36976 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36977 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36978 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36979 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36980 IND 020 - TBA Reza, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36981 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36982 IND 022 - TBA Vairavan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36983 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36984 IND 024 - TBA Webber, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37211 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37226 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37248 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37253 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37276 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37301 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37302 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37303 IND 032 - TBA Yu, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Engineering and Applied Science
CEAS Student Services, EMS E 386 (414) 229-4667, ceas-adv@uwm.edu
   
       
       
 
  
      
       
       
 
  
      
       
 
  
      
       
       
 
+ EAS 1 U 1 Engineering Co-op Work Period
36816 FLD 051 - TBA Pickering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36817 FLD 152 - TBA Pickering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
This section meets off-campus. Location TBA.
EAS 297 U 1 - 5  Study Abroad:
37265 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
37392 LEC 162 - TBA Jen, T TOPIC: Intnl Industrial Academic Leadership Experience 1 -  5
cr, 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 CYCU Taiwan Summer School
Exchange(Initial registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Taiwan
trip dates: July 9-30, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
37395 LEC 163 - TBA Yu, D TOPIC: 2011 Ldrshp Lab:Tech Devl & Culture in Taiwan 1 -  5
cr, 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 FCU Taiwan Summer School
Exchange(Initial registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Taiwan
trip dates: July 9-30, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
EAS 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
37205 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37206 IND 002 - TBA Pickering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
EAS 497 U/G 1 - 5  Study Abroad:
37266 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
37393 LEC 162 - TBA Jen, T TOPIC: Intnl Industrial Academic Leadership Experience 1 -  5
cr, 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 CYCU Taiwan Summer School
Exchange(Initial registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Taiwan
trip dates: July 9-30, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
37394 LEC 163 - TBA Yu, D TOPIC: 2011 Ldrshp Lab:Tech Devl & Culture in Taiwan 1 -  5
cr, 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 FCU Taiwan Summer School
Exchange(Initial registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Taiwan
trip dates: July 9-30, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
Chair: A. Garg (414)229-6240, arun@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Industrial Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
         
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
IND ENG 360 U 3 Engineering Economic Analysis
E 37322 LEC 011 MTWR 5:30pm-7:10pm EMS E295 Seifoddini, H 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
IND ENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
37010 IND 001 - TBA Beschorner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37011 IND 002 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37012 IND 003 - TBA Garg, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37013 IND 004 - TBA Jang, J
Nanduri, V
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37401 IND 005 - TBA Beschorner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37402 IND 006 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37403 IND 007 - TBA Nanduri, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37404 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37405 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
IND ENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37014 IND 001 - TBA Garg, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37015 IND 002 - TBA Jang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37016 IND 003 - TBA Saxena, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37017 IND 004 - TBA Seifoddini, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37406 IND 005 - TBA Beschorner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37407 IND 006 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37408 IND 007 - TBA Nanduri, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37409 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37410 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
IND ENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
37018 IND 001 - TBA Garg, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37019 IND 002 - TBA Jang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37020 IND 003 - TBA Zhang, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37021 IND 004 - TBA Seifoddini, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37411 IND 005 - TBA Beschorner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37412 IND 006 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37413 IND 007 - TBA Nanduri, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37414 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37415 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
IND ENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
37022 IND 001 - TBA Garg, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37023 IND 002 - TBA Jang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37024 IND 003 - TBA Saxena, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37025 IND 004 - TBA Seifoddini, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37416 IND 005 - TBA Beschorner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37417 IND 006 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37418 IND 007 - TBA Nanduri, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37419 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37420 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
IND ENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37026 IND 001 - TBA Garg, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37027 IND 002 - TBA Jang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37028 IND 003 - TBA Saxena, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37029 IND 004 - TBA Seifoddini, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37421 IND 005 - TBA Beschorner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37422 IND 006 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37423 IND 007 - TBA Nanduri, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37424 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37425 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Materials
Chair: Nidal Abu-Zahra (414) 229-5181, nidal@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Materials Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
         
 
  
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
MATLENG 201 U 4 Engineering Materials
E 37227 LEC 011 MTWR 4:30pm-6:20pm EMS E237 Lopez, H 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
MATLENG 330 U 3 Materials and Processes in Manufacturing
E 37235 LEC 011 MTWR 5:30pm-8:00pm EMS E145 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
+ MATLENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
36985 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36986 IND 002 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36987 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36988 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36989 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37230 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37323 IND 007 - TBA Kim, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
MATLENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
36990 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36991 IND 002 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36992 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36993 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
36994 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37231 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37324 IND 007 - TBA Kim, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
MATLENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
36995 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36996 IND 002 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36997 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36998 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
36999 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37232 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37325 IND 007 - TBA Kim, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
MATLENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
37000 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37001 IND 002 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37002 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37003 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37004 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37233 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37326 IND 007 - TBA Kim, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
MATLENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37005 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37006 IND 002 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37007 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37008 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37009 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37234 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37327 IND 007 - TBA Kim, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37426 IND 008 - TBA Church, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Mechanical Engineering
Chair: Anoop Dhingra (414) 229-3092, dhingra@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Mechanical Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Non Mechanical Engineering majors that meet all other prerequisites for restricted courses will need permission from the Mechanical Engineering department to register.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
   
        
 
  
       
 
   
       
      
 
   
        
 
  
        
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
MECHENG 301 U 3 Basic Engineering Thermodynamics
36819 LEC 011 MWF 9:00am-10:50am EMS E237 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
MECHENG 320 U 3 Introduction to Fluid Mechanics
37259 LEC 011 MWF 12:30pm-2:20pm EMS E237 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
MECHENG 321 U 4 Basic Heat Transfer
37283 LEC 471 MWF 12:30pm-2:20pm EMS E145 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
37284 DIS 671 TR 12:30pm-2:20pm EMS E145 Guntur, K
Kumar, S
07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
+ MECHENG 323 U 1 Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
E 43422 LAB 871 MW 4:30pm-6:20pm EMS W110 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
MECHENG 360 U 3 Mechanical Design I
37279 LEC 071 MWF 9:00am-10:50am EMS E225 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
# MECHENG 366 U 4 Design of Machine Elements
37320 LEC 411 MWF 9:00am-10:50am EMS E225 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $83.20.
37321 DIS 611 TR 9:00am-10:50am EMS E225 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# MECHENG 370 U 2 Computer Aided Engineering Laboratory
E 37260 LEC 071 TWR 4:30pm-6:20pm EMS E256 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $41.60.
MECHENG 463 U/G 3 Introduction to Finite Elements
E 43423 LEC 411 MW 4:30pm-5:50pm EMS E250 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $62.40.
E 43424 LAB 811 MW 6:00pm-7:50pm EMS E256 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
+ MECHENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
37030 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37031 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37032 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37033 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37034 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37035 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37036 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37037 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37038 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37357 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37358 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37359 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37360 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37361 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37362 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
MECHENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37039 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37040 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37041 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37042 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37043 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37044 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37045 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37046 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37047 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37363 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37364 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37365 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37366 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
37367 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
37368 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80.
MECHENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
37048 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37049 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37050 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37051 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37052 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37053 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37054 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37055 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37056 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37369 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37370 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37371 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37372 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37373 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37374 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
MECHENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
37057 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37058 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37059 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37060 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37061 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37062 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37063 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37064 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37065 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37375 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37376 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37377 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37378 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37379 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37380 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
MECHENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37066 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37067 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37068 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37069 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37070 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37071 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37072 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37073 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37074 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37381 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37382 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37383 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37384 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37385 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
37386 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
College of Health Sciences
NOTE: Students who are absent during first week of classes without instructor's permission may forfeit a place in class. Students will still be held responsible for dropping the class.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES INTRODUCTORY/TOPICS COURSES: C L SCI 101 Introduction to Clinical Laboratory Sciences; C L SCI 205(NS) Introduction to Diagnostic Medicine; C L SCI
232 Introduction to Nutrition; C L SCI 260(SS) Introduction to Complementary and Alternative Medicine; C L SCI 281 Dead Men Do Tell Tales: An Introduction to Forensic Science;
COMSDIS 210(SS) Survey of Communication Disorders; HS 101 Introduction to Health and Disease; HS 105 (SS) Survey of the Health Professions; HCA 203(SS) Human Life Cycle; HS 222
Language of Medicine; HS 224 Introduction to Microcomputers for Allied Health Professions; HMS 200 Introduction to Kinesiology; HMS 230(NS) Health Aspects of Exercise and
Nutrition; THERREC 203 Recreation as a Therapeutic Intervention, THERREC 103(HU) Introduction to Leisure
FORENSIC SCIENCES
Interdisciplinary certificate programs in forensic sciences are offered by the College of Health Sciences in cooperation with the College of Letters & Sciences and Helen Bader School of
Social Welfare. For a listing of courses offered in the programs this semester, see the Forensic Sciences listing toward the end of this Schedule.
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Dept. Chair: Jeri-Anne Lyons, Ph.D., End. 417, (414)229-3812, jlyons@uwm.edu
Program Coordinator: Cindy Brown, END 463, (414)229-5299, cbrown@uwm.edu
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
  
      
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
C L SCI 297 U 1-12  Clinical Laboratory Sciences - Study Abroad:
42359 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ C L SCI 322 U 2 Obstetrics/Gynecology Sonography III
42468 LEC 111 - TBA Johnson, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 325 U 2 Breast Sonography
42469 LEC 111 - TBA Johnson, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 326 U 3 Sonography Clinical Education III
42470 FLD 911 - TBA Baker, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
C L SCI 332 U 2 Clinical Nutrition
42395 LEC 011 MW 8:30am-11:50am TBA de Oliveira, L 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
~ C L SCI 345 U 2 Pediatric Echocardiography I
42471 LEC 111 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 346 U 2 Adult Echocardiography II
42472 LEC 111 - TBA Willey, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 347 U 3 Clinical Education III - Echocardiography
42473 FLD 911 - TBA Cordio, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
# + C L SCI 350 U 2 Introduction to Radiologic Technology
43513 LEC 161 - TBA Mitchell, C 07/02/2012-07/21/2012 WFHC - All Saints
# + C L SCI 354 U 2 Radiographic Procedures I
43514 LEC 191 - TBA Mitchell, C 07/23/2012-08/11/2012 WFHC - All Saints
# + C L SCI 370 U 1 Radiographic Anatomy and Physiology III
43540 LEC 111 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Aurora S. Luke's Medical Center, 180
W. Grange Ave., Milwaukee, 53207
43541 LEC 112 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Columbia-St. Mary's, 4425 N. Port
Washington Rd., Glendale, 53212
42345 LEC 113 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W.
Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee.
42346 LEC 114 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland
Ave. Madison, WI 53792
42361 LEC 115 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 WFHC-St. Joseph, 9252 N. Green Bay
Rd., Brown Deer, WI, 53209
# + C L SCI 371 U 1 Radiologic Procedures III
42296 LEC 111 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180
W. Grange Ave., Milwaukee, 53207
42300 LEC 112 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Columbia-St. Mary's, 4425 N. Port
Washington Rd. Glendale.
42347 LEC 113 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W.
Wisconsin Ave, Milwaukee.
42348 LEC 114 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland
Ave., Madison, WI 53792
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
      
 
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
        
        
 
   
42362 LEC 115 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 WFHC-St. Joseph, 9252 N. Green Bay
Rd., Brown Deer, WI 53209
# + C L SCI 372 U 2 Radiographic Clinical Education III
42297 FLD 911 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180
W. Grange Ave., Milwaukee, 53207
42299 FLD 912 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Columbia-St. Mary's, 4425 N. Port
Washington Rd., Glendale, 53212
42349 FLD 913 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W.
Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee
42350 FLD 914 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland
Ave., Madison, WI 53792
42363 FLD 915 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 WFHC - St. Joseph, 9252 N. Green Bay
Rd., Brown Deer, WI 53209
~ C L SCI 440 U 3 Clinical Education VI - Echocardiography
42498 FLD 911 - TBA Cordio, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 441 U 3 Transesophageal Echocardiography
42499 LEC 111 - TBA Willey, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 461 U 3 Sonography Clinical Education VI
42496 FLD 911 - TBA Baker, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 464 U 2 Fetal/Neonatal Neurosonography
42497 LEC 111 - TBA Baker, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospitals and Clinics, 600
Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
# + C L SCI 485 U 1 Professional Development in Radiography
42304 LEC 111 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180
W. Grange Ave., Milwaukee, 53207
42327 LEC 112 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Columbia-St. Mary's, 4425 N. Port
Washington Rd., Glendale, 53212
42364 LEC 113 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W.
Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee.
42365 LEC 114 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland
Ave. Madison, WI 53792
42474 LEC 115 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 WFHC-St. Joseph, 9252 N. Green Bay
Rd., Brown Deer, WI 53209
# + C L SCI 486 U 2 Radiography Clinical Education VI
42305 FLD 911 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180
W. Grange Ave., Milwaukee, 53207
42328 FLD 912 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Columbia-St. Mary's, 4425 N. Port
Washington Rd., Glendale, 53212
42366 FLD 913 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W.
Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee.
42367 FLD 914 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland
Ave. Madison WI. 53792
42475 FLD 915 - TBA Mitchell, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 WFHC-St. Joseph, 9252 N. Green Bay
Rd., Brown Deer, WI 53209
C L SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Clinical Laboratory Sciences - Study Abroad:
42392 LAB 951 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# C L SCI 521 U 3 Applied Clinical Hematology
42564 LEC 471 MTWRF 8:30am-11:20am TBA Ndon, J 07/09/2012-07/21/2012 
42565 LAB 871 MTWRF 12:00pm-3:00pm TBA Anders, S 07/09/2012-07/21/2012 
+ C L SCI 522 U 1 Hemostasis
42214 LEC 411 MTWRF 8:30am-9:50am TBA Gunderson, C 05/29/2012-06/09/2012 
42215 LAB 811 MTWRF 10:00am-11:30am TBA Anders, S 05/29/2012-06/09/2012 
# C L SCI 536 U 3 Applied Clinical Microbiology
42279 LEC 411 MTWRF 12:00pm-1:20pm TBA Nardelli, D 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Lecture also meets the week of June
13-17 from 8:30-9:50 AM. Students are required to have access
to internet/computer.
42280 LAB 811 MTWRF 1:30pm-3:00pm TBA Brown, C 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Lab meets 5/31 - 6/17 M-F 1:30-3
PM and the week of 6/13 - 6/17 M-F 10-11:30 AM. Students are
required to have access to internet/computer.
+ C L SCI 537 U/G 2 Medical Parasitology and Mycology
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
   
       
       
 
   
      
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
42216 LEC 491 MTWRF 8:30am-11:20am TBA Azenabor, A 07/30/2012-08/11/2012 
42217 LAB 891 MTWRF 12:00pm-3:00pm TBA Hassan, W 07/30/2012-08/11/2012 
# C L SCI 541 U 1 Urinalysis
42633 LEC 492 MTWRF 8:30am-11:20am TBA 07/23/2012-07/28/2012 
42218 LAB 891 MTWRF 12:00pm-3:00pm TBA Anders, S 07/23/2012-07/28/2012 
# C L SCI 542 U 3 Applied Clinical Chemistry
42566 LEC 441 MTWRF 8:30am-11:20am TBA Lyons, J 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 
42567 LAB 841 MTWRF 12:00pm-3:00pm TBA Stalewski, S 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 
# C L SCI 583 U 1 Cytology Preparation Techniques
42339 FLD 111 - TBA Stowe, C 05/29/2012-06/09/2012 ACL Laboratory-West Allis Memorial
Hospital, 8901 W. Lincoln Ave., West Allis, WI 53227
# C L SCI 587 U 1 Research Methods in Cytology
42303 FLD 131 - TBA Stowe, C 06/11/2012-06/23/2012 ACL Laboratory-West Allis Memorial
Hospital, 8901 W. Lincoln Ave., West Allis, WI 53227
# C L SCI 588 U 5 Diagnostic Microscopy in Cytology
42310 FLD 151 - TBA Stowe, C 06/25/2012-08/25/2012 ACL Laboratory-West Allis Memorial
Hospital. 8901 W. Lincoln Ave., West Allis, WI 53227
C L SCI 590 U/G 1 - 5  Topics in Clinical Laboratory Sciences:
42663 LEC 091 - TBA Rhyner, P
de Oliveira, L
TOPIC: MCH Pass Summer Institute 1 cr,
08/13/2012-08/18/2012 Students should register for 1 credit.
~ C L SCI 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
42594 IND 002 - TBA Anders, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42485 IND 003 - TBA Azenabor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42486 IND 004 - TBA Brown, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43515 IND 006 - TBA Doll, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42487 IND 007 - TBA Eells, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43516 IND 008 - TBA Hassan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42488 IND 009 - TBA Lyons, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42546 IND 010 - TBA Nardelli, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42489 IND 011 - TBA Ndon, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42490 IND 013 - TBA Stalewski, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42593 IND 014 - TBA Mitchell, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
C L SCI 799 G 1 - 8  Research in Clinical Laboratory Sciences
42219 IND 001 - TBA Azenabor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42220 IND 003 - TBA Doll, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42221 IND 005 - TBA Eells, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43517 IND 007 - TBA Hassan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42301 IND 008 - TBA Lyons, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42389 IND 010 - TBA Nardelli, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42547 IND 011 - TBA Ndon, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42595 IND 012 - TBA Mitchell, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# C L SCI 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Dissertation
42500 IND 001 - TBA Azenabor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42501 IND 003 - TBA Doll, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42502 IND 005 - TBA Eells, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43518 IND 007 - TBA Hassan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42503 IND 008 - TBA Lyons, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42504 IND 009 - TBA Madsen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42505 IND 010 - TBA Nardelli, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42525 IND 011 - TBA Ndon, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42596 IND 013 - TBA Mitchell, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
C L SCI 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
42222 IND 001 - TBA Azenabor, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42223 IND 003 - TBA Doll, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42224 IND 005 - TBA Eells, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43519 IND 007 - TBA Hassan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42302 IND 008 - TBA Lyons, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42390 IND 010 - TBA Nardelli, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42549 IND 011 - TBA Ndon, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42597 IND 013 - TBA Mitchell, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Chair: Marylou Gelfer, END 853, 229-6465
Undergraduate Program Coordinator: Shelley Lund, END 871, 229-4945
Graduate Program Coordinator: Carol Hubbard Seery, END 873, 229-4291
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
1. Students intending to apply for an undergraduate major in the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders may not repeat the following courses: ComSDis 220; ComSDis
230: ComSDis 240. This also applies to Second and non Degree students.
2. No student will be allowed to drop clinical practicum ComSDis 500, ComSDis 501 or ComSDis 720 without the consent of the Coordinator of Clinical Services.
3. Changes in undergraduate and graduate clinic registration may be necessitated by availability of supervisors and student priority.
4. Students who are absent during first week of class without instructor's permission may forfeit their place in class.
5. All students should contact their advisors prior to registration.
   
       
      
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
# COMSDIS 500 U 3 Clinical Practice in Speech-Language Pathology:
42285 DIS 621 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Sieff, S TOPIC: On-Campus Clinic 3 cr ,  06/04/2012-07/28/2012 
42273 LAB 821 - TBA Sieff, S TOPIC: On-Campus Clinic 3 cr ,  06/04/2012-07/28/2012 
# COMSDIS 661 U/G 2 The Role of the Speech-language Pathologist in Literacy
E 42636 LEC 021 T 4:00pm-5:45pm TBA Sieff, S 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 
# + COMSDIS 688 U/G 2 Evaluation and Diagnosis in Speech-Language Pathology
42635 LEC 011 MW 1:00pm-3:05pm TBA Cottingham, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
COMSDIS 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
42637 IND 005 - TBA Chirillo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42225 IND 030 - TBA Gelfer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42638 IND 035 - TBA Heilmann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43522 IND 040 - TBA Heuer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42330 IND 050 - TBA Lund, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42331 IND 060 - TBA Rhyner, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42398 IND 065 - TBA Sieff, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42332 IND 070 - TBA Seery, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42639 IND 075 - TBA Song, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMSDIS 701 G 3 Research Design and Methods in Communication Sciences and Disorders
42283 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Bashford, J 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
# COMSDIS 710 G 3 Motor Speech Disorders
42634 LEC 011 M 9:00am-12:15pm TBA Gelfer, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 The first class meeting will be
Wednesday, 5/30, 09:00 am - 12:15 pm.
# COMSDIS 720 G 1 - 3  Advanced Clinical Practice in Speech-Language Pathology:




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum I 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Enroll for 3 credits. Also enroll in LAB
821. Location: END 816. Week of 6/7 only: Additional meeting
times will be scheduled. See clinic coordinator for days/times.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum II 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Enroll for 3 credits. Also enroll in LAB
822. Location: END 816. Week of 6/7 only: Additional meeting
times will be scheduled. See clinic coordinator for days/times.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum III 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Enroll for 3 credits. Also enroll in LAB
823. Location: END 816. Week of 6/7 only: Additional meeting
times will be scheduled. See clinic coordinator for days/times.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum IV 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Enroll for 3 credits. Also enroll in LAB
824. Location: END 816. Week of 6/7 only: Additional meeting
times will be scheduled. See clinic coordinator for days/times.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum V 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Enroll for 3 credits. Also enroll in LAB
825. Location: END 816. Week of 6/7 only: Additional meeting
times will be scheduled. See clinic coordinator for days/times.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum I 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Also enroll in DIS 621.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum II 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Also enroll in DIS 622.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum III 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Also enroll in DIS 623.




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum IV 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Also enroll in DIS 624.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
       
 
   
         
      
 
  
        
        
       
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 




TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum V 3 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 Also enroll in DIS 625.
# COMSDIS 726 G 4 Speech-Language Pathology Externship in Medical Environments
E 42640 DIS 611 M 5:00pm-6:20pm TBA Wangerin, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets only 6/14, 6/25, 7/9, 7/23 (al l
online), and 7/30- (in class).
42641 LAB 911 - TBA Wangerin, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
COMSDIS 771 G 2 - 3  Clinical Practice in Audiologic (Re)Habilitation:
42337 DIS 611 W 3:00pm-4:50pm OFF CAMPUS Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
TOPIC: Pediatric 3 cr, 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Students
should enroll for 3 credits. DIS will meet at Community
Audiology Services, 10243 W. National Ave., West Allis
42574 DIS 612 W 3:00pm-4:50pm OFF CAMPUS Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
TOPIC: Adult 2 cr, 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Students should
enroll for 2 credits. DIS will meet at Community Audiology
Services, 10243 W. National Ave., West Allis
42286 LAB 911 - OFF CAMPUS Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
Zingler, H
TOPIC: Pediatric 3 cr, 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Lab meets at
Community Audiology Services, 10243 W. National Ave., West
Allis. Meeting times and days will be TBA.
42575 LAB 912 - OFF CAMPUS Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
Zingler, H
TOPIC: Adult 2 cr, 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Lab meets at
Community Audiology Services, 10243 W. National Ave., West
Allis. Meeting times and days will be TBA.
COMSDIS 785 G 1 Professional Development Portfolio
42355 IND 611 T 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Hennes, D 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Informational meeting will convene
the weeks of 5/10 and 5/17. Individual meetings will be
scheduled as needed thereafter.
42356 IND 612 R 1:00pm-3:00pm TBA Hennes, D 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Informational meeting will convene
the weeks of 5/7 and 5/14. Individual meetings will be
scheduled as needed thereafter.
COMSDIS 790 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
42227 IND 030 - TBA Gelfer, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42643 IND 035 - TBA Heilmann, J 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
43538 IND 040 - TBA Heuer, S 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42228 IND 060 - TBA Lund, S 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42333 IND 070 - TBA Rhyner, P 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42334 IND 080 - TBA Seery, C 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42642 IND 085 - TBA Song, J 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
COMSDIS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Studies
42229 IND 010 - TBA Chirillo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42230 IND 015 - TBA Cottingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42231 IND 025 - TBA Gelfer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42644 IND 028 - TBA Heilmann, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42306 IND 030 - TBA Hennes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43539 IND 035 - TBA Heuer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42307 IND 040 - TBA Lund, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42308 IND 045 - TBA Rhyner, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42568 IND 048 - TBA Ryan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42309 IND 050 - TBA Seery, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42335 IND 055 - TBA Sieff, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42645 IND 058 - TBA Song, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42336 IND 060 - TBA Wangerin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMSDIS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
42226 IND 010 - TBA Gelfer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Health Care Administration
Health Sciences Chair:Timothy Patrick, END 945, (414)-229-6849
Program Director: Timothy Patrick, END 945, (414)-229-6849
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
   
       
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
# HCA 220 U 3 Leading Healthcare Professionals
42563 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Wiggins, C 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Special Course Fee: $250.00.
Fully online course, $250.00 fee in addition to regular tuition.
HCA 297 U 1-12  Health Care Administration - Study Abroad:
42493 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact the Center for
International Education, PER 166, 229-5182.
HCA 307 U 3 Epidemiology for the Health Sciences
42338 LEC 011 MTWRF 9:00am-11:30am TBA Mori, N 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Final 8/4 2:00 pm-4:00 pm
HCA 497 U/G 1-12  Health Care Administration - Study Abroad:
42528 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + HCA 580 U 3 Health Care Administration Internship
42560 FLD 051 - TBA Madsen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
HCA 699 U/G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study:
42586 IND 005 - TBA Cisler, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42587 IND 010 - TBA Kate, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42232 IND 015 - TBA Madsen, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42323 IND 025 - TBA Patrick, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43537 IND 028 - TBA Prasad, R
42324 IND 030 - TBA Trinh, H 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42325 IND 035 - TBA Wu, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# HCA 721 G 3 Health Information Technology Procurement




# HCA 890 G 1 - 6  Health Care Informatics Research and Thesis
42588 IND 005 - TBA Cisler, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42589 IND 010 - TBA Kate, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42353 IND 012 - TBA Patrick, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42354 IND 013 - TBA Prasad, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42370 IND 014 - TBA Wu, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# HCA 891 G 3 Health Care Informatics Professional Project
42590 IND 005 - TBA Cisler, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42591 IND 010 - TBA Kate, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42358 IND 012 - TBA Patrick, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42371 IND 013 - TBA Prasad, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42372 IND 014 - TBA Wu, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ HCA 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Dissertation
42569 IND 005 - TBA Cisler, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42570 IND 010 - TBA Madsen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42571 IND 015 - TBA Patrick, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42572 IND 2 0 - TBA Prasad, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42573 IND 2 5 - TBA Wu, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Health Sciences
  
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
HS 102 U 3 Health Care Delivery in the United States
42583 LEC 251 - TBA Frediani, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Course meets completely on-line.
Additional course fee of $250 is assessed.
HS 224 U 3 Introduction to Microcomputers for Allied Health Professions
E 42584 LEC 411 TR 5:00pm-5:50pm TBA Castelaz, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 42585 LAB 811 TR 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Castelaz, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
HS 301 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Fundamentals
42598 LEC 011 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Ndon, J 05/29/2012-06/09/2012 
HS 302 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Organ Systems I
42599 LEC 031 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Ndon, J 06/11/2012-06/23/2012 
HS 303 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Organ Systems II
42600 LEC 051 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Ndon, J 06/25/2012-07/07/2012 
HS 304 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Organ Systems III
42601 LEC 071 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Ndon, J 07/09/2012-07/21/2012 
HS 305 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Organ Systems IV
42602 LEC 091 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Ndon, J 07/23/2012-08/04/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Human Movement Sciences
Chair: Kristian O'Connor: END 471, 229-2680
Undergraduate Director: Tracy Oles-Fairchild, END 413, 229-6694
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
NOTE: Students pursuing the Kinesiology major will be given priority in the undergraduate HMS courses. 
HMS 180 Topics in Health/Wellness - Enroll in Lec from SPT&REC 298
HMS 260 Introduction to Complementary and Alternative Medicine - Enroll in C L SCI 260
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
 
   
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
      
      
 
   
       
       
HMS 230
(NS)
U 3 Health Aspects of Exercise and Nutrition
42655 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Snyder, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Special course fee of $250 in addition
to regular tuition will be charged for this section. Course taught
100% on-line following the first 4 week summer schedule.
HMS 270 U 3 Statistics in the Health Professions: Theory and Practice
42329 LEC 031 MW 9:00am-12:15pm TBA 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
HMS 290 U 1 - 3  Special Topics in Human Movement Sciences:
43612 LEC 411 F 9:00am-12:45pm TBA Ebersole, K TOPIC: Survey of Injury and Performance Mgmt in Fitness 1  -
3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
43613 LAB 811 TR - TBA Ebersole, K TOPIC: Survey of Injury and Performance Mgmt in Fitness 1  -
3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# + HMS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42360 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 298 U 1 - 3  Independent Projects
42234 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42535 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42235 IND 015 - TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42236 IND 020 - TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42287 IND 030 - TBA Snyder, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42237 IND 035 - TBA Strath, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42319 IND 040 - TBA Swartz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42320 IND 050 - TBA Cobb, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42516 IND 055 - TBA Keenan, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42517 IND 060 - TBA Klos, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42518 IND 065 - TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
42288 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42536 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42239 IND 015 - TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42240 IND 020 - TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42241 IND 030 - TBA Snyder, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42242 IND 035 - TBA Strath, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42321 IND 040 - TBA Swartz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42322 IND 050 - TBA Cobb, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42520 IND 055 - TBA Keenan, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42519 IND 060 - TBA Klos, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42521 IND 065 - TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 320 U 3 Biomechanics
42243 LEC 471 TR 9:00am-11:15am TBA Bazett-Jones, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Fee: $10.00.
42244 LAB 871 MW 8:30am-10:15am TBA Bazett-Jones, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
42245 LAB 872 MW 10:30am-12:15pm TBA Bazett-Jones, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# HMS 330 U 4 Exercise Physiology
42396 LEC 411 MTWR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42397 LAB 811 MW 11:00am-1:45pm TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42484 LAB 812 TR 11:00am-1:45pm TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42656 LAB 813 TR 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# HMS 460 U 3 Motor Development Across the Lifespan
42626 LEC 411 MW 12:30pm-2:45pm TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42627 LAB 811 TR 1:00pm-2:45pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42628 LAB 812 TR 3:00pm-4:45pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# HMS 461 U 3 Principles of Motor Learning
42629 LEC 471 MW 10:00am-12:15pm TBA Bazett-Jones, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
42630 LAB 871 TR 1:00pm-2:45pm TBA Bazett-Jones, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
42631 LAB 872 TR 3:00pm-4:45pm TBA Bazett-Jones, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
      
 
  
        
        
 
   
      
 
   
      
      
 
   
        
   
       
 
  
        
 
   
       
   
 
  
        
      
      
        
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
42659 LAB 873 TR 11:00am-12:45pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 489 U 6-14  Kinesiology Internship and Seminar
42246 SEM 011 W 9:30am-11:20am TBA Oles-Fairchild, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Must be taken for 14cr.
42289 SEM 012 M 9:30am-11:20am TBA Wilkinson, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 For Athletic Training Students only.
# + HMS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42529 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ HMS 525 U/G 6 Human Gross Anatomy
42657 LEC 411 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 
42373 LAB 811 MTWR 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 
~ HMS 526 U/G 3 Introduction to Physical Therapy Practice and Examination Techniques
42624 LEC 411 F 9:00am-11:00am TBA Huddleston, W 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 Special Course Fee: $190.00.
WR 3:00pm-5:00pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 
42625 LAB 911 TR 9:00am-11:00am TBA Huddleston, W 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 
HMS 552 U/G 3 Psychology of Personal Excellence
E 42539 LEC 011 TR 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
~ HMS 553 U/G 4 Medical Physiology
42658 LEC 011 MW 9:00am-10:50am TBA Dvorak, L 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 
T 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/04/2012 
HMS 590 U/G 1 - 3  Current Topics in Human Kinetics:
43542 LEC 011 T 3:00pm-4:00pm TBA Dietrich, A TOPIC: Introduction to Physical Therapy Clinicl Education 1  -
3 cr, 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Students should register for 1
credit.
42581 LEC 052 - TBA Dietrich, A TOPIC: Physical Therapy Internship Elective 1 - 3 cr,
06 /25/2012-07/21/2012 
42582 LEC 091 - TBA Dietrich, A TOPIC: Physical Therapy Internship Elective II 1 - 3 cr,
07 /23/2012-08/18/2012 
42481 LAB 951 MWF 8:00am-11:50am TBA Moerchen, V TOPIC: Interdisciplinary Practice and Practicum w/Childre 1  -
3 cr, 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Location: Washington Park
Senior Center
~ HMS 642 U/G 3 Professionalism and Ethos of Care
42647 LEC 011 MW 12:30pm-3:30pm TBA Dietrich, A 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
~ HMS 643 G 2 Integument System
42646 LEC 011 MW 9:00am-11:30am TBA Truebenbach, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
~ HMS 681 G 2 Fieldwork II: Basic Skills Experience
42483 SEM 991 MTWRF 8:00am-4:30pm OFF CAMPUS Dietrich, A 07/30/2012-08/25/2012 
~ HMS 708 G 3 Clinical Gait Analysis
42579 LEC 011 TR 1:30pm-4:30pm TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
~ HMS 715 G 3 - 6  Evidence for Practice II
42482 IND 211 - TBA Zalewski, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ HMS 741 G 3 Musculoskeletal System: Lower Extremities
42524 LEC 011 TR 9:00am-1:00pm TBA Truebenbach, C 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
~ HMS 798 G 1 - 6  Independent Project
42381 IND 005 - TBA Alt, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43543 IND 008 - TBA Cashin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42382 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42537 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43544 IND 014 - TBA Enwemeka, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42432 IND 015 - TBA Huddleston, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42383 IND 020 - TBA Meyer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42433 IND 025 - TBA Moerchen, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42384 IND 030 - TBA OConnor, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42385 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42386 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42387 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42434 IND 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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42509 IND 065 - TBA Cobb, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42510 IND 070 - TBA Keenan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42511 IND 075 - TBA Klos, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42512 IND 080 - TBA Wang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
42274 IND 005 - TBA Alt, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43545 IND 008 - TBA Cashin, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42290 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42538 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43546 IND 014 - TBA Enwemeka, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42435 IND 015 - TBA Huddleston, W 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42247 IND 020 - TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42436 IND 025 - TBA Moerchen, V 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42248 IND 030 - TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42249 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42311 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42312 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42437 IND 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42513 IND 065 - TBA Cobb, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42522 IND 070 - TBA Keenan, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42514 IND 075 - TBA Klos, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42515 IND 080 - TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ HMS 880 G 8 PT Clinical Internship I
42494 FLD 011 MTWRF 8:00am-4:30pm TBA Dietrich, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
42275 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42291 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42540 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43547 IND 014 - TBA Enwemeka, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42438 IND 015 - TBA Huddleston, W 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43548 IND 016 - TBA Keenan, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43549 IND 017 - TBA Klos, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42250 IND 020 - TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42439 IND 025 - TBA Moerchen, V 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42251 IND 030 - TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42252 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42313 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42314 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43550 IND 058 - TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42440 IND 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
HMS 891 G 3 Research Seminar
42276 SEM 005 - TBA Cobb, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42292 SEM 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42541 SEM 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43551 SEM 014 - TBA Enwemeka, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42441 SEM 015 - TBA Huddleston, W 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43552 SEM 016 - TBA Keenan, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43553 SEM 017 - TBA Klos, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42253 SEM 020 - TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42442 SEM 025 - TBA Moerchen, V 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42254 SEM 030 - TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42255 SEM 045 - TBA Snyder, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42315 SEM 050 - TBA Strath, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42316 SEM 055 - TBA Swartz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43554 SEM 058 - TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42443 SEM 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ HMS 895 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
42578 IND 003 - TBA Cobb, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42407 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42542 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43556 IND 014 - TBA Enwemeka, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42408 IND 015 - TBA Huddleston, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43557 IND 016 - TBA Keenan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43558 IND 017 - TBA Klos, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42409 IND 020 - TBA Meyer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42410 IND 025 - TBA Moerchen, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42411 IND 030 - TBA OConnor, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42412 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42413 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42414 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43559 IND 058 - TBA Wang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42415 IND 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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HMS 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
42277 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42293 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42278 IND 015 - TBA Ebersole, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43560 IND 016 - TBA Enwemeka, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42444 IND 020 - TBA Huddleston, W 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43561 IND 021 - TBA Keenan, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43562 IND 022 - TBA Klos, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42256 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42445 IND 030 - TBA Moerchen, V 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42294 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42257 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42317 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42318 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43563 IND 058 - TBA Wang, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42447 IND 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ HMS 991 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
42416 IND 005 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42543 IND 008 - TBA Ebersole, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43571 IND 009 - TBA Enwemeka, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42417 IND 010 - TBA Meyer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43572 IND 011 - TBA Keenan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42418 IND 015 - TBA OConnor, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42419 IND 025 - TBA Snyder, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42420 IND 030 - TBA Strath, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42544 IND 033 - TBA Swartz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42421 IND 035 - TBA Zalewski, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# HMS 999 G 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
43564 IND 001 - TBA Alt, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43565 IND 003 - TBA Cashin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42422 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42423 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42545 IND 013 - TBA Ebersole, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43566 IND 014 - TBA Enwemeka, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42424 IND 015 - TBA Huddleston, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43567 IND 016 - TBA Keenan, K
43568 IND 017 - TBA Klos, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42425 IND 020 - TBA Meyer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42426 IND 025 - TBA Moerchen, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42427 IND 030 - TBA OConnor, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42428 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42429 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42430 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43569 IND 058 - TBA Wang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42431 IND 060 - TBA Zalewski, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Occupational Therapy
Occupational Therapy Chair :Carol Haertlein Sells, END 929, (414)229-6922
Occupational Therapy Program Director: Joyce Engel, END 977, (414)229-5534
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
      
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
     
 
  
      
# OCCTHPY 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad - Occupational Therapy:
42394 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + OCCTHPY 322 U 2 Program Development in Rehabilitation
42648 LEC 011 MW 12:30pm-2:50pm TBA Engel, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# OCCTHPY 341 U 3 Evidence for Practice II: Appraising Evidence
42649 LEC 411 MW 8:00am-10:20am TBA Finet, M
Haertlein Sells, C
05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42650 DIS 611 MW 10:30am-11:20am TBA Finet, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42651 DIS 612 MW 10:30am-11:20am TBA Haertlein Sells, C 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42652 DIS 613 MW 11:30am-12:20pm TBA Finet, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
42653 DIS 614 MW 11:30am-12:20pm TBA Haertlein Sells, C 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
# OCCTHPY 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad - Occupational Therapy:
42393 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
OCCTHPY 590 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Occupational Therapy:
42621 LEC 051 TR 8:30am-10:50am TBA Kapellusch, J TOPIC: Biostatistics for Occupational Sciences 1 - 3 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Students should register for 3 credits.
OCCTHPY 595 U/G 3 Vision I: Introduction to Low Vision & Visual Impairment
42374 LEC 051 TR 2:00pm-5:15pm TBA Taugher, P 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
OCCTHPY 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
42258 IND 005 - TBA Barnekow, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43570 IND 010 - TBA Clough, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42259 IND 020 - TBA Finet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42260 IND 025 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42284 IND 030 - TBA Johnston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42377 IND 035 - TBA King, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42451 IND 040 - TBA Engel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42456 IND 045 - TBA Nelson, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42457 IND 050 - TBA Sindhu, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42612 IND 053 - TBA Slavens, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42458 IND 055 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42459 IND 060 - TBA Stoffel, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42530 IND 065 - TBA Kapellusch, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42531 IND 070 - TBA Plach, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42611 IND 075 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
OCCTHPY 740 G 3 Advanced Topics in Pediatric Occupational Therapy Practice
42508 SEM 011 TR 11:00am-1:20pm TBA Clough, C 05/29/2012-07/28/2012 A portion of this course will be
conducted on-line. Students are required to have access to
internet/computer.
# OCCTHPY 741 G 1 Research Seminar
43580 SEM 011 M 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Engel, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# OCCTHPY 770 G 3 Assessment in Assistive Technology and Accessible Design
42654 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Class will be conducted online.
Students are required to have access to internet/computer.
~ OCCTHPY 774 G 3 Trauma Counseling I: Theory and Research
42632 SEM 211 M - ONLINE WEB Dunning, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# OCCTHPY 775 G 3 Trauma Counseling II: Diagnosis and Treatment
43615 SEM 211 - TBA -  
OCCTHPY 790 G 2 - 3  Design Project
42532 IND 020 - TBA Kapellusch, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42281 IND 030 - TBA King, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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42613 IND 035 - TBA Slavens, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42282 IND 040 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ OCCTHPY 810 G 3 Critical Evaluation of Theory, Research and Practice
42523 SEM 051 MW 9:00am-3:00pm TBA Clough, C
Stoffel, V
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# OCCTHPY 880 G 1 - 6  Master's Project
42405 IND 005 - TBA Barnekow, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43573 IND 010 - TBA Engel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42261 IND 020 - TBA Finet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42262 IND 025 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42263 IND 030 - TBA Johnston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42378 IND 035 - TBA King, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42380 IND 040 - TBA Kapellusch, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42460 IND 045 - TBA Nelson, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42461 IND 050 - TBA Sindhu, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42614 IND 053 - TBA Slavens, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42462 IND 055 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42476 IND 060 - TBA Stoffel, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42615 IND 065 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ OCCTHPY 890 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
42399 IND 010 - TBA Barnekow, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43574 IND 015 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42400 IND 020 - TBA Johnston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42616 IND 023 - TBA Kapellusch, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42401 IND 025 - TBA King, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42402 IND 030 - TBA Engel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42403 IND 035 - TBA Nelson, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42404 IND 040 - TBA Sindhu, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42617 IND 043 - TBA Slavens, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42477 IND 045 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42478 IND 050 - TBA Stoffel, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42533 IND 055 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ OCCTHPY 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Dissertation
42264 IND 010 - TBA Barnekow, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43576 IND 015 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42265 IND 020 - TBA Johnston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42266 IND 025 - TBA King, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42267 IND 030 - TBA Engel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42463 IND 040 - TBA Sindhu, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42464 IND 045 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42479 IND 050 - TBA Stoffel, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42580 IND 060 - TBA Papaioannou, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
OCCTHPY 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
42268 IND 005 - TBA Barnekow, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43578 IND 010 - TBA Clough, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42618 IND 015 - TBA Engel, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42269 IND 020 - TBA Finet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42270 IND 025 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42619 IND 028 - TBA Kapellusch, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42271 IND 030 - TBA Johnston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42272 IND 035 - TBA King, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42379 IND 040 - TBA Plach, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42465 IND 045 - TBA Nelson, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42466 IND 050 - TBA Sindhu, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42620 IND 053 - TBA Slavens, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42467 IND 055 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42480 IND 060 - TBA Stoffel, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42534 IND 065 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Sport and Recreation
Chair: Barbara Meyer, END 471, 229-6080. 
Student Advising: MER 115, 229-2758.
NOTE: Auditors will be admitted to Klotsche Center for Class. For Facility usage at other times, a membership must be purchased. 
Contact the Sport & Recreation Program at 414-227-3123 or 
'chs-outreach@uwm.edu' or come to END 411 if you need special 
accommodations.






       
 
  
        
        
        
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
         
 
  
         
         
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
 
SPT&REC 110 U 1 Physical Conditioning
42455 LEC 312 TR 9:00am-9:50am PAV 249 Finco, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
SPT&REC 112 U 1 Yoga I
42526 LEC 112 MW 9:00am-10:50am KENW Corbin, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
42448 LEC 174 TR 9:00am-10:50am KENW Biasi, P 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
42603 LEC 176 TR 11:30am-1:20pm KENW Biasi, P 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 113 U 1 Yoga II
42608 LEC 172 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm KENW Biasi, P 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 114 U 1 Weight Training I
42605 LEC 312 TR 10:00am-10:50am PAV 296 Agostini, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
SPT&REC 117 U 1 Step Aerobics
E 42609 LEC 131 MW 4:00pm-5:50pm KENW Edwards Fikes, M 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Kenwood Methodist Church, North
Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 126 U 1 Skin & Scuba
E 42341 LEC 111 MW 6:30pm-9:20pm AQUA Otte, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $225.00.
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield &
TBA. Prereq: 200 yd. swim, tread water for 10 minutes. PADI
Open Water Certification available.
E 42342 LEC 152 MW 6:30pm-9:20pm AQUA Otte, G 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $225.00.
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield &
TBA. Prereq: 200 yd. swim, tread water for 10 minutes. PADI
Open Water Certification available.
SPT&REC 130 U 1 Ballroom Dance I
43272 LEC 111 MW 9:00am-10:50am KENW Brito, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Basement Gym, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 131 U 1 Ballroom Dance II
43273 LEC 111 MW 11:00am-12:50pm KENW Brito, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Basement Gym, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 161 U 1 Bowling I
42449 LEC 312 TR 12:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
42604 LEC 351 WF 12:30pm-2:20pm UN WB95 Hoefs, B 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
SPT&REC 172 U 1 Tae Kwon-Do
43367 LEC 112 MW 3:00pm-4:20pm KENW Mustapich, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2ndFloor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not
available in the church lot which is across the street from the
Student Union.
SPT&REC 173 U 1 Tae Kwon-Do II
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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43368 LEC 112 MW 3:00pm-4:20pm KENW Mustapich, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Prereq: Spt & Rec 172(P) or equiv.
Kenwood Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available in church lot which is
across the street from the Student Union.
SPT&REC 176 U 1 Basketball
42610 LEC 313 MW 8:00am-9:50am PAV 249 Mackenzie, G 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
SPT&REC 182 U 1 Tennis I
42561 LEC 131 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm LAKE Schultz, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Lake Park tennis courts, 2900 N Lake
Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of class.
E 42606 LEC 132 TR 5:00pm-6:50pm LAKE Schultz, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Lake Park tennis courts, 2900 N Lake
Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of class.
E 43328 LEC 173 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm MCKN Mundt, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 McKinley tennis courts, 1750 N.
Memorial Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first
day of class.
SPT&REC 289 U 1 - 2  General Recreation Activities:
E 42351 LEC 111 MW 4:00pm-5:50pm MYC Keirns, B
Learned, N
TOPIC: Sailing 1 cr, 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Add'l Special
Course Fee: $75.00. First class will meet at Milwaukee Yacht
Club, 1700 N Lincoln Memorial Drive. Additional times and
locations TBA. Sailing days and times will vary according to
instructor/student/boat availability or the weather.
E 43330 LEC 112 TR 4:00pm-5:50pm MYC Keirns, B
Learned, N
TOPIC: Sailing 1 cr, 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Add'l Special
Course Fee: $75.00. First class will meet at Milwaukee Yacht
Club, 1700 N Lincoln Memorial Drive. Additional times and
locations TBA. Sailing days and times will vary according to
instructor/student/boat availability or the weather.
E 43329 LEC 115 TR 6:00pm-8:50pm AQUA Filkins, K TOPIC: Underwater Photography 1 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $125.00.
Aquatic Adventures. Inc, 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield &
TBA. Prereq: Ability to Snorkel.
E 42527 LEC 117 T 7:00pm-9:20pm AQUA Otte, G TOPIC: Advanced Open Water 1 cr ,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $128.00. Aquatic Adventures. Inc,
13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield & TBA. Prereq: PADI Open
Water Diver or Equiv.
43364 LEC 130 MW 2:00pm-3:50pm KENW Penkalski, D TOPIC: Chess: Focus on Tactics 1 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
South Room, 2nd Floor. 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not
available in the church lot which is across the street from the
Student Union.
SPT&REC 291 U 1 - 2  Recreational Arts and Crafts:
E 43332 LEC 110 MW 5:30pm-8:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: Cooking Healthy Foods 1 cr ,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. Epikos Church
Basement-Kitchen, 2308 E. Bellview Pl. Five blocks south of the
Student Union.
E 42550 LEC 111 TR 5:30pm-8:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: International Cuisines 1 cr ,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. Epikos Church
Basement-Kitchen, 2308 E. Bellview Pl. Five blocks south of the
Student Union.
SPT&REC 292 U 1 - 2  Social and Creative Dance:
E 42562 LEC 111 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm KENW Nicholson, E TOPIC: American Tribal Style Belly Dance 1 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not
available in the church lot which is across the street from the
Student Union.
43341 LEC 112 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm KENW McQuide, N TOPIC: Hip Hop Dance 1 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Basement Gym, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available in the church lot which is
across the street from the Student Union.
SPT&REC 293 U 1 - 2  Martial Arts:
E 43369 LEC 151 TR 6:30pm-7:50pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu 1 cr,  06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $65.00 may be required for uniform. Pura
Vida Jui Jitsu, 117 W. Walker Street, Suite #27
SPT&REC 294 U 1 - 2  Wilderness Adventure and Outdoor Activities:
E 42452 LEC 111 W 4:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Canoeing 2 cr, 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special
Course Fee: $54.00. Equipment rental available. Wil-O-Way,
10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa. Required overnight trip
6 /08 /12 -6 /10 /12 .
E 42454 LEC 113 R 4:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Backpacking 2 cr,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. Wil-O-Way, 10602 Underwood
Parkway, Wauwatosa. Equipment rental available. Required
overnight t r ip 6/5/12-6/17/12.
E 43342 LEC 150 MW 4:00pm-5:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Basic Rockclimbing 1 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/28/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00 (includes equipment and
book). Milwaukee Turner, Inc., 1034 N. 4th Street. Required class
trip to Devil's Lake State Park on 7/28/12 from 9:00am to
3:50pm. Park fees additional.
W 43343 LEC 151 S 9:00am-3:50pm KENW Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Quiet Water Canoeing 1 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00. Kenwood United Methodist
Church, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. First class meets Tuesday,
6/26/12 from 4:00pm-4:50pm at Kenwood United Methodist
Church, Wesley Hall-Basement. Parking is not available in the
church lot which is across the street from the Student Union.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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church lot which is across the street from the Student Union.
Required class trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Saturdays,
6/30/12; 7/7/12 or 7/14/12 from 9:00am to 3:50pm. Park fees
additional.
E R 4:00pm-4:50pm KENW TOPIC: Quiet Water Canoeing 1 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
W 43344 LEC 152 U 9:00am-4:50pm KENW Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Kayaking 1 cr, 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Add'l Special
Course Fee: $25.00. Kenwood United Methodist Church, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. First class meets Thursday, 6/28/12 at Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement. Parking is not
available in the church lot which is across the street from the
Student Union. Meet at U Park Lot, Capitol & Humboldt Ave. for
class trips. Required class trip on Sundays, 7/1/12; 7/8/12 or
7/15/12 from 9:00am to 3:50pm. Park fees additional.
E R 5:00pm-5:50pm KENW TOPIC: Kayaking 1 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
E 42506 LEC 155 W 4:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Wilderness Survival 2 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $15.00. Wil-O-Way, 10602
Underwood Parkway, Wauwatosa. Equipment rental available.
Required overnight tr ip 7/20/12-7/22/12.
E 42491 LEC 156 R 4:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Camping Foods and Cooking Techniques 2 cr,
06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $15.00.
Wil-O-Way, 10602 Underwood Parkway, Wauwatosa. Equipment
rental available. Required overnight trip 7/27/12-7/28/12.
E 42453 LEC 192 T 4:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Canoe Camping 2 cr,  07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $44.00. Wil-O-Way, 10602 Underwood
Parkway, Wauwatosa. Equipment rental available. Required
overnight t r ip 8/17/12-8/20/12.
E 43345 LEC 194 W 4:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Advanced Backpacking 2 cr ,  07/23/2012-08/18/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00. Wil-O-Way, 10602 Underwood
Parkway, Wauwatosa. Equipment rental available. Required
overnight t r ip 8/21/12-8/24/12.
SPT&REC 295 U 1 - 2  Organized Sport:
42492 LEC 111 MW 11:00am-12:50pm BRAD Kopacz, K TOPIC: Beach Volleyball 1 cr,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Al l
classes meet at Bradford Beach, 2400 N. Lincoln Memorial Dr.
43400 LEC 115 W 11:00am-1:20pm ESTA TOPIC: Disc Golf 1 cr, 05/29/2012-07/14/2012 Estabrook
Park, 4400 N. Estabrook Dr. Students should bring their own
disc golf for this class. Other locations TBA by instructor.
43346 LEC 136 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm LKPE Killion, N TOPIC: Flag Football 1 cr,  06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. Lake Park East, 2761 N. Lincoln
Memorial Dr. Lake Park East on west side of road, inside of
running track, south of Ravine Rd. No cleats are to be worn on
the football field.
SPT&REC 296 U 1 - 2  Exercise and Fitness Activities:
W 42343 LEC 112 S 9:00am-10:50am KENW Konkol, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  05/29/2012-08/18/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. Kenwood United Methodist
Church, Wesley Hall-Basement, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking
is not available in the church lot which is across the street from
the Student Union.
43350 LEC 150 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm KENW Singer, J TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Parking is not available in the church lot which is across
the street from the Student Union. It is required that students
bring a mat and a 46-48 inch towel. These items are not
provided by the department.
E 43428 LEC 155 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm KENW Patterson, P TOPIC: Circuit Training with Weight Management 2 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 It is recommened students bring a
mat, towel and water bottle. Parking is not available in the
church lot which is across from the student Union.Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd.
42450 LEC 351 MW 8:00am-9:20am PAV 296 Schillinger, S TOPIC: Weight Training with Cardio Workout 1 cr,
06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
SPT&REC 298 U 1 - 2  Meditation, Relaxation, and Wellness:
42607 LEC 112 MW 10:00am-11:50pm KENW Sommers, J TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not
available in the church lot which is across the street from the
Student Union.
43366 LEC 150 TF 1:00pm-2:50pm KENW Vian, C TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Ranson Center -1st Floor, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available in the church lot which is
across the street from the Student Union.
42388 LEC 151 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm KENW Zarate, D TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Parlor -1st floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Parking is not available in the church lot which is across
the street from the Student Union.
E 42344 LEC 153 W 5:00pm-6:50pm KENW Sommers, J TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available
in the church lot which is across the street from the Student
Union.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Therapeutic Recreation
Occupational Therapy Chair: Virginia Stoffel, END 989, 229-4713
Program Director: Patricia Thomas, END 935, 229-2507
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
   
       
       
 
   
      
 
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
 
# THERREC 203 U 3 Recreation as a Therapeutic Intervention
42559 LEC 011 - TBA Thomas, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught primarily on-l ine.
Course meeting times are TBA upon discussion with the
Instructor. Internet/computer access required.
42495 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Thomas, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 On-line course fee of $1,000 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this section. Fee applies to all
students enrolled in addition to any tuition and fees for any
other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivery
completely on-line. Internet/computer access required. Open to
all students however preference is givn to THERREC Certificate
students and/or those students residing outside the
metro-Milwaukee area. This section restricted to Undergraduate
students.
# + THERREC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad - Therapeutic Recreation:
42391 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# THERREC 399 U 1 - 3  Independent Study in Therapeutic Recreation
42326 IND 010 - TBA Thomas, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 First Class meets in Enderis 935;
Instructor will notify students of date/time.
42577 IND 251 - TBA Thomas, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 On-line course fee of $1,000 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this section. Fee applies to all
students enrolled in addition to any tuition and fees fo any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivery completely
on-line. Internet/computer access required. Open to all students
however preference is givn to THERREC Certificate students
and/or those students residing outside the metro-Milwaukee
area. This section restricted to Undergraduate students.
# THERREC 400 U 3 Therapeutic Recreation Trends
42622 LEC 051 - TBA Thomas, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught primarily on-l ine.
Course meeting times are TBA upon discussion with the
Instructor. Internet/computer access required. Consent required
to audit.
42623 LEC 251 - TBA Thomas, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 On-line course fee of $1,000 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this section. Fee applies to all
students enrolled in additions to any tuition and fees for any
other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivery
completely on-line. Internet/computer access required. Open to
all students however preference is given to TherRec Certificate
students and/or those students residing outside the
metro-Milwaukee area. This section restricted to Undergraduate
students. Consent required to audit.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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College of Letters and Science
The College of Letters & Science charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These sections can be distinguished by a section number beginning
with 2-- (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the Schedule of Classes, please contact L&S Associate Dean Tom O'Bryan at (414) 229-5872.
Africology
Chair: Joyce Kirk -- MIT 214 -- 229 - 4155
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/Africology/
  
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
      
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
AFRICOL 100
(HU&)
U 3 Black Reality: Survey of African-American Society
41503 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mbalia, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40889 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Nchinda, Z 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40853 IND 001 - TBA Aborampah, O 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40854 IND 002 - TBA Austin, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40855 IND 003 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40856 IND 004 - TBA Gelan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40857 IND 005 - TBA Jones, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40858 IND 006 - TBA Kirk, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40859 IND 007 - TBA Mbalia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40860 IND 008 - TBA Mbalia, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40861 IND 009 - TBA Rogers, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40862 IND 010 - TBA TaylorBoyd, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40863 IND 011 - TBA VanHorne, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40864 IND 012 - TBA Wilson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40865 IND 013 - TBA Winkler, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
AFRICOL 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Africology, Lower Division
40491 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
AFRICOL 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
43842 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS Gelan, A TOPIC: Ethiopia: The Cradle of Civilization 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Ethiopia trip dates: May 29-June 18,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
38244 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
AFRICOL 350 U/G 3 The Black Family
41758 LEC 011 TWR 9:00am-11:05am TBA Welburn, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
AFRICOL 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Africology, Upper Division
38245 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
AFRICOL 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
43843 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS Gelan, A TOPIC: Ethiopia: The Cradle of Civilization 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Ethiopia trip dates: May 29-June 18,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
38246 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS Mbalia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
AFRICOL 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
40866 IND 001 - TBA Aborampah, O 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40867 IND 002 - TBA Austin, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40868 IND 003 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40869 IND 004 - TBA Gelan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40870 IND 005 - TBA Jones, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40871 IND 006 - TBA Kirk, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40872 IND 007 - TBA Mbalia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40873 IND 008 - TBA Mbalia, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40874 IND 009 - TBA Rogers, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40875 IND 010 - TBA TaylorBoyd, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40876 IND 011 - TBA VanHorne, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40877 IND 012 - TBA Wilson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40878 IND 013 - TBA Winkler, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# AFRICOL 799 G 1 - 3  Graduate Independent Study
40879 IND 001 - TBA Aborampah, O 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40880 IND 002 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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40881 IND 003 - TBA Gelan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40882 IND 004 - TBA Jones, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40883 IND 005 - TBA Kirk, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40884 IND 006 - TBA Mbalia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40885 IND 007 - TBA Mbalia, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40886 IND 008 - TBA VanHorne, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40887 IND 009 - TBA Wilson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40888 IND 010 - TBA Winkler, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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American Indian Studies
Coordinator: Cary Miller, Associate Professor, History, HLT 365, 229-6251, carym@uwm.edu
Please visit: http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ais/ for more information.
  




U 3 Introduction to American Indian Studies
41754 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Anthropology
Chair: Thomas Malaby SAB 290 229-5247 malaby@uwm.edu
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
ANTHRO 102
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Anthropology: Culture and Society
43754 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ANTHRO 103
(SS)
U 3 Digging Up the Past: Approaches to Archaeology
43755 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ANTHRO 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40492 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ANTHRO 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Anthropology, Lower Division
38247 FLD 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38248 FLD 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38249 FLD 003 - TBA Applbaum, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
38250 FLD 004 - TBA Applbaum, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38251 FLD 005 - TBA Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38252 FLD 006 - TBA Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38253 FLD 007 - TBA Brodwin, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38254 FLD 008 - TBA Gray, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38255 FLD 009 - TBA Heatherington, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38256 FLD 010 - TBA Hudson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38257 FLD 011 - TBA Jeske, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38258 FLD 012 - TBA Malaby, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38259 FLD 013 - TBA Perley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38260 FLD 014 - TBA Richards, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38261 FLD 015 - TBA Richards, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40277 FLD 016 - TBA Sherman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40410 FLD 017 - TBA Turner, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40411 FLD 018 - TBA Villamil, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43758 FLD 019 - TBA Campbell, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43766 FLD 020 - TBA Nicholls, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ANTHRO 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40320 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ANTHRO 301
(NS)
U 3 Human Evolution and Variation
41662 LEC 011 TWR 9:00am-12:20pm SAB 165 Anapol, F 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ANTHRO 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Anthropology, Upper Division
38262 FLD 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38263 FLD 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38264 FLD 003 - TBA Applbaum, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
38265 FLD 004 - TBA Applbaum, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38266 FLD 005 - TBA Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38267 FLD 006 - TBA Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38268 FLD 007 - TBA Brodwin, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38269 FLD 008 - TBA Gray, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38270 FLD 009 - TBA Heatherington, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38271 FLD 010 - TBA Hudson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38272 FLD 011 - TBA Jeske, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38273 FLD 012 - TBA Malaby, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38274 FLD 013 - TBA Perley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38275 FLD 014 - TBA Richards, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38276 FLD 015 - TBA Richards, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40278 FLD 016 - TBA Sherman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40412 FLD 017 - TBA Turner, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40413 FLD 018 - TBA Villamil, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43759 FLD 019 - TBA Campbell, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43767 FLD 020 - TBA Nicholls, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ANTHRO 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40319 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
   
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
   
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
ANTHRO 567 U/G 3 - 6  Archaeological Field School
43634 FLD 111 MTWRF 8:00am-4:00pm OFF CAMPUS Jeske, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Additional special course fee of
$200.00. Field work in Busseyville, WI.
~ ANTHRO 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
38277 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38278 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38279 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
38280 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38281 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38282 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38283 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38284 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38285 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38286 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38287 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38288 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38289 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38290 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38291 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40135 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40414 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40415 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43761 IND 019 - TBA Campbell, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43762 IND 020 - TBA Nicholls, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ANTHRO 724 G 3 Internship in Museum Studies
38292 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W.
Wells St.
# ANTHRO 797 G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
40734 IND 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# ANTHRO 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38293 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38294 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38295 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
38296 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38297 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38298 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38299 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38300 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38301 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38302 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38303 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38304 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38305 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38306 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38307 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40136 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40416 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40417 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43760 IND 019 - TBA Campbell, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43768 IND 020 - TBA Nicholls, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ANTHRO 990 G 1 - 3  Research and Thesis
38308 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38309 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38310 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
38311 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38312 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38313 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38314 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38315 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38316 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38317 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38318 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38319 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38320 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38321 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38322 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40137 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40418 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40419 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40915 IND 020 - TBA Campbell, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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43769 IND 021 - TBA Nicholls, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ANTHRO 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
40737 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40738 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40739 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
40740 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40741 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40742 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40743 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40744 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40745 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38323 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38324 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38325 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38326 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38327 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38328 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40138 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40420 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40421 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43763 IND 019 - TBA Campbell, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43764 IND 020 - TBA Nicholls, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Arabic
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Hamid Ouali CRT 897 (414) 229-1113, ouali@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
ARABIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40454 IND 051 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARABIC 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Arabic, Lower Division
40455 FLD 051 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARABIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40451 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ARABIC 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Arabic, Upper Division
40456 FLD 051 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARABIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40450 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# ARABIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
40513 IND 001 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Art History
Chair: Kenneth Bendiner MIT 151 229-4330
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
ARTHIST 101
(HU)
U 3 Ancient and Medieval Art and Architecture
40937 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 102
(HU)
U 3 Renaissance to Modern Art and Architecture
40109 LEC 051 MTWR 1:00pm-3:35pm MIT 195 Aschenbrenner, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
ARTHIST 104
(HU)
U 3 African, New World and Oceanic Art and Architecture
41525 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Stone, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
41505 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blasini, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in English 111-211.
43606 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Martin, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in English 111-252.
40922 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Schneider, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in English 111-293.
ARTHIST 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Art History, Lower Division
40452 FLD 051 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38329 LEC 153 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41743 LEC 161 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: History of Contemporary Art 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43851 LEC 162 - TBA TOPIC: Comtemporary Italy:Lit,Cinema,Politics, & Culture 1  -
12 cr, 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language.
Italy trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ARTHIST 320 U/G 3 Medieval Art and Architecture
43479 LEC 091 MTWR 9:00am-11:35am MIT 195 Leson, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 365 U/G 3 History of Photography
43483 LEC 051 MTWR 9:00am-11:35am MIT 195 Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
ARTHIST 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Art History, Upper Division
40453 FLD 051 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38330 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41744 LEC 161 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: The Italian Renaissance 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ARTHIST 691 U 3 Art Museum Internship
40800 FLD 051 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ ARTHIST 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
38331 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38332 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40328 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40425 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40426 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
40427 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40428 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40429 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40430 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41427 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38333 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38334 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40431 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40432 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40433 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40434 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40435 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40436 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40437 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41428 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 890 G 1 - 3  Independent Field Study
38335 FLD 001 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 891 G 3 Art Museum Internship
40809 FLD 051 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 990 G 3 - 6  Thesis Research
38336 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38337 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40810 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40438 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40439 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40440 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40441 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40442 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40443 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41429 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ ARTHIST 991 G 3 - 6  Thesis Exhibition
40801 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40802 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40803 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40804 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40917 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40805 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40806 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40807 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40808 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41430 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARTHIST 999 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research
38338 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38339 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40811 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40444 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40445 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40446 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40447 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40448 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40449 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41431 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Astronomy
Chair: Alan Wiseman PHY 450 229-4079
agw@uwm.edu
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  




U 3 Survey of Astronomy
38340 LEC 351 MW 9:00am-11:40am TBA Dasgupta, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ASTRON 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40501 IND 051 - TBA Creighton, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ASTRON 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Astronomy, Lower Division
40502 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ASTRON 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Astronomy, Upper Division
40503 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Atmospheric Sciences
Chair: Richard Stockbridge, EMS E404, (414) 229-5264
Coordinator: Kyle Swanson, EMS W447, (414) 229-3947
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
ATM SCI 106
(NS)
U 3 Principles and Forecasting of the Weather
41513 LEC 312 MTWRF 9:00am-11:05am TBA Kravtsov, S 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ATM SCI 109
(NS)
U 3 Thunderstorms, Tornadoes and Hurricanes
43597 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Swanson, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ATM SCI 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40504 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40558 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40559 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40560 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40561 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40562 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ + ATM SCI 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Atmospheric Sciences, Lower Division
41161 FLD 101 - OFF CAMPUS Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ATM SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38341 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ATM SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38342 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ATM SCI 695 U 1 - 6  Internship in Atmospheric Sciences, Upper Division
40514 FLD 051 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41040 FLD 052 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41041 FLD 053 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41042 FLD 054 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41044 FLD 055 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41043 FLD 056 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ATM SCI 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
38343 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38344 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38345 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38346 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38347 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40557 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ATM SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38348 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38349 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38350 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38351 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38352 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40556 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ATM SCI 990 G 1 - 8  Master's Thesis
38353 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38354 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38355 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38356 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38357 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40555 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ATM SCI 997 G 1-12  Doctoral Externship
38358 LEC 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38359 LEC 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38360 LEC 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38361 LEC 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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38362 LEC 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40554 LEC 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ATM SCI 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
38363 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38364 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38365 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38366 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38367 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40553 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ATM SCI 999 G 1 - 4  Advanced Independent Reading
38368 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38369 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38370 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38371 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38372 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40552 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41155 IND 101 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41156 IND 102 - TBA Kravtsov, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41157 IND 103 - TBA Larson, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41158 IND 104 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41159 IND 105 - TBA Swanson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41160 IND 106 - TBA Tsonis, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Biological Sciences
Chair: Daad Saffarini, LAP S181 229-4214
http://www.biology.uwm.edu
In addition to courses offered by Biological Sciences, students are also encouraged to select cross-listed courses in other departments (Clinical Laboratory Sciences; Conservation and
Environmental Sciences; Psychology; and Urban Planning). A detailed listing of all Multidisciplinary Courses can be found on the web at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/schedule/
IMPORTANT: Registered students not attending Biological Sciences Lab and/or Discussion courses during the first week may be dropped. See 'Administrative Drop for Non-Attendance'
policy under The Department of Enrollment Services 'Registration Policy' on the web at:
https://www4.uwm.edu/current_students/register_course_info/registration_policies.cfm
Registration in laboratory courses is typically restricted by the availability of openings in laboratory sections. You must register for both the lecture and laboratory sections to complete
the course.
   
         
      
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
        
      
      
 
  
        
      
      
 
  
        
      
       
      
 
  
        
      
       
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
+ BIO SCI 101
(NS+)
U 4 General Survey of Microbiology
E 38373 LEC 451 MTWR 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will
be assessed to cover cost of course materials.
38374 LAB 851 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41006 LAB 852 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 103
(NS)
U 3 Topics in Modern Biology:
40424 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Bott, T TOPIC: Invasive Species in Our Environment 3 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41476 LEC 232 - ONLINE WEB Coggins, J TOPIC: Human Biology 3 cr,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A
special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will




U 3 Plants in Today's World
40097 LEC 491 MTWR 1:00pm-2:40pm TBA Clare, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will
be assessed to cover cost of course materials.
40098 LAB 891 MTWR 11:00am-12:50pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
40099 LAB 892 MTWR 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 150
(NS+)
U 4 Foundations of Biological Sciences I
38375 LEC 411 MTWR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Wimpee, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will
be assessed to cover cost of course materials.
40327 LAB 811 MTW 11:00am-1:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
40772 LAB 812 MTW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
BIO SCI 202 U 4 Anatomy and Physiology I
41226 LEC 451 MW 10:00am-12:40pm TBA Ramakrishnan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will
be assessed to cover cost of course materials.
41227 LAB 851 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41228 LAB 852 MW 5:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41229 LAB 853 TR 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 203
(NS+)
U 4 Anatomy and Physiology II
38376 LEC 451 TR 10:00am-12:40pm TBA Ramakrishnan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will
be assessed to cover cost of course materials.
38377 LAB 851 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38378 LAB 852 MW 5:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41146 LAB 853 TR 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ BIO SCI 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Biological Sciences, Lower Division
38381 FLD 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38382 FLD 002 - TBA Alberto, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38383 FLD 003 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38384 FLD 004 - TBA Bardy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38385 FLD 005 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38386 FLD 006 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38387 FLD 007 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38388 FLD 008 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38389 FLD 009 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38390 FLD 010 - TBA Cuhel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38391 FLD 011 - TBA Dey, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38392 FLD 012 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38393 FLD 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38394 FLD 014 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38395 FLD 015 - TBA Goetz, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38396 FLD 016 - TBA Gutzman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38397 FLD 017 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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38398 FLD 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38399 FLD 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38400 FLD 020 - TBA Hoebel, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38401 FLD 021 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38402 FLD 022 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38403 FLD 023 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38404 FLD 024 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38405 FLD 025 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38406 FLD 026 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38407 FLD 027 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38408 FLD 028 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38438 FLD 029 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39956 FLD 030 - TBA Latch, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40230 FLD 031 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40231 FLD 032 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40232 FLD 033 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40233 FLD 034 - TBA Oliver, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40234 FLD 035 - TBA Owen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40235 FLD 036 - TBA Petto, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40313 FLD 037 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40322 FLD 038 - TBA Quinn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40342 FLD 039 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40343 FLD 040 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40344 FLD 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40345 FLD 042 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40495 FLD 043 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40519 FLD 044 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40588 FLD 045 - TBA Shepherd, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40589 FLD 046 - TBA Steeber, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40590 FLD 047 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40591 FLD 048 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40765 FLD 049 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40761 FLD 050 - TBA Udvadia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40814 FLD 051 - TBA Waples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40815 FLD 052 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40816 FLD 053 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40817 FLD 054 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40918 FLD 055 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40927 FLD 056 - TBA Yang, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40932 FLD 057 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41197 FLD 058 - TBA Zhao, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ BIO SCI 290 U 1 - 3  Independent Study and Research:
38409 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38410 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38411 IND 003 - TBA Bardy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38412 IND 004 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38413 IND 005 - TBA Bergtrom, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38414 IND 006 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38436 IND 007 - TBA Buntin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38415 IND 008 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38416 IND 009 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38417 IND 010 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38418 IND 011 - TBA Dey, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38419 IND 012 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38420 IND 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38421 IND 014 - TBA Fink, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38422 IND 015 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38423 IND 016 - TBA Goetz, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38424 IND 017 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38425 IND 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38426 IND 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38427 IND 020 - TBA Hoebel, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38428 IND 021 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38429 IND 022 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38430 IND 023 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38431 IND 024 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38432 IND 025 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38433 IND 026 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38434 IND 027 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38435 IND 028 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38437 IND 029 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39957 IND 030 - TBA Latch, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40236 IND 031 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40237 IND 032 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40238 IND 033 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40239 IND 034 - TBA Oliver, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40240 IND 035 - TBA Owen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40241 IND 036 - TBA Petto, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40314 IND 037 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40331 IND 038 - TBA Quinn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
      
 
  
       
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
40346 IND 039 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40347 IND 040 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40348 IND 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40349 IND 042 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40496 IND 043 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40520 IND 044 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40592 IND 045 - TBA Shepherd, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40593 IND 046 - TBA Steeber, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40594 IND 047 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40595 IND 048 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40766 IND 049 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40762 IND 050 - TBA Udvadia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40835 IND 051 - TBA Ulijasz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40836 IND 052 - TBA Waples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40837 IND 053 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40838 IND 054 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40919 IND 055 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40928 IND 056 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40933 IND 057 - TBA Yang, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41199 IND 058 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41200 IND 059 - TBA Zhao, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38439 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
BIO SCI 325 U 3 Genetics
38379 LEC 411 MTWR 10:00am-11:25am TBA Wejksnora, P 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38380 DIS 611 MTWR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
BIO SCI 361 U 3 Diversity of Fungi, Algae, and Plants
41761 LEC 451 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Engevold, P 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
41762 LAB 851 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA Engevold, P 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ BIO SCI 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Biological Sciences, Upper Division
38441 FLD 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38442 FLD 002 - TBA Alberto, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38443 FLD 003 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38444 FLD 004 - TBA Bardy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38445 FLD 005 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38446 FLD 006 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38447 FLD 007 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38448 FLD 008 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38449 FLD 009 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38450 FLD 010 - TBA Cuhel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38451 FLD 011 - TBA Dey, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38452 FLD 012 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38453 FLD 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38454 FLD 014 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38455 FLD 015 - TBA Goetz, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38456 FLD 016 - TBA Gutzman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38457 FLD 017 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38458 FLD 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38459 FLD 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38460 FLD 020 - TBA Hoebel, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38461 FLD 021 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38462 FLD 022 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38463 FLD 023 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38464 FLD 024 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38465 FLD 025 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38466 FLD 026 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38467 FLD 027 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38468 FLD 028 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38469 FLD 029 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39958 FLD 030 - TBA Latch, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40202 FLD 031 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40242 FLD 032 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40243 FLD 033 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40244 FLD 034 - TBA Oliver, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40245 FLD 035 - TBA Owen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40246 FLD 036 - TBA Petto, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40315 FLD 037 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40350 FLD 038 - TBA Quinn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40351 FLD 039 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40352 FLD 040 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40353 FLD 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40497 FLD 042 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40521 FLD 043 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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40596 FLD 044 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40597 FLD 045 - TBA Shepherd, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40598 FLD 046 - TBA Steeber, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40599 FLD 047 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40600 FLD 048 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40764 FLD 049 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40763 FLD 050 - TBA Udvadia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40625 FLD 051 - TBA Waples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40842 FLD 052 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40843 FLD 053 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40844 FLD 054 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40920 FLD 055 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40929 FLD 056 - TBA Yang, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40934 FLD 057 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41203 FLD 058 - TBA Zhao, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ + BIO SCI 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Upper-Level
41786 IND 001 - TBA Strickler, J 05/21/2012-08/25/2012 
41791 IND 002 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
41790 IND 003 - TBA Dunn, P 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38440 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
BIO SCI 562 U/G 1 - 2  Topics in Field Biology:
W 40826 LEC 111 S 8:00am-3:00pm OFF CAMPUS Meyer, G TOPIC: Field Herpetology:ID of Wisc Amphibians & Reptiles 1
cr, 05/29/2012-06/02/2012 A special course fee of $60 will be
assessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field
Station for more information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station,
3095 Blue Goose Road, Saukville, WI. Website:
www.fieldstation.uwm.edu. Course meets June 1-2, 2012.
F 9:00am-6:00pm OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Field Herpetology:ID of Wisc Amphibians & Reptiles 1
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/02/2012 
W 41412 LEC 132 S 8:00am-3:00pm OFF CAMPUS Meyer, G TOPIC: Sedges: Identification and Ecology 1 cr,
06/11/2012-06/16/2012 A special course fee of $60 will be
accessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field
Station for more information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station,
3095 Blue Goose Road, Saukville, WI. Website: www.fieldstation.
Course meets June15-16, 2012.
Additional Prereq.:Bio Sci 407 or Bio Sci 435. Consent of
instructor required to enroll.
F 9:00am-6:00pm OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Sedges: Identification and Ecology 1 cr,
06 /11/2012-06/16/2012 
W 41413 LEC 143 MTWRFS 8:00am-5:00pm OFF CAMPUS Reinartz, J TOPIC: Vegetation of Wisconsin 2 cr,
06/18/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $320 will be
accessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. This will cover the
transportation and lodging for the week-long field trip with
travel throughout Wisconsin. Contact the Field Station for more
information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station, 3095 Blue Goose
Road, Saukville, WI. Website: www.fieldstation.uwm.edu. Course
meets June 18-23, 2012.
W 43380 LEC 184 S 8:00am-12:00pm OFF CAMPUS Reinartz, J TOPIC: Methods for Description of Vegetation 2 cr,
07/16/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $120 will be
accessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field
Station for more information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station,
3095 Blue Goose Road, Saukville, WI. Website:
www.fieldstation.uwm.edu. Course meets July 16-21, 2012.
MTWRF 8:00am-5:00pm OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Methods for Description of Vegetation 2 cr,
07 /16/2012-07/21/2012 
W 41415 LEC 195 S 8:00am-3:00pm OFF CAMPUS Meyer, G TOPIC: Introduction to Insects 1 cr ,  07/23/2012-07/28/2012
A special course fee of $60 will be accessed in addition to
regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field Station for more
information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station, 3095 Blue Goose
Road, Saukville, WI. Website: www.fieldstation.uwm.edu. Course
meets July 27-28, 2012.
F 9:00am-6:00pm OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Introduction to Insects 1 cr ,  07/23/2012-07/28/2012 
W 41672 LEC 196 S 8:00am-3:00pm OFF CAMPUS Meyer, G TOPIC: Native Mussels of Wisconsin 1 cr,
08/06/2012-08/11/2012 A special course fee of $60 will be
accessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field
Station for more information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station,
3095 Blue Goose Road, Saukville, WI. Website:
www.fieldstation.uwm.edu. Course meets August 10-11, 2012.
F 9:00am-6:00pm OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Native Mussels of Wisconsin 1 cr,
08 /06/2012-08/11/2012 
W 43382 LEC 197 S 8:00am-3:00pm OFF CAMPUS Meyer, G TOPIC: Spiders: Identification and Ecology 1 cr,
08/13/2012-08/18/2012 special course fee of $60 will be
accessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field
Station for more information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station,
3095 Blue Goose Road, Saukville, WI. Website:
www.fieldstation.uwm.edu. Course meets August 17-18, 2012.
F 9:00am-6:00pm OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Spiders: Identification and Ecology 1 cr,
08 /13/2012-08/18/2012 
~ BIO SCI 698 U 1 - 3  Independent Study in Microbiology
40901 IND 001 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40902 IND 002 - TBA Collins, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40903 IND 003 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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40904 IND 004 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40905 IND 005 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40906 IND 006 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40907 IND 007 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40909 IND 008 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40910 IND 009 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40908 IND 010 - TBA Yang, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ BIO SCI 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
38470 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38471 IND 002 - TBA Alberto, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38472 IND 003 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38473 IND 004 - TBA Bardy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38474 IND 005 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38475 IND 006 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38476 IND 007 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38477 IND 008 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38478 IND 009 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38479 IND 010 - TBA Cuhel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38480 IND 011 - TBA Dey, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38481 IND 012 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38482 IND 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38483 IND 014 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38484 IND 015 - TBA Goetz, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38485 IND 016 - TBA Gutzman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38486 IND 017 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38487 IND 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38488 IND 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38489 IND 020 - TBA Hoebel, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38490 IND 021 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40100 IND 022 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38491 IND 023 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38492 IND 024 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38493 IND 025 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38494 IND 026 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38495 IND 027 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38496 IND 028 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38497 IND 029 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39959 IND 030 - TBA Latch, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40203 IND 031 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40247 IND 032 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40248 IND 033 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40249 IND 034 - TBA Oliver, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40250 IND 035 - TBA Owen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40251 IND 036 - TBA Petto, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40316 IND 037 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40354 IND 038 - TBA Quinn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40355 IND 039 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40356 IND 040 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40357 IND 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40498 IND 042 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40522 IND 043 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40601 IND 044 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40602 IND 045 - TBA Shepherd, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40603 IND 046 - TBA Steeber, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40604 IND 047 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40605 IND 048 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40757 IND 049 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40758 IND 050 - TBA Udvadia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40785 IND 051 - TBA Waples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40845 IND 052 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40846 IND 053 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40847 IND 054 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40924 IND 055 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40930 IND 056 - TBA Yang, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40935 IND 057 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41246 IND 058 - TBA Zhao, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 899 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Studies
41250 IND 001 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38498 IND 002 - TBA Bardy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38499 IND 003 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38500 IND 004 - TBA Bergtrom, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38501 IND 005 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38502 IND 006 - TBA Buntin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38503 IND 007 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38504 IND 008 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38505 IND 009 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38506 IND 010 - TBA Dey, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38507 IND 011 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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38508 IND 012 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38509 IND 013 - TBA Fink, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38510 IND 014 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38511 IND 015 - TBA Goetz, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38512 IND 016 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38513 IND 017 - TBA Hoebel, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38514 IND 018 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38515 IND 019 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38516 IND 020 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38517 IND 021 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38518 IND 022 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38519 IND 023 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38520 IND 024 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38521 IND 025 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38522 IND 026 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38523 IND 027 - TBA Latch, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38524 IND 028 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38525 IND 029 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39960 IND 030 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40201 IND 031 - TBA Oliver, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40252 IND 032 - TBA Owen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40253 IND 033 - TBA Petto, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40254 IND 034 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40255 IND 035 - TBA Quinn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40256 IND 036 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40317 IND 037 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40358 IND 038 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40359 IND 039 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40360 IND 040 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40361 IND 041 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40499 IND 042 - TBA Steeber, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40523 IND 043 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40606 IND 044 - TBA Udvadia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40607 IND 045 - TBA Ulijasz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40608 IND 046 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40609 IND 047 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40610 IND 048 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40759 IND 049 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40773 IND 050 - TBA Yang, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41248 IND 051 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41249 IND 052 - TBA Zhao, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
BIO SCI 990 G 1 - 8  Research
38559 IND 001 - TBA Anapol, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38560 IND 002 - TBA Bardy, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38561 IND 003 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38562 IND 004 - TBA Bergtrom, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38563 IND 005 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38564 IND 006 - TBA Buntin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38565 IND 007 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38566 IND 008 - TBA Cheng, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38567 IND 009 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38568 IND 010 - TBA Dey, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38569 IND 011 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38570 IND 012 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38571 IND 013 - TBA Fink, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38572 IND 014 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38573 IND 015 - TBA Goetz, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38574 IND 016 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38575 IND 017 - TBA Hoebel, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38576 IND 018 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38577 IND 019 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38578 IND 020 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38579 IND 021 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38580 IND 022 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38581 IND 023 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38582 IND 024 - TBA Klemer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38583 IND 025 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38584 IND 026 - TBA Kuchin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38585 IND 027 - TBA Latch, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38586 IND 028 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38587 IND 029 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39961 IND 030 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40194 IND 031 - TBA Oliver, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40200 IND 032 - TBA Owen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40257 IND 033 - TBA Petto, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40258 IND 034 - TBA Prasad, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40259 IND 035 - TBA Quinn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40260 IND 036 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40261 IND 037 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40318 IND 038 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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40362 IND 039 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40363 IND 040 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40364 IND 041 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40500 IND 042 - TBA Steeber, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40524 IND 043 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40614 IND 044 - TBA Udvadia, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40615 IND 045 - TBA Ulijasz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40616 IND 046 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40617 IND 047 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40618 IND 048 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40760 IND 049 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41420 IND 051 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41421 IND 052 - TBA Zhao, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Celtic Studies
Coordinators: John Gleeson HLT 290 229-2608; Josepha Lanters CRT 489 229-4799
   
     
 
   
     
 
   
      
       
       
       
 
   
     
 
   
      
       
       
 
   
     
 
# CELTIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40565 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CELTIC 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Celtic Studies, Lower Division
40566 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CELTIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40567 LEC 154 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41705 LEC 161 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Beginning Gaelic 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-07/28/2012
Oideas Gael Irish Language & Culture. Ireland trip dates: July
7-28, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
41706 LEC 162 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Intermediate Gaelic 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-07/28/2012 Oideas Gael Irish Language &
Culture. Ireland trip dates: July 7-28, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41707 LEC 163 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Irish Cultural Studies 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-07/28/2012 Oideas Gael Irish Language &
Culture. Ireland trip dates: July 7-28, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# CELTIC 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Celtic Studies, Upper Division
40568 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CELTIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40569 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41708 LEC 161 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Advanced Gaelic 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-07/28/2012
Oideas Gael Irish Language & Culture. Ireland trip dates: July
7-28, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
41709 LEC 162 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Irish Cultural Studies 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-07/28/2012 Oideas Gael Irish Language &
Culture. Ireland trip dates: July 7-28, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + CELTIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
40570 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Chemistry and Biochemistry
Chair: Peter Geissinger CHM 112 229-4098
NOTE: Failure to check out of a lab will result in an academic hold.
All course prerequisites are enforced by the Department of Chemistry.
Students who are absent during the first week without permission may forfeit a place in class.
  
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
CHEM 100
(NS)
U 4 Chemical Science
38526 LEC 451 MTWRF 10:30am-11:28am CHM 190 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38527 DIS 651 MW 9:30am-10:20am CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38528 DIS 652 TR 9:30am-10:20am CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38530 DIS 653 TR 11:30am-12:20pm CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40195 DIS 654 MW 11:30am-12:20pm CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 102
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry
38643 LEC 451 MTWRF 9:30am-10:28am CHM 180 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38644 DIS 651 MW 8:30am-9:20am CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38645 DIS 652 TR 8:30am-9:20am CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40190 DIS 653 MW 8:30am-9:20am CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40946 DIS 654 TR 8:30am-9:20am CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38646 LAB 851 MW 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 285 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 All labs will begin Wed., June 27 or
Thurs., June 28.
38647 LAB 852 TR 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 285 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40191 LAB 853 MW 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 286 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40947 LAB 854 TR 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 286 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 103
(NS+)
U 4 Survey of Biochemistry
40208 LEC 451 MTWRF 8:00am-8:58am CHM 180 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40209 DIS 651 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40210 DIS 652 TR 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40211 DIS 653 MW 9:30am-10:20am CHM 195 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40212 DIS 654 TR 9:30am-10:20am CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40213 LAB 851 MW 9:30am-12:20pm CHM 388 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 All labs will begin Wed., June 27 or
Thurs., June 28.
40214 LAB 852 TR 9:30am-12:20pm CHM 388 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40215 LAB 853 MW 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 398 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40216 LAB 854 TR 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 398 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 104
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
38607 LEC 451 MTWRF 11:30am-12:28pm CHM 180 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38608 DIS 651 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38609 DIS 652 TR 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38610 DIS 653 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 195 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40938 DIS 654 TR 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 195 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38611 LAB 851 MW 8:30am-11:20am CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 All labs will begin Wed., June 27 or
Thurs., June 28.
38612 LAB 852 TR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38613 LAB 853 MW 1:30pm-4:20pm CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40939 LAB 854 TR 1:30pm-4:20pm CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Chemistry, Lower Division
38531 FLD 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38532 FLD 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38533 FLD 003 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38534 FLD 004 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38535 FLD 005 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38536 FLD 006 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38537 FLD 007 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38538 FLD 008 - TBA England, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38539 FLD 009 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38540 FLD 010 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38541 FLD 011 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38542 FLD 012 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38543 FLD 013 - TBA Murphy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38544 FLD 014 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40217 FLD 015 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40366 FLD 016 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40525 FLD 017 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40948 FLD 018 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40955 FLD 019 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41175 FLD 020 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41176 FLD 021 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41177 FLD 022 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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CHEM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38545 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
CHEM 343 U 3 Organic Chemistry
38546 LEC 051 MTWRF 9:30am-10:28am CHM 190 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 344 U 2 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
38547 LAB 851 MTWR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 475N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Dr. Hossain is the instructor in
charge of the course. Safety goggles are required the first day of
lab.
40367 LAB 852 MTWR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 475S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Dr. Hossain is the instructor in
charge of the course. Safety goggles are required the first day of
lab.
41779 LAB 853 MTWR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 480 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Dr. Hossain is the instructor in
charge of the course. Safety goggles are required the first day of
lab.
CHEM 345 U 3 Organic Chemistry
38548 LEC 051 MTWRF 11:30am-12:28pm CHM 190 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 399 U 1 - 4  Special Chemical Problems:
38549 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38551 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38550 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38670 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38671 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38672 IND 006 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38673 IND 007 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38674 IND 008 - TBA Frick, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38675 IND 009 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38676 IND 010 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38677 IND 011 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38678 IND 012 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38679 IND 013 - TBA Murphy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38680 IND 014 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38681 IND 015 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40218 IND 016 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40368 IND 017 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40526 IND 018 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40949 IND 019 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41178 IND 020 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41179 IND 021 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41778 IND 022 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Chemistry, Upper Division
38682 FLD 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38683 FLD 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38686 FLD 003 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38687 FLD 004 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38688 FLD 005 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38689 FLD 006 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38690 FLD 007 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38691 FLD 008 - TBA England, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38692 FLD 009 - TBA Freschl, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38693 FLD 010 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38694 FLD 011 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38695 FLD 012 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38696 FLD 013 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38697 FLD 014 - TBA Murphy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38698 FLD 015 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40219 FLD 016 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40369 FLD 017 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40527 FLD 018 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40950 FLD 019 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41124 FLD 020 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41180 FLD 021 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41181 FLD 022 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41777 FLD 023 - TBA Frick, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38552 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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CHEM 599 U/G 3 - 5  Special Projects in Chemistry
38707 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38708 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38709 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38710 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38711 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38712 IND 006 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38713 IND 007 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38714 IND 008 - TBA England, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38715 IND 009 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38716 IND 010 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38717 IND 011 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38718 IND 012 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38719 IND 013 - TBA Frick, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38720 IND 014 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38721 IND 015 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40220 IND 016 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40370 IND 017 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40528 IND 018 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40951 IND 019 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41182 IND 020 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41183 IND 021 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CHEM 691 U 1 - 4  Senior Research
40282 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40283 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40284 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40285 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40286 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40287 IND 006 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40288 IND 007 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40289 IND 008 - TBA Frick, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40290 IND 009 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40291 IND 010 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40292 IND 011 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41045 IND 012 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40293 IND 013 - TBA Murphy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40294 IND 014 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40295 IND 015 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40944 IND 016 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40296 IND 017 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40371 IND 018 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40529 IND 019 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41184 IND 020 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41185 IND 021 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CHEM 692 U 2 - 6  Senior Thesis
40297 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40298 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40299 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40300 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40301 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40302 IND 006 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40303 IND 007 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40304 IND 008 - TBA Frick, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40305 IND 009 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40306 IND 010 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40307 IND 011 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41046 IND 012 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40308 IND 013 - TBA Murphy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40309 IND 014 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40310 IND 015 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40311 IND 016 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40312 IND 017 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40372 IND 018 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40587 IND 019 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41186 IND 020 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41187 IND 021 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 990 G 1 - 9  Research: Organic
39945 IND 001 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39946 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39947 IND 003 - TBA Cook, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40530 IND 004 - TBA Hossain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41188 IND 005 - TBA Peng, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41189 IND 006 - TBA Schwabacher, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 992 G 1 - 9  Research: Physical
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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38724 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38725 IND 002 - TBA England, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38726 IND 003 - TBA Geissinger, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40373 IND 004 - TBA Tysoe, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41638 IND 005 - TBA Woehl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 993 G 1 - 9  Research: Analytical
39948 IND 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39949 IND 002 - TBA Dietz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40931 IND 003 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41529 IND 004 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 994 G 1 - 9  Research: Inorganic
39938 IND 001 - TBA Bennett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40952 IND 002 - TBA Murphy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39939 IND 004 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 996 G 1 - 9  Research: Biochemical
39940 IND 001 - TBA Frick, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39941 IND 002 - TBA Indig, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39942 IND 003 - TBA Moran, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39943 IND 004 - TBA Pacheco, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39944 IND 005 - TBA Petering, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38742 IND 006 - TBA Silvaggi, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40221 IND 007 - TBA Surerus, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41190 IND 008 - TBA -  
41530 IND 009 - TBA Arnold, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




       
       
      
 
   
       
       
      
 
CHINESE 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41732 LEC 111 - TBA Wang, X TOPIC: Elementary Chinese Language 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 The Beauty of China. China trip
dates: May 29-July 7, 2012. Required pre-departure and post
departure class meetins April 26 and July 22, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41733 LEC 112 - TBA Wang, X TOPIC: Chinese Culture Study 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 The Beauty of China. China trip
dates: May 29-July 7, 2012. Required pre-departure and post
departure class meetins April 26 and July 22, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41151 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# CHINESE 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41734 LEC 111 - TBA Wang, X TOPIC: Intermediate High Chinese Language 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 The Beauty of China. China trip
dates: May 29-July 7, 2012. Required pre-departure and post
departure class meetins April 26 and July 22, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41735 LEC 112 - TBA Wang, X TOPIC: Chinese Culture Study 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 The Beauty of China. China trip
dates: May 29-July 7, 2012. Required pre-departure and post
departure class meetins April 26 and July 22, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41152 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Classics
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




       
         
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      




U 3 Classical Mythology
41763 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Porter, A 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Special Course Fee: $275.00
E 40110 LEC 311 TWR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA Mulroy, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 .
CLASSIC 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Classics, Lower Division
40505 FLD 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CLASSIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38553 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
40189 LEC 051 TR 9:30am-12:01pm TBA Precourt, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CLASSIC 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Classics, Upper Division
40506 FLD 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CLASSIC 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38554 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ CLASSIC 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
40329 IND 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40768 IND 052 - TBA Precourt, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Communication
Chair: William Keith - JOH 210, 229-4261
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED FROM THEIR COURSES. See Registration portion of this Schedule for information
about fees for students dropped by the department.
   
      
       
        
 
   
      
      
       
      
       
      
       
 
  
       
      
      
      
       
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  




U 3 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication
41499 LEC 071 MW 9:00am-12:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41641 LEC 312 TR 12:30pm-3:50pm MER 244 Timmerman, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41500 LEC 333 MW 6:00pm-9:20pm MER 244 Kim, S 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
# COMMUN 103
(HU)
U 3 Public Speaking
41218 LEC 011 MTWR 1:00pm-3:50pm MER 248 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
41217 LEC 012 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41669 LEC 013 MW 6:00pm-9:40pm MER 248 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
41642 LEC 074 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41643 LEC 075 TR 6:00pm-9:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
43327 LEC 076 MW 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41644 LEC 317 MW 9:30am-1:10pm MER 244 Olson, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
COMMUN 105
(SS)
U 3 Business and Professional Communication
E 41766 LEC 031 MW 6:00pm-9:10pm MER 344 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
41219 LEC 072 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41646 LEC 253 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41647 LEC 274 - ONLINE WEB 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43365 LEC 295 - ONLINE WEB Allen, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41648 LEC 316 MW 9:00am-12:40pm MER 248 Timmerman, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# COMMUN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40624 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40676 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40677 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40678 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40679 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40578 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40680 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40681 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40682 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40683 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40684 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40685 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40686 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40687 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40688 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40690 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40818 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40823 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40984 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38555 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ COMMUN 298 U 1 - 3  Internship in Communication
40755 FLD 151 - OFF CAMPUS Johnson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 instr permission req'd to register.
Contact wmkeith@uwm.edu
# COMMUN 301 U 3 Interpersonal Communication Processes
41639 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Timmerman, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 310 U 3 Communication in Organizations
41470 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Fonner, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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# COMMUN 313 U 3 Human Communication and Technology
41196 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Mabry, E 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43348 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Mabry, E 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 320 U 3 Nonverbal Communication
41251 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Allen, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 335 U 3 Critical Analysis of Communication
40533 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
40532 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 381 U 3 Health Communication
41640 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Shields, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 401 U 3 Communication in Marital and Family Relationships
40262 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Burrell, N 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 450 U 3 Cross-Cultural Communication
43349 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38556 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# COMMUN 520 U 3 Negotiation Skills Workshop
43321 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Timmerman, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 588 U 1 - 3  Research Practicum
38744 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38745 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40534 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40270 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40271 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40272 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40273 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40274 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40275 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40276 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40535 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40536 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40662 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40672 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40673 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40692 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40820 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40825 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40986 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 597 U 1 - 3  Practicum in Teaching Communication
40139 FLD 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40140 FLD 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40583 FLD 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40263 FLD 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40264 FLD 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40265 FLD 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40266 FLD 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40267 FLD 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40268 FLD 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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40269 FLD 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40585 FLD 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40586 FLD 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40661 FLD 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40674 FLD 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40675 FLD 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40691 FLD 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40819 FLD 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40824 FLD 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40985 FLD 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 698 U 3 Internship in Communication
38557 FLD 151 - OFF CAMPUS Johnson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 instr permission req'd to register.
Contact wmkeith@uwm.edu
~ COMMUN 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
38746 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38747 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40537 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38748 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38749 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38750 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38751 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38752 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38753 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38754 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40538 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40539 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40663 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40693 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40694 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40695 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40821 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40822 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40987 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38755 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38756 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40540 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38757 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38758 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38759 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38760 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38761 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38762 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38763 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40515 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40541 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40623 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40664 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40666 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40696 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40827 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40828 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40988 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 990 G 1-12  Research and Thesis
38764 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38765 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40542 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38766 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38767 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38768 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38769 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38770 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38771 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38772 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40516 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40543 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40620 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40627 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40665 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40697 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40829 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40830 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40989 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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# COMMUN 998 G 1 - 3  Communication Internship
38773 FLD 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38774 FLD 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40544 FLD 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38775 FLD 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38776 FLD 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38777 FLD 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38778 FLD 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38779 FLD 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38780 FLD 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38781 FLD 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40517 FLD 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40545 FLD 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40667 FLD 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40668 FLD 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40669 FLD 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40698 FLD 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40831 FLD 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40832 FLD 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40990 FLD 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
38782 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38783 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40546 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38784 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38785 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38786 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38787 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38788 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38789 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38790 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40547 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40548 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40622 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40670 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40671 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40699 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40833 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40834 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40991 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Comparative Literature
Chair: Peter Paik CRT 772 229-4382
Coordinator: Caroline Seymour Jorn CRT 785 229-5058
  
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
COMPLIT 199 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
40479 IND 051 - TBA Fountain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40564 IND 052 - TBA Paik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMPLIT 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Comparative Literature, Lower Division
40480 FLD 051 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMPLIT 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38592 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
COMPLIT 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Comparative Literature, Upper Division
40481 FLD 051 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COMPLIT 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38593 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
COMPLIT 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
38791 IND 051 - TBA Fountain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38792 IND 052 - TBA Paik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40199 IND 053 - TBA Pitt, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40385 IND 054 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Conservation and Environmental Sciences
Director: Glen Fredlund, BOL 486, fredlund@uwm.edu, 229-6112. 
For program information, contact the Director or Coordinator.
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
CES 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40577 IND 001 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41171 IND 002 - TBA Phillips, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CES 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Environmental Studies, Lower Division
39086 FLD 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39087 FLD 002 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39088 FLD 003 - TBA Bergtrom, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39089 FLD 004 - TBA Buntin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39090 FLD 005 - TBA Cherkauer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39091 FLD 006 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39092 FLD 007 - TBA Collins, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39093 FLD 008 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39094 FLD 009 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39095 FLD 010 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39096 FLD 011 - TBA Feinberg, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39097 FLD 012 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39098 FLD 013 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39099 FLD 014 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39100 FLD 015 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39101 FLD 016 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39102 FLD 017 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39103 FLD 018 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39104 FLD 019 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39105 FLD 020 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39106 FLD 021 - TBA Kean, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39107 FLD 022 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41047 FLD 023 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41048 FLD 024 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41049 FLD 025 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41050 FLD 026 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41051 FLD 027 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41052 FLD 028 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41053 FLD 029 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41054 FLD 030 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41055 FLD 031 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41056 FLD 032 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41057 FLD 033 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41058 FLD 034 - TBA Zeng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41172 FLD 035 - TBA Phillips, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CES 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38616 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
CES 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Environmental Studies, Upper Division
39108 FLD 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39109 FLD 002 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39110 FLD 003 - TBA Bergtrom, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39111 FLD 004 - TBA Buntin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39112 FLD 005 - TBA Cherkauer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39113 FLD 006 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39114 FLD 007 - TBA Collins, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39115 FLD 008 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39116 FLD 009 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39117 FLD 010 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39118 FLD 011 - TBA Feinberg, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39119 FLD 012 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39120 FLD 013 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39121 FLD 014 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39122 FLD 015 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39123 FLD 016 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39124 FLD 017 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39125 FLD 018 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39126 FLD 019 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39127 FLD 020 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39128 FLD 021 - TBA Kean, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39129 FLD 022 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39130 FLD 023 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39131 FLD 024 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39132 FLD 025 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41059 FLD 026 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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41060 FLD 027 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41061 FLD 028 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41062 FLD 029 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41063 FLD 030 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41064 FLD 031 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41065 FLD 032 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41066 FLD 033 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41067 FLD 034 - TBA Zeng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41173 FLD 035 - TBA Phillips, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CES 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38617 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + CES 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
41068 IND 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41069 IND 002 - TBA Berges, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41070 IND 003 - TBA Bergtrom, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41071 IND 004 - TBA Buntin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41072 IND 005 - TBA Cherkauer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41073 IND 006 - TBA Coggins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41074 IND 007 - TBA Collins, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41075 IND 008 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41076 IND 009 - TBA Dunn, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41077 IND 010 - TBA Ehlinger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41078 IND 011 - TBA Feinberg, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41079 IND 012 - TBA Forst, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41080 IND 013 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41081 IND 014 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41082 IND 015 - TBA Heathcote, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41083 IND 016 - TBA Hoot, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41084 IND 017 - TBA Hutz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41085 IND 018 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41086 IND 019 - TBA Karron, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41087 IND 020 - TBA Kaster, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41088 IND 021 - TBA Kean, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41089 IND 022 - TBA McBride, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41090 IND 023 - TBA Meyer, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41091 IND 024 - TBA Reinartz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41092 IND 025 - TBA Saffarini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41093 IND 026 - TBA Sandgren, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41094 IND 027 - TBA Schnitzer, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41095 IND 028 - TBA Strickler, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41096 IND 029 - TBA Wejksnora, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41097 IND 030 - TBA Whittingham, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41098 IND 031 - TBA Wimpee, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41099 IND 032 - TBA Witten, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41100 IND 033 - TBA Young, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41101 IND 034 - TBA Zeng, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41166 IND 035 - TBA Phillips, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Economics
Chair: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskoee BOL 868 229-4811
  
       
        
       
       
 
  
       
      
        
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
ECON 103
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Microeconomics
E 40746 LEC 091 MTR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38595 LEC 312 MTR 5:30pm-9:05pm TBA Chakrabarti, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
38594 LEC 313 MTR 9:00am-12:35pm TBA Bender, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
38596 LEC 354 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
ECON 104
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Macroeconomics
E 40423 LEC 051 MTR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
41497 LEC 092 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38597 LEC 313 MTR 5:30pm-9:05pm TBA Murshid, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ECON 110 U 1 Economics of Personal Finance
41140 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Milani, S 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $92.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41141 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Milani, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $92.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 248
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of Discrimination
41652 LEC 311 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA Bender, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ECON 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Economics, Lower Division
38793 FLD 001 - TBA Adams, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38794 FLD 002 - TBA Arora, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38795 FLD 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38796 FLD 004 - TBA Bender, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38797 FLD 005 - TBA Bose, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38798 FLD 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38799 FLD 007 - TBA Drewianka, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38800 FLD 008 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38801 FLD 009 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38802 FLD 010 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38803 FLD 011 - TBA Lei, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38804 FLD 012 - TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38805 FLD 013 - TBA Meadows, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38806 FLD 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38807 FLD 015 - TBA Murshid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38808 FLD 016 - TBA Neumann, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40102 FLD 017 - TBA Peoples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40104 FLD 018 - TBA Vesely, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ECON 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38598 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ECON 301 U 3 Intermediate Microeconomics
40549 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 302 U 3 Intermediate Macroeconomics
E 41000 LEC 091 MTR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA Kishor, N 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
41504 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Bahmani-Oskoee, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
41653 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ECON 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Economics, Upper Division
38809 FLD 001 - TBA Adams, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38810 FLD 002 - TBA Arora, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38811 FLD 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40141 FLD 004 - TBA Bender, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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38812 FLD 005 - TBA Bose, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38813 FLD 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38814 FLD 007 - TBA Drewianka, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38815 FLD 008 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38816 FLD 009 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38817 FLD 010 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38818 FLD 011 - TBA Lei, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38819 FLD 012 - TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38820 FLD 013 - TBA Meadows, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38821 FLD 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38822 FLD 015 - TBA Murshid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38823 FLD 016 - TBA Neumann, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40105 FLD 017 - TBA Peoples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40106 FLD 018 - TBA Vesely, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ECON 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41802 LEC 142 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Topics in MENA-European Economic Relations 1 -  12
cr, 06/18/2012-08/18/2012 Marburg, Germany.
38599 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ECON 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
39964 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40142 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40143 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40144 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40145 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40146 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40147 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40148 IND 008 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40149 IND 009 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40150 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40151 IND 011 - TBA Lei, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40152 IND 012 - TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40153 IND 013 - TBA Meadows, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40154 IND 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40155 IND 015 - TBA Murshid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40156 IND 016 - TBA Neumann, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40157 IND 017 - TBA Peoples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40158 IND 018 - TBA Vesely, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38824 IND 152 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ECON 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38825 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38826 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38827 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38828 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38829 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38830 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38831 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40159 IND 008 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38832 IND 009 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38833 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38834 IND 011 - TBA Lei, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38835 IND 012 - TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38836 IND 013 - TBA Meadows, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38837 IND 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38838 IND 015 - TBA Murshid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38839 IND 016 - TBA Neumann, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38840 IND 017 - TBA Peoples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40107 IND 018 - TBA Vesely, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ECON 990 G 1 - 3  Graduate Thesis
38841 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38842 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38843 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38844 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38845 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38846 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38847 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38848 IND 008 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38849 IND 009 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38850 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38851 IND 011 - TBA Lei, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38852 IND 012 - TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38853 IND 013 - TBA Meadows, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38854 IND 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38855 IND 015 - TBA Murshid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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38856 IND 016 - TBA Neumann, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38857 IND 017 - TBA Peoples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40160 IND 018 - TBA Vesely, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ECON 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Work
38858 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38859 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38860 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38861 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38862 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38863 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38864 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38865 IND 008 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38866 IND 009 - TBA Holahan, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38867 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38868 IND 011 - TBA Lei, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38869 IND 012 - TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38870 IND 013 - TBA Meadows, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38871 IND 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38872 IND 015 - TBA Murshid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38873 IND 016 - TBA Neumann, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38874 IND 017 - TBA Peoples, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40108 IND 018 - TBA Vesely, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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English
Chair: Liam Callanan CRT 427 229-4511
   
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
   
       
~# ENGLISH 101 U 3 Introduction to College Writing
40735 LEC 051 MWR 12:00pm-1:34pm CRT 321 Prins, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~# ENGLISH 102
(ENG)
U 3 College Writing and Research
38601 LEC 051 MWR 9:00am-10:34am CRT 321 Himmelheber, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38602 LEC 052 MWR 12:00pm-1:34pm BOL B79 Nesheim, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38603 LEC 053 MWR 12:00pm-1:34pm BOL B68 Williams, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38600 LEC 054 MWR 2:00pm-3:34pm CRT 321 Cristy, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41145 LEC 215 - ONLINE WEB Andrews, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
40849 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blasini, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40921 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Martin, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43308 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Schneider, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
38875 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38876 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38877 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38878 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38879 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38880 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38881 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38882 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38883 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38884 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38885 IND 011 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38886 IND 012 - TBA Gillam, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38887 IND 013 - TBA Grayson, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38888 IND 014 - TBA Grusin, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38889 IND 015 - TBA Hall, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38890 IND 016 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38891 IND 017 - TBA Jay, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38892 IND 018 - TBA Kalter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38893 IND 019 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38894 IND 020 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38895 IND 021 - TBA Kincaid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38896 IND 022 - TBA Laken, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38897 IND 023 - TBA Lanters, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38898 IND 024 - TBA Lynch, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38899 IND 025 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38900 IND 026 - TBA Martin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38901 IND 027 - TBA Mayes, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38902 IND 028 - TBA Mcclanahan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38903 IND 029 - TBA Moulthrop, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38904 IND 030 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38905 IND 031 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38906 IND 032 - TBA Petro, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38907 IND 033 - TBA Puskar, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38908 IND 034 - TBA Sands, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38909 IND 035 - TBA Sangari, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38910 IND 036 - TBA Schuster, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38911 IND 037 - TBA Spilka, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41540 IND 038 - TBA VanPelt, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41541 IND 039 - TBA Williams, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41542 IND 040 - TBA Wilson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41543 IND 041 - TBA Wysocki, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41544 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ENGLISH 205 U 3 Business Writing
38604 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Clark, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40621 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
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U 3 Language in the United States
43314 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mayes, P 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 223
(HU)
U 3 American Writers to 1900
43372 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Clark, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 233
(A)
U 3 Introduction to Creative Writing
38605 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Dunham, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 276
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to American Indian Literature:
40812 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M TOPIC: Sovereignty, Hstry, Lit of Wis Indian Tribes 3 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 This is a UPace course.
Satisfies the Act 31 requirement for the School of Education. A
special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will




U 3 Introduction to Film Studies
41654 LEC 251 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40321 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ENGLISH 312 U 3 Topics in Film Studies:
41655 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Williams, T TOPIC: Cinema and Digital Culture 3 cr,
07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 377
(&)
U 3 Survey of African-American Literature, 1930 to the Present
40658 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:50pm CRT 368 Grayson, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Audits not permitted this semester.
ENGLISH 381 U 3 World Literatures Written in English:
43313 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Clark, G TOPIC: African Fiction 3 cr, 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 404 U/G 3 Language, Power, and Identity
41764 LEC 091 MTWR 1:00pm-3:30pm CRT 368 Brand, C 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
ENGLISH 430 U/G 3 Advanced Writing Workshop
41756 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:50pm CRT 405 Gillam, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ENGLISH 449 U/G 1 - 4  Writing Internship in English
E 41416 FLD 011 M 4:30pm-8:10pm CRT 405 Spilka, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41417 FLD 012 M 4:30pm-8:10pm CRT 405 Spilka, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41418 FLD 013 M 4:30pm-8:10pm CRT 405 Spilka, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41419 FLD 014 M 4:30pm-8:10pm CRT 405 Spilka, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
ENGLISH 452 U/G 3 Shakespeare
41424 LEC 011 MTWR 1:00pm-3:30pm CRT 124 Netzloff, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ENGLISH 460 U/G 3 Writers in American Literature, 1500-1900:
41514 LEC 051 MTWR 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 124 Hamilton, K TOPIC: Edgar Allen Poe 3 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
ENGLISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41757 LEC 132 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Art of Travel Wrtng:Explorations in Print(& Image) 1  -
12 cr, 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Herstmonceux Castle Summer
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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12 cr, 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Herstmonceux Castle Summer
Program. England trip dates: June 13-July 12, 2011 (includes
predeparture & post program course meetings in Milwaukee).
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, Per 166, 229-5182.
38606 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ ENGLISH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
38912 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38913 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38914 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38915 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38916 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38917 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38918 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38919 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38920 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38921 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38922 IND 011 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38923 IND 012 - TBA Gillam, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38924 IND 013 - TBA Grayson, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38925 IND 014 - TBA Grusin, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38926 IND 015 - TBA Hall, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38927 IND 016 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38928 IND 017 - TBA Jay, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38929 IND 018 - TBA Kalter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38930 IND 019 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38931 IND 020 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38932 IND 021 - TBA Kincaid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38933 IND 022 - TBA Laken, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38934 IND 023 - TBA Lanters, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38935 IND 024 - TBA Lynch, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38936 IND 025 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38937 IND 026 - TBA Martin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38938 IND 027 - TBA Mayes, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38939 IND 028 - TBA Mcclanahan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38940 IND 029 - TBA Moulthrop, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38941 IND 030 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38942 IND 031 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38943 IND 032 - TBA Petro, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38944 IND 033 - TBA Puskar, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38945 IND 034 - TBA Sands, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38946 IND 035 - TBA Sangari, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38947 IND 036 - TBA Schuster, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38948 IND 037 - TBA Spilka, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41545 IND 038 - TBA VanPelt, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41546 IND 039 - TBA Williams, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41547 IND 040 - TBA Wilson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41548 IND 041 - TBA Wysocki, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41549 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ENGLISH 799 G 1 - 4  Independent Reading for Master's Candidates
38949 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38950 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38951 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38952 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38958 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38959 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38960 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38961 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38962 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38963 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38964 IND 011 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38965 IND 012 - TBA Gillam, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38966 IND 013 - TBA Grayson, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38967 IND 014 - TBA Grusin, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38968 IND 015 - TBA Hall, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38969 IND 016 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38970 IND 017 - TBA Jay, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38971 IND 018 - TBA Kalter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38972 IND 019 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38973 IND 020 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38974 IND 021 - TBA Kincaid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38975 IND 022 - TBA Laken, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38976 IND 023 - TBA Lanters, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38977 IND 024 - TBA Lynch, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38978 IND 025 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38979 IND 026 - TBA Martin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38980 IND 027 - TBA Mayes, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38981 IND 028 - TBA Mcclanahan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
38982 IND 029 - TBA Moulthrop, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38983 IND 030 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38984 IND 031 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38985 IND 032 - TBA Petro, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41550 IND 033 - TBA Puskar, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41551 IND 034 - TBA Sands, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41552 IND 035 - TBA Sangari, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41553 IND 036 - TBA Schuster, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41554 IND 037 - TBA Spilka, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41555 IND 038 - TBA VanPelt, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41556 IND 039 - TBA Williams, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41557 IND 040 - TBA Wilson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41558 IND 041 - TBA Wysocki, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41559 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ENGLISH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38986 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38987 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38988 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38989 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38990 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38991 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38992 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38993 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38994 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38995 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38996 IND 011 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38997 IND 012 - TBA Gillam, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38998 IND 013 - TBA Grayson, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38999 IND 014 - TBA Grusin, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39000 IND 015 - TBA Hall, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39001 IND 016 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39002 IND 017 - TBA Jay, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39003 IND 018 - TBA Kalter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39004 IND 019 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39005 IND 020 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39006 IND 021 - TBA Kincaid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39007 IND 022 - TBA Laken, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39008 IND 023 - TBA Lanters, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39009 IND 024 - TBA Lynch, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39010 IND 025 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39011 IND 026 - TBA Martin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39012 IND 027 - TBA Mayes, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39013 IND 028 - TBA Mcclanahan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39014 IND 029 - TBA Moulthrop, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39017 IND 030 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39015 IND 031 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39016 IND 032 - TBA Petro, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41560 IND 033 - TBA Puskar, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41561 IND 034 - TBA Sands, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41562 IND 035 - TBA Sangari, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41563 IND 036 - TBA Schuster, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41564 IND 037 - TBA Spilka, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41565 IND 038 - TBA VanPelt, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41566 IND 039 - TBA Williams, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41567 IND 040 - TBA Wilson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41569 IND 041 - TBA Wysocki, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41568 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ENGLISH 990 G 1 - 3  Research in English
39018 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39019 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39020 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39021 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39022 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39023 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39024 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39025 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39026 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39027 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39028 IND 011 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39029 IND 012 - TBA Gillam, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39030 IND 013 - TBA Grayson, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39031 IND 014 - TBA Grusin, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39032 IND 015 - TBA Hall, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39033 IND 016 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39034 IND 017 - TBA Jay, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39037 IND 018 - TBA Kalter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39035 IND 019 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39036 IND 020 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
39038 IND 021 - TBA Kincaid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39039 IND 022 - TBA Laken, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39040 IND 023 - TBA Lanters, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39041 IND 024 - TBA Lynch, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39042 IND 025 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39043 IND 026 - TBA Martin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39044 IND 027 - TBA Mayes, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39045 IND 028 - TBA Mcclanahan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39046 IND 029 - TBA Moulthrop, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39047 IND 030 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39048 IND 031 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39049 IND 032 - TBA Petro, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39050 IND 033 - TBA Puskar, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39051 IND 034 - TBA Sands, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39052 IND 035 - TBA Sangari, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40771 IND 036 - TBA Schuster, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41570 IND 037 - TBA Spilka, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41571 IND 038 - TBA VanPelt, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41572 IND 039 - TBA Williams, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41573 IND 040 - TBA Wilson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41574 IND 041 - TBA Wysocki, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41575 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ENGLISH 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading for Ph.D. Candidates
39053 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39054 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39055 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39056 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39057 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39058 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39059 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39060 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39061 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39062 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39063 IND 011 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39064 IND 012 - TBA Gillam, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39065 IND 013 - TBA Grayson, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39066 IND 014 - TBA Grusin, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39067 IND 015 - TBA Hall, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39068 IND 016 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39069 IND 017 - TBA Jay, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39070 IND 018 - TBA Kalter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39071 IND 019 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39072 IND 020 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39073 IND 021 - TBA Kincaid, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39074 IND 022 - TBA Laken, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39075 IND 023 - TBA Lanters, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39076 IND 024 - TBA Lynch, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39077 IND 025 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39078 IND 026 - TBA Martin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39079 IND 027 - TBA Mayes, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39080 IND 028 - TBA Mcclanahan, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39081 IND 029 - TBA Moulthrop, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39082 IND 030 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39083 IND 031 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39084 IND 032 - TBA Petro, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39085 IND 033 - TBA Puskar, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41606 IND 034 - TBA Sands, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41607 IND 035 - TBA Sangari, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41608 IND 036 - TBA Schuster, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41609 IND 037 - TBA Spilka, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41610 IND 038 - TBA VanPelt, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41611 IND 039 - TBA Williams, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41612 IND 040 - TBA Wilson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41613 IND 041 - TBA Wysocki, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41614 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Ethnic Studies, Comparative
Coordinator: Rachel Buff HLT 388 229-6483
Please note: Ethnic 203 "Western Great Lakes American Indian Community Life of the Past" has been moved to the American Indian Studies curricular area. Students should enroll in AIS
203-001.
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
ETHNIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study: Lower Division
40493 IND 051 - TBA Buff, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ETHNIC 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Ethnic Studies, Lower Division
40507 FLD 051 - TBA Buff, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ETHNIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38618 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ETHNIC 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Ethnic Studies, Upper Division
40580 FLD 051 - TBA Buff, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ETHNIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38619 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ETHNIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Work
39133 IND 051 - TBA Buff, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Film Studies
Director: Gilberto Blasini CRT 487 229-4540
Asst. Director: Ben Schneider CRT 405 229-3605
  
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
   
     
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
   
     
 
   




U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
43599 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blasini, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Enroll  in Eng 111-211.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
43600 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Martin, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Enroll in ENG-252.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
43601 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Schneider, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Enroll in ENG 111-293.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,




U 3 Introduction to Film Studies
43602 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Oren, T 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Enroll in ENG 290-251.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
~ FILMSTD 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41134 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
FILMSTD 312 U 3 Topics in Film Studies:
43603 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Williams, T TOPIC: Cinema and Digital Culture 3 cr,
07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Enroll in ENG 312-291.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
FILMSTD 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Film Studies, Upper Division
39965 FLD 051 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ FILMSTD 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41135 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ FILMSTD 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
39966 IND 051 - TBA Blasini, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
French
Chair: Peter Paik CRT 772 229-4382
Coordinator: Lawrence Kuiper CRT 782 229-5966
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
        
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
       
       
 
  
      
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
FRENCH 113 U 4 Intensive French I
38620 LEC 451 MTRF 9:00am-12:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
41036 LAB 851 W 9:00am-12:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
FRENCH 114 U 4 Intensive French II
41502 LEC 493 MTRF 9:00am-12:30pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
43598 LAB 893 W 9:00am-12:30pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
FRENCH 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of France:
41494 LEC 391 MW 10:00am-12:30pm TBA Kuiper, L TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr,
07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught partially on-line.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
FRENCH 197 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40733 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
FRENCH 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
40475 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
FRENCH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
39134 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39135 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39136 FLD 003 - TBA Mileham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39137 FLD 004 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39138 FLD 005 - TBA Vatan, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40729 FLD 006 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
FRENCH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40134 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41711 LEC 161 - TBA Farrell Whitworth, K TOPIC: Beginning French 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-08/04/2012
French Civilization, Culture and Language. France trip dates: July
2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182. Grad enrollment with instructor permission.
41712 LEC 162 - TBA Farrell Whitworth, K TOPIC: French Civilization 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-08/04/2012
French Civilization, Culture and Language. France trip dates: July
2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182. Grad enrollment with instructor permission.
FRENCH 397 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38632 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41713 LEC 161 - TBA Farrell Whitworth, K TOPIC: Intermediate French 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 French Civilization, Culture and
Language. France trip dates: July 2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182. Grad enrollment with
instructor permission.
41714 LEC 162 - TBA Eckman, M
Farrell Whitworth, K
TOPIC: French Civilization 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-08/04/2012
French Civilization, Culture and Language. France trip dates: July
2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182. Grad enrollment with instructor permission.
FRENCH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
39139 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39140 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39141 FLD 003 - TBA Mileham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39142 FLD 004 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39143 FLD 005 - TBA Vatan, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40730 FLD 006 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
FRENCH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41716 LEC 152 - TBA Farrell Whitworth, K TOPIC: French Civilization I 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 French Civilization, Culture and
Language. France trip dates: July 2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182. Grad enrollment with
instructor permission.
38633 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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41715 LEC 161 - TBA Farrell Whitworth, K TOPIC: Advanced French 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-08/04/2012
French Civilization, Culture and Language. France trip dates: July
2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182. Grad enrollment with instructor permission.
FRENCH 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
39144 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39145 IND 002 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39146 IND 003 - TBA Mileham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39147 IND 004 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39148 IND 005 - TBA Vatan, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40731 IND 006 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# FRENCH 797 G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
38634 LEC 152 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41717 LEC 161 - TBA Farrell Whitworth, K TOPIC: Graduate Independent Study in Paris 1 - 6 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 French Civilization, Culture and
Language. France trip dates: July 2- August 1, 2012. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182. Grad enrollment with
instructor permission.
FRENCH 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study:
39149 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39150 IND 002 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39151 IND 003 - TBA -  
39152 IND 004 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39153 IND 005 - TBA -  
40732 IND 006 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Geography
Chair: Mark Schwartz BOL 410 229-4866
Please note: The College of Letters and Science charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These sections can be distinguished by a section
number beginning with 2 (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the Schedule of Classes, please contact a fee specialist at (414) 229-3796.
Click on section number/link for any special information/fees/requirements for that class.
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      




U 3 The World: Peoples and Regions
41483 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Schroeder, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41484 LEC 392 MTWR 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA McCarthy, L 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 120
(NS+)
U 3 Our Physical Environment
41750 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Choi, W 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 125
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Environmental Geography
40531 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Holifield, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There is no service learning during the summer session.
40993 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Sorenson, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There is no service learning during the summer session.
GEOG 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39970 IND 001 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Geography, Lower Division
40340 FLD 001 - TBA Baruth, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39154 FLD 002 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39155 FLD 003 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39156 FLD 004 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39157 FLD 005 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39158 FLD 006 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39159 FLD 007 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39160 FLD 008 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39161 FLD 009 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39162 FLD 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40747 FLD 011 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41102 FLD 012 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41103 FLD 013 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41104 FLD 014 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38635 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
GEOG 350
(SS)
U 3 Conservation of Natural Resources
40994 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Geography, Upper Division
40341 FLD 001 - TBA Baruth, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39163 FLD 002 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39164 FLD 003 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39165 FLD 004 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39166 FLD 005 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39167 FLD 006 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40183 FLD 007 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39168 FLD 008 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39169 FLD 009 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39170 FLD 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40749 FLD 011 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41105 FLD 012 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41106 FLD 013 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41107 FLD 014 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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GEOG 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38636 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
GEOG 650 U/G 3 Geography Field Work
38637 FLD 111 MTWRF 8:00am-4:30pm OFF CAMPUS Day, M 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Field work conducted in Milwaukee.
GEOG 698 U/G 1 - 6  GIS/Cartography Internship
38638 FLD 001 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40188 FLD 002 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40197 FLD 003 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40225 FLD 004 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
39171 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39172 IND 002 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39173 IND 003 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39174 IND 004 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39175 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40184 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39176 IND 007 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39177 IND 008 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39178 IND 009 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39179 IND 010 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40750 IND 011 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41108 IND 012 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41109 IND 013 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# GEOG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39180 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39181 IND 002 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39182 IND 003 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39183 IND 004 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39184 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40185 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39185 IND 007 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39186 IND 008 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39187 IND 009 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39188 IND 010 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40751 IND 011 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41110 IND 012 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41111 IND 013 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# GEOG 889 G 1 - 6  Internship in Geography
40776 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40777 IND 002 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40778 IND 003 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40779 IND 004 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40780 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40781 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40782 IND 007 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40783 IND 008 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40784 IND 009 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41112 IND 010 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41113 IND 011 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41114 IND 012 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41115 IND 013 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 890 G 1 - 6  Research and Master Thesis
39189 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39190 IND 002 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39191 IND 003 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39192 IND 004 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39193 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40186 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39194 IND 007 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39195 IND 008 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39196 IND 009 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39197 IND 010 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40752 IND 011 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41116 IND 012 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41117 IND 013 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 990 G 1-12  Research and Doctoral Dissertation
39198 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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40376 IND 002 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40377 IND 003 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40378 IND 004 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40379 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40380 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40381 IND 007 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40382 IND 008 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40383 IND 009 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40384 IND 010 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40753 IND 011 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41118 IND 012 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41119 IND 013 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEOG 999 G 1 - 6  Independent Work
39199 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39200 IND 002 - TBA Choi, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39201 IND 003 - TBA Day, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39202 IND 004 - TBA De Sousa, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39203 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40187 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39204 IND 007 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39205 IND 008 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39206 IND 009 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39207 IND 010 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40754 IND 011 - TBA Schwartz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41120 IND 012 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41121 IND 013 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Geosciences
Chair: John L. Isbell LAP 366B 414-229-4561
   
       
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# GEO SCI 100
(NS+)
U 3 Introduction to the Earth
40409 LEC 411 TWR 12:00pm-2:15pm TBA Czeck, D
Hooyer, T
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
40406 LAB 811 TWR 9:30am-11:50am TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
40407 LAB 812 TWR 2:30pm-4:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
GEO SCI 105
(NS)
U 3 Earth, Air, Fire and Water
40408 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Cameron, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
GEO SCI 106
(NS)
U 3 The Earth Environment
41005 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Seegers Szablewski,
G
06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
No field trip for this section.
GEO SCI 150
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Ocean Sciences
40813 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Sverdrup, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
GEO SCI 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39919 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39920 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39921 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39922 IND 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39923 IND 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39924 IND 006 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39925 IND 007 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39926 IND 008 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39927 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40632 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40633 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40634 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEO SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38639 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
GEO SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38640 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
GEO SCI 695 U/G 1 - 3  Internship in Geoscience
39928 FLD 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39929 FLD 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39930 FLD 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39931 FLD 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39932 FLD 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39933 FLD 006 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39934 FLD 007 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39935 FLD 008 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39936 FLD 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40635 FLD 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40636 FLD 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40637 FLD 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEO SCI 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
43504 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39209 IND 002 - TBA Cherkauer, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39210 IND 003 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39211 IND 004 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39212 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39213 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39214 IND 007 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39215 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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39216 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40638 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40639 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40640 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# GEO SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39217 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40641 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39218 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39219 IND 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39220 IND 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39221 IND 006 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39222 IND 007 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39223 IND 008 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39224 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40642 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40643 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40644 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEO SCI 990 G 1 - 8  Master's Thesis
39225 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39226 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39227 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39228 IND 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39229 IND 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39230 IND 006 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39231 IND 007 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39232 IND 008 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39233 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40645 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40646 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40647 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEO SCI 997 G 1-12  Doctoral Externship
39234 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39235 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39236 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39237 IND 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39238 IND 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39239 IND 006 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39240 IND 007 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39241 IND 008 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39242 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40648 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40649 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40650 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEO SCI 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
39243 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39244 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39245 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39246 IND 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39247 IND 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39248 IND 006 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39249 IND 007 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39250 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39251 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40651 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40652 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40653 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GEO SCI 999 G 1 - 4  Advanced Independent Reading
39252 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39253 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39254 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39255 IND 004 - TBA Fraiser, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39256 IND 005 - TBA Grundl, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39257 IND 006 - TBA Han, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39258 IND 007 - TBA Harris, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39259 IND 008 - TBA Hooyer, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39260 IND 009 - TBA Isbell, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40654 IND 010 - TBA McHenry, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40655 IND 011 - TBA Sverdrup, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40656 IND 012 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
German
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
 
GERMAN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39261 IND 051 - TBA Lundback, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40626 IND 052 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GERMAN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in German, Lower Division
40457 FLD 051 - TBA Schueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40726 FLD 052 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GERMAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41803 LEC 142 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Beginning German Language 1 - 12 cr,
06/18/2012-08/18/2012 Marburg, Germany.
38641 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
GERMAN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in German, Upper Division
40458 FLD 051 - TBA Schueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40727 FLD 052 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GERMAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41792 LEC 132 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Advanced German Language 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Kassel, Germany.
41793 LEC 133 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: German Culture, History & Politics 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Kassel, Germany.
38642 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
GERMAN 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
39262 IND 051 - TBA Lundback, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40728 IND 052 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41794 IND 053 - TBA Schwertfeger, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Greek
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
GREEK 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40494 IND 051 - TBA -  
GREEK 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Greek, Lower Division
40459 FLD 051 - TBA -  
GREEK 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Greek, Upper Division
40460 FLD 051 - TBA -  
~ GREEK 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
39937 IND 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Hebrew Studies
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




     
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
 
HEBR ST 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40461 IND 051 - TBA -  
HEBR ST 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
41704 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HEBR ST 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Hebrew Studies, Lower Division
40462 FLD 051 - TBA -  
HEBR ST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
39950 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
HEBR ST 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Hebrew Studies, Upper Division
40463 FLD 051 - TBA -  
HEBR ST 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
39951 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ HEBR ST 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39962 IND 051 - TBA Crain, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40196 IND 052 - TBA Mazor, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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History
Chair: Merry Wiesner-Hanks, HLT 342B 229-4361, merrywh@uwm.edu
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASS (INCLUDING DISCUSSIONS) OR CONTACT THE INSTRUCTOR DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES MAY BE DROPPED ADMINISTRATIVELY.
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
     
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
   
        
 
  
      




U 3 Western Civilization: 1500 to the Present
43271 LEC 391 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am HLT 190 Pease, N 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
HIST 132
(HU)
U 3 World History Since 1500
41035 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB McGuinness, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
41615 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Alinder, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
No required service learning component in the summer session.
HIST 151
(SS)
U 3 American History: 1607 to 1877
41516 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Renda, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43275 LEC 272 - ONLINE WEB Renda, L 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 152
(SS)
U 3 American History: 1877 to the Present
43276 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB McBride, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41422 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Austin, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40229 LEC 352 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am TBA Schroeder, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
HIST 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39264 IND 001 - TBA -  
# HIST 202
(HU)
U 3 The Ancient World: The Roman Republic and Empire
41423 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Galvao-Sobrinho, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 267
(HU&)
U 3 The History of Latinos in the United States
40786 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
41030 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in History, Lower Division
39263 FLD 001 - TBA -  
# HIST 293
(HU)
U 3 Seminar on Historical Method: Theory and Approach
41475 SEM 311 TR 9:00am-11:40am HLT 341 Alinder, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Meets on 5/29, 5/31, 6/5, 6/7, 6/12,
6/14, 6/19, 6/21. Course taught partially online. Internet access
req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
HIST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38648 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41795 LEC 162 - OFF CAMPUS 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 
HIST 419 U/G 3 America Since 1945
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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41031 LEC 011 TR 11:00am-1:40pm HLT 190 Buff, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Meets on 5/29, 5/31, 6/5, 6/7, 6/12,
6/14, 6/19, 6/21. Course taught partially online. Internet access
req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
HIST 446
(&)
U/G 3 African Americans Since the Civil War
41637 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in History, Upper Division
43307 FLD 001 - TBA
HIST 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41800 LEC 132 - OFF CAMPUS 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 
38649 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# HIST 600 U 3 Seminar in History:
40326 SEM 051 TR 9:00am-11:40am HLT 341 Carter, G TOPIC: Race Relations in America 3 cr,
06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Class meets 6/26, 6/28, 7/3, 7/5,
7/10, 7/12, 7/17, 7/19. Course taught partially online. Internet
access req'd. Regular UWM tuition charged.
+ HIST 681 U 3 Senior Thesis I
39917 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
HIST 682 U 3 Senior Thesis II
39918 IND 001 - TBA -  
HIST 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Reading:
39265 IND 001 - TBA -  
HIST 701 G 1 - 6  Internship in Public History
38650 FLD 111 - OFF CAMPUS Alinder, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
HIST 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39266 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# HIST 985 G 1 - 6  Master's Thesis Research
40323 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# HIST 989 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Independent Work
40325 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# HIST 990 G 1 - 6  Dissertation Research
39267 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# HIST 999 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Level Independent Work
39268 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Honors College
Director: Charles Schuster GAR 302 229-4658
   
      
 
   
       
      
 
# HONORS 297 U 1 - 9  Study Abroad:
38243 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + HONORS 497 U 1 - 9  Study Abroad:
41723 LEC 131 - OFF CAMPUS Schuster, C TOPIC: The Art of Travel Wrtng:Explrtns in Print(& Image) 1  -
9 cr, 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Herstmonceux Castle Summer
Program. England trip dates: June 13-July 12, 2011 (includes
predeparture & post program course meetings in Milwaukee).
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, Per 166, 229-5182.
38651 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Industrial and Labor Relations
Director: John Heywood BOL 842 229-4310
Assistant Director: Susan Donohue Davies BOL 842 229-4310
  
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
IND REL 801 G 3 Research Project in Industrial and Labor Relations
39269 IND 001 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39270 IND 002 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38653 IND 051 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
38654 FLD 051 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41780 FLD 153 - OFF CAMPUS Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
39271 IND 001 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39272 IND 002 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39273 IND 003 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40198 IND 004 - TBA Levy, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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International Studies
Coordinator: Erica Bornstein SAB 304 229-4881
Advising: Aparna Datey GAR 113 229-3042
  
      
      
 
   
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
INTLST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41722 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Korean Culture Workshop 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Ajou Exchange Summer School (initial
registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Korea Trip dates: July
3-August 15, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
38655 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# INTLST 450 U 2 - 6  Internship in International Studies
38656 FLD 051 - TBA Buss, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41165 FLD 102 - TBA Maguire, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
INTLST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41801 LEC 133 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Sp St: Britian & Europe in a Global Context 1 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-07/14/2012 East Sussex, England.
41721 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Korean Culture Workshop 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Ajou Exchange Summer School (initial
registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Korea Trip dates: July
3-August 15, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
38657 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ INTLST 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
39274 IND 151 - TBA Pienkos, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Italian
Chair: Peter Paik CRT 772 229-4382
Coordinator: Robin Pickering-Iazzi CRT 789 229-5897
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
 
ITALIAN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40476 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ITALIAN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Italian, Lower Division
40477 FLD 051 - TBA -  
ITALIAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38658 LEC 153 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41736 LEC 161 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Beginning Italian Language I 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41737 LEC 162 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Beginning Italian language II 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ITALIAN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Italian, Upper Division
40478 FLD 051 - TBA -  
ITALIAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38659 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ITALIAN 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
39275 IND 051 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39276 IND 052 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Japanese
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Atsuko Borgmann CRT 888 (414) 229-5650 sugaatsu@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/index.html
  
      
       
 
   
      
      
 
JAPAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41404 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41797 LEC 191 - OFF CAMPUS Jones, J TOPIC: Summer 2012 Short-Term Study Abroad 1 - 12 cr,
08/13/2012-08/25/2012 Japan trip dates: August 15-27,
2012. Required pre-departure class meeting August 6, 2012.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# JAPAN 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41403 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43862 LEC 191 - TBA TOPIC: Summer 2012 Short-Term Study Abroad 1 - 12 cr,
08/13/2012-08/25/2012 Japan trip dates: August 15-27,
2012. Required pre-departure class meeting August 6, 2012.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Jewish Studies
Coordinator: Rachel Baum CRT 879 (414) 229-5156 rbaum@uwm.edu
  
       
 
   
     
 
   
      
 
   
     
 
   




U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
41703 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# JEWISH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Jewish Studies, Lower Division
40572 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# JEWISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40573 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# JEWISH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Jewish Studies, Upper Division
40574 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# JEWISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40575 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies
Chair: David Allen JOH 110A 229-4619
www.jams.uwm.edu
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Some Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies courses are not open to University Special Students (including Summer Guest Students) or students who want to audit a course
(written consent required to audit). Enrollment restrictions such as these can be viewed in the `Expand All' view of the Online Schedule of Classes, specifically in the `Notes' area
following course prerequisites.
2. Students who enroll in a Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies course without meeting all course prerequisites may be administratively dropped. See Registration portion of this
Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.
3. Enrolled students who do not attend the first week of a Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies course may be administratively dropped. A student who misses the first day of
class should contact the instructor, either in person or via telephone / email. See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.
4. Official e-mail communication between the Department of Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student UWM PantherLink
e-mail addresses (https://pantherlink.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherLink e-mail account regularly for important university and/or course related
information (or to input a PantherLink forward mail command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
Please note: The College of Letters & Science charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These sections can be distinguished by a section number
beginning with a 2-- (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the Schedule of Classes, please contact a fee specialist at (414) 229-3796.
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
      
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
      
 
   




U 3 Internet Culture
36070 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Tasman, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 116 U 3 Journalism, Documentary, and Democracy
43527 LEC 291 - TBA Smith, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
+ JAMS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36045 IND 051 - TBA Allen, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
JAMS 214
(HU)
U 3 Advertising in American Society
36052 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Rockow, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 232 U 3 Photojournalism
43529 LEC 251 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
~ JAMS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Journalism and Media Communication, Lower Division
36072 FLD 011 - TBA Jurek, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
+ JAMS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36002 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
+ JAMS 361
(HU)
U 3 Media Ethics
36051 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Allen, D 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 399 U 3 On-Campus Internship
36003 FLD 011 - TBA Jurek, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# + JAMS 450 U 3 Race and Ethnicity in the Media
43530 LEC 251 - TBA Mcbride, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
~ JAMS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Journalism and Media Communication, Upper Division
36073 FLD 011 - TBA Jurek, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
+ JAMS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
36004 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
   
       
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
# + JAMS 559 U/G 3 Law of Mass Communication
43528 LEC 211 - TBA Pritchard, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 600 U/G 3 Off-Campus Internship
36005 FLD 111 - OFF CAMPUS Jurek, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# + JAMS 661 U/G 3 Seminar in Media Communication and Society:
36053 SEM 011 MTWR 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Levine, E TOPIC: Media Users and Audiences 3 cr,
05 /29/2012-06/23/2012 
+ JAMS 699 U 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
36006 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36007 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36008 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36009 IND 004 - TBA Daley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36010 IND 005 - TBA Gallun, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36011 IND 006 - TBA Jurek, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36054 IND 007 - TBA Levine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36033 IND 008 - TBA Mcbride, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36034 IND 009 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36035 IND 010 - TBA Popp, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36036 IND 011 - TBA Pritchard, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36055 IND 012 - TBA Rockow, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36037 IND 013 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36046 IND 014 - TBA Tasman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36056 IND 015 - TBA Zoromski, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# JAMS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
36012 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36013 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36014 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36015 IND 004 - TBA Levine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36016 IND 005 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36017 IND 006 - TBA Popp, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36018 IND 007 - TBA Pritchard, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36058 IND 008 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# JAMS 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
36019 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36020 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36021 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36022 IND 004 - TBA Levine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36023 IND 005 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36024 IND 006 - TBA Popp, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36025 IND 007 - TBA Pritchard, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36060 IND 008 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# JAMS 991 G 1 - 6  Professional Project
36038 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36039 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36040 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36041 IND 004 - TBA Levine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36042 IND 005 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36043 IND 006 - TBA Popp, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36044 IND 007 - TBA Pritchard, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36062 IND 008 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# JAMS 999 G 1 - 3  Graduate Independent Study
36026 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36027 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36028 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36029 IND 004 - TBA Levine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36030 IND 005 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36031 IND 006 - TBA Popp, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36032 IND 007 - TBA Pritchard, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36064 IND 008 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Korean
Chair: Hamid Ouali CRT 535 (414) 229-5349, ouali@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Greg Iverson CRT 529 , iverson@uwm.edu
http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ l inguistics/
http:/ /www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ f l l /
Please note:
  
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
 
KOREAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41718 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Beginning Korean 1 -  12 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/18/2012
Ajou Exchange Summer School (initial registration as Ex Mural
100 for 6 crs.). Korea Trip dates: July 3-August 15, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41719 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Intermediate Korean 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Ajou Exchange Summer School (initial
registration as Ex Mural 100 for 6 crs.). Korea Trip dates: July
3-August 15, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
41406 LEC 153 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# KOREAN 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41720 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Advanced Korean 1 -  12 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/18/2012
Ajou Exchange Summer School (initial registration as Ex Mural
100 for 6 crs.). Korea Trip dates: July 3-August 15, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41405 LEC 152 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Latin
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
LATIN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40464 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LATIN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin, Lower Division
40465 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LATIN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin, Upper Division
40466 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ LATIN 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
39277 IND 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Chair: 
Coordinator: Kris Ruggiero 229-4401
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
      
       
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
      
       
 
   
     
 
  
     
 
LACS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study:
41696 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LACS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin American/Caribbean Studies, Lower Division
41697 FLD 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LACS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
41698 FLD 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LACS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41407 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41739 LEC 172 - OFF CAMPUS Deal, R TOPIC: Mexico: Art & Cultural Transformation 1 - 12 cr,
07/09/2012-08/11/2012 Veracruz, Mexico trip dates: July
14-August 7, 2011 (includes predeparture course meetings in
MIlwaukee). Add'l prereq.: junior standing or by instructor
permission. Contact CIE Overseas programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
LACS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin American/Caribbean Studies, Upper Division
41699 FLD 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LACS 496 U 1 - 3  Advanced UROP Apprenticeship
41700 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LACS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41408 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41740 LEC 172 - OFF CAMPUS Deal, R TOPIC: Mexico: Art & Cultural Transformation 1 - 12 cr,
07/09/2012-08/11/2012 Veracruz, Mexico trip dates: July
14-August 7, 2011 (includes predeparture course meetings in
MIlwaukee). Add'l prereq.: junior standing or by instructor
permission. Contact CIE Overseas programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# LACS 698 U 1 - 3  Independent Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Integrated Studies:
41701 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LACS 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
41702 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Latino Studies
Coordinator: Enrique Figueroa BOL 183 229-3651 figueroa@uwm.edu
  
     
      
 
   
     
 
  
      
       
 
   
     
 
   
      
       
 
   
     
 
LATINO 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
41133 IND 051 - TBA -  
41169 IND 072 - TBA Figueroa, E 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# + LATINO 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latino Studies, Lower Division
41131 FLD 051 - TBA -  
LATINO 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41132 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41742 LEC 172 - OFF CAMPUS Deal, R TOPIC: Mexico: Art & Cultural Transformation 1 - 12 cr,
07/09/2012-08/11/2012 Veracruz, Mexico trip dates: July
14-August 7, 2011 (includes predeparture course meetings in
MIlwaukee). Add'l prereq.: junior standing or by instructor
permission. Contact CIE Overseas programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# LATINO 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latino Studies, Upper Division
41130 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# LATINO 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41129 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41741 LEC 172 - OFF CAMPUS Deal, R TOPIC: Mexico: Art & Cultural Transformation 1 - 12 cr,
07/09/2012-08/11/2012 Veracruz, Mexico trip dates: July
14-August 7, 2011 (includes predeparture course meetings in
MIlwaukee). Add'l prereq.: junior standing or by instructor
permission. Contact CIE Overseas programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# LATINO 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
41128 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Studies
Program Coordinator: Kathy Miller-Dillon, BOL 746, 229-5382
Please visit: http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/certificates/lgbt for more information.
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
   
      
 
   
      
      
 
LGBT 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
41252 IND 051 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41660 IND 052 - TBA Kader, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LGBT 200
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies
41658 LEC 332 TWR 9:30am-11:35am TBA Kader, C 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
LGBT 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41253 LEC 101 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# LGBT 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in LGBT Studies, Upper Division
41517 FLD 001 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# LGBT 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41254 LEC 101 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# LGBT 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
41255 IND 051 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41659 IND 052 - TBA Kader, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Letters and Science-Humanities
Associate Dean: Jeffrey Merrick
  
     
       
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
L&S HUM 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Humanities, Lower Division:
40923 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40630 FLD 152 - OFF CAMPUS Dindia, K TOPIC: Walt Disney World College Program 1 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Must enroll for 3 or 6 credits only.
Course offered on a credit/no credit basis only.
L&S HUM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38660 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
L&S HUM 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Humanities, Upper Division
39955 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
+ L&S HUM 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38661 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
L&S HUM 499 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
41759 LEC 141 MTWRF 8:00am-4:00pm OFF CAMPUS Alkhas, A
Jones, J
TOPIC: Connected: Youth Culture in the World Lang Classrm
1 -  6 cr ,  06/18/2012-06/23/2012 
L&S HUM 701 G 1 - 3  Topics in the Humanities:
41760 LEC 141 MTWRF 8:00am-4:00pm OFF CAMPUS Alkhas, A
Jones, J
TOPIC: Connected: Youth Culture in the World Lang Classrm
1 -  3 cr ,  06/18/2012-06/23/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Letters and Science-Natural Science
Associate Dean: Karen Brucks
  
     
      
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
L&S NS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Natural Sciences, Lower Division:
40509 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40945 FLD 052 - TBA Kahl, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
L&S NS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38663 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
L&S NS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Natural Sciences, Upper Division
40508 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
+ L&S NS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38662 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Letters and Science-Social Sciences
Associate Dean: Rodney Swain
  
     
      
       
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
L&S SS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Social Sciences, Lower Division:
38953 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40756 FLD 152 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Walt Disney World College Program 2 1 - 6 cr,
06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
40770 FLD 153 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Walt Disney World College Program 3 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This course is offered on a credit/no
credit basis only.
40925 FLD 154 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Walt Disney World College Program 4 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This course offered on a credit/no
credit basis only.
40926 FLD 155 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Walt Disney World College Program 5 1 - 6 cr,
06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
40936 FLD 156 - TBA Zoromski, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40953 FLD 157 - TBA Pritchard, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
L&S SS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38664 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
L&S SS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Social Sciences, Upper Division
39963 FLD 151 - TBA Smaglik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40942 FLD 152 - TBA Mcbride, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40943 FLD 153 - TBA Rockow, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41144 FLD 154 - TBA Tasman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41150 FLD 158 - TBA Brewer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41174 FLD 159 - TBA Gallun, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
L&S SS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38665 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
L&S SS 498 U 9 Washington Internship
38666 FLD 151 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Washington Ctr, 1101 14th Ave, NW;
Washington D.C.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Liberal Studies
Director: Jeffrey Hayes CRT 902 229-5963
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
# LIBRLST 798 G 4 Liberal Studies Master's Project
38667 IND 051 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Additional tuit ion pricing $504 wil l
be charged for this course.
41162 IND 052 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Additional tuit ion pricing $504 wil l
be charged for this course.
# LIBRLST 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Work in Liberal Studies
38668 IND 051 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional tuit ion pricing $126/credit
will be charged for this course.
40518 IND 052 - TBA Martin, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional tuit ion pricing $126/credit
will be charged for this course.
41776 IND 053 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional tuit ion pricing $126/credit
will be charged for this course.
LIBRLST 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39971 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40324 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40330 IND 003 - TBA Fetter, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40332 IND 004 - TBA Gallop, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40333 IND 005 - TBA Hamilton, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40334 IND 006 - TBA Hayes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40335 IND 007 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40336 IND 008 - TBA Mbalia, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40337 IND 009 - TBA McGuinness, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40338 IND 010 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40339 IND 011 - TBA Pycior, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41163 IND 012 - TBA Mello, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41164 IND 013 - TBA Netzloff, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Linguistics
Chair: Hamid Ouali CRT 535 (414) 229-5349, ouali@uwm.edu
http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ l inguistics/
  
       
 
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
 
  
      




U 3 The Diversity of Human Language
38669 LEC 351 TWR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
LINGUIS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
38954 IND 051 - TBA Eckman, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38955 IND 052 - TBA Iverson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LINGUIS 210
(HU&)
U 3 Power of Words
43795 LEC 311 TWR 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Eckman, F 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
LINGUIS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Linguistics, Lower Division
40467 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LINGUIS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38684 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
LINGUIS 410 U/G 3 Literacy, Grammar, and Methodologies in ESL Education
43794 LEC 311 TWR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA Iverson, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
LINGUIS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Linguistics, Upper Division
40468 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LINGUIS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38685 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ LINGUIS 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
38956 IND 051 - TBA Eckman, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38957 IND 052 - TBA Iverson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41527 IND 053 - TBA Pucci, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
LINGUIS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading and Research for Master's Students
41526 IND 151 - TBA Pucci, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41767 IND 152 - TBA Chen, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
M.A. in Language, Literature, and Translation
Coordinator: Gabrielle Verdier, Curtin Hall 778, 229-3346
  
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
MALLT 781 G 1 - 3  Graduate Study Abroad: Language and Culture:
41774 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Literature and Culture in Argentina 1 - 3 cr,
05/21/2012-06/23/2012 Language and Culture in Argentina.
Buenos Aires, Argentina trip dates: May 26-June 25, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41775 LEC 112 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Indpndnt Rsrch in Argentina: Argentine Literature 1  -
3 cr, 05/21/2012-06/23/2012 Language and Culture in
Argentina. Buenos Aires, Argentina trip dates: May 26-June 25,
2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41402 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
MALLT 790 G 1 - 6  Thesis
41256 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41257 IND 002 - TBA Berkowitz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41258 IND 003 - TBA Bird-Soto, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41259 IND 004 - TBA Bolduc, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41260 IND 005 - TBA Calkins, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41261 IND 006 - TBA Chen, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41262 IND 007 - TBA Ciccone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41263 IND 008 - TBA Cordova, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41264 IND 009 - TBA Cova, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41265 IND 010 - TBA Davis, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41266 IND 011 - TBA Eckman, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41267 IND 012 - TBA Ferreira, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41268 IND 013 - TBA Iverson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41269 IND 014 - TBA Jones, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41270 IND 015 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41271 IND 016 - TBA Leone, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41272 IND 017 - TBA Mazor, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41273 IND 018 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41274 IND 019 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41275 IND 020 - TBA Mikos, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41276 IND 021 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41277 IND 022 - TBA Muse, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41278 IND 023 - TBA Ney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41279 IND 024 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41280 IND 025 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41281 IND 026 - TBA Paik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41282 IND 027 - TBA Park, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41283 IND 028 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41284 IND 029 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41285 IND 030 - TBA Pitt, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41286 IND 031 - TBA Porter, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41287 IND 032 - TBA Rei-Doval, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41620 IND 033 - TBA Scholz, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41288 IND 034 - TBA Schwertfeger, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41289 IND 035 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41290 IND 036 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41291 IND 037 - TBA Tieszen, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43731 IND 3 8 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43732 IND 3 9 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43733 IND 4 0 - TBA Vyleta, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43734 IND 4 1 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43735 IND 4 2 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43736 IND 4 3 - TBA Williams, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43737 IND 4 4 - TBA Wright, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43738 IND 4 5 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 791 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Greek or Latin
41292 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41293 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41294 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41295 IND 004 - TBA Porter, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 792 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Comparative Literature
41296 IND 001 - TBA Bolduc, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41297 IND 002 - TBA Paik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41298 IND 003 - TBA Pitt, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41299 IND 004 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41300 IND 005 - TBA Williams, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43723 IND 006 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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MALLT 793 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - French or Italian
41301 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41302 IND 002 - TBA Ciccone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41303 IND 003 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41304 IND 004 - TBA Milli Konewko, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41305 IND 005 - TBA Ney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43724 IND 006 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43725 IND 007 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43726 IND 008 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 794 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - German
41306 IND 001 - TBA Davis, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41307 IND 002 - TBA Schwertfeger, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41308 IND 003 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41309 IND 004 - TBA Wright, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43727 IND 005 - TBA Vyleta, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 795 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Hebrew or Arabic
41310 IND 001 - TBA Berkowitz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41311 IND 002 - TBA Mazor, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41312 IND 003 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43728 IND 004 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 796 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Language
41313 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41314 IND 002 - TBA Eckman, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41315 IND 003 - TBA Iverson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43729 IND 004 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43730 IND 005 - TBA Tieszen, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 797 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Polish or Russian or Serbo-Croatian
41316 IND 001 - TBA Mikos, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41317 IND 002 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41318 IND 151 - TBA Mikos, M 06/25/2012-08/11/2012 Polish Language and Culture-Lublin.
Poland Trip Dates: July 7-August 13, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
MALLT 798 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Spanish or Portuguese
41319 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41320 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41321 IND 003 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41322 IND 004 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41323 IND 005 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41324 IND 006 - TBA Rei-Doval, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41325 IND 007 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41326 IND 008 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 799 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research
41327 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41328 IND 002 - TBA Berkowitz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41329 IND 003 - TBA Bird-Soto, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41330 IND 004 - TBA Bolduc, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41331 IND 005 - TBA Calkins, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41332 IND 006 - TBA Chen, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41333 IND 007 - TBA Ciccone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41334 IND 008 - TBA Cordova, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41335 IND 009 - TBA Cova, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41336 IND 010 - TBA Davis, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41337 IND 011 - TBA Eckman, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41338 IND 012 - TBA Ferreira, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41339 IND 013 - TBA Iverson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41340 IND 014 - TBA Jones, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41341 IND 015 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41342 IND 016 - TBA Leone, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41343 IND 017 - TBA Mazor, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41344 IND 018 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41345 IND 019 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41346 IND 020 - TBA Mikos, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41347 IND 021 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41348 IND 022 - TBA Muse, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41349 IND 023 - TBA Ney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41350 IND 024 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41351 IND 025 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41352 IND 026 - TBA Paik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41353 IND 027 - TBA Park, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41354 IND 028 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41355 IND 029 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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41356 IND 030 - TBA Pitt, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41357 IND 031 - TBA Porter, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41358 IND 032 - TBA Rei-Doval, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41359 IND 033 - TBA Scholz, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41360 IND 034 - TBA Schwertfeger, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41361 IND 035 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41493 IND 036 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41362 IND 037 - TBA Tieszen, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43739 IND 3 8 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43740 IND 3 9 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43741 IND 4 0 - TBA Vyleta, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43742 IND 4 1 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43743 IND 4 2 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43744 IND 4 3 - TBA Williams, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43745 IND 4 4 - TBA Wright, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43746 IND 4 5 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MALLT 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
41363 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41364 IND 002 - TBA Berkowitz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41365 IND 003 - TBA Bird-Soto, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41366 IND 004 - TBA Bolduc, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41367 IND 005 - TBA Calkins, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41368 IND 006 - TBA Chen, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41369 IND 007 - TBA Ciccone, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41370 IND 008 - TBA Cordova, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41371 IND 009 - TBA Cova, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41372 IND 010 - TBA Davis, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41373 IND 011 - TBA Eckman, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41374 IND 012 - TBA Ferreira, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41375 IND 013 - TBA Iverson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41376 IND 014 - TBA Jones, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41377 IND 015 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41378 IND 016 - TBA Leone, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41379 IND 017 - TBA Mazor, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41380 IND 018 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41381 IND 019 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41382 IND 020 - TBA Mikos, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41383 IND 021 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41384 IND 022 - TBA Muse, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41385 IND 023 - TBA Ney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41386 IND 024 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41387 IND 025 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41388 IND 026 - TBA Paik, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41389 IND 027 - TBA Park, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41390 IND 028 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41391 IND 029 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41392 IND 030 - TBA Pitt, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41393 IND 031 - TBA Porter, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41394 IND 032 - TBA Rei-Doval, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41395 IND 033 - TBA Schwertfeger, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41396 IND 034 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41397 IND 035 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41398 IND 036 - TBA Tieszen, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41399 IND 037 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43747 IND 3 8 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43748 IND 3 9 - TBA Vyleta, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43749 IND 4 0 - TBA Watson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43750 IND 4 1 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43751 IND 4 2 - TBA Williams, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43752 IND 4 3 - TBA Wright, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43753 IND 4 4 - TBA Xu, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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Mathematical Sciences
Chair: Richard Stockbridge, EMS E404, (414) 229-5264
POLICIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASS (including discussions) or contact the instructor during the first week of classes may be administratively dropped from the course.
All course prerequisites are enforced in MATH 103, 105, 116, 117, 175, 176, 211, 221, 231, 232, 233, 234, 341 & MTHSTAT 215. Students on waiting lists and students who attempt to
add or change sections after Open Enrollment should be prepared to show proof of prerequisites in the first week of classes. Math advisors are available in the Department of
Mathematical Sciences to help students with prerequisite verification problems. Students are encouraged to consult with them during the first week of classes.
MATH PLACEMENT LEVELS FOR PLACEMENT IN MATH 095, 105, 116, 117, 175, 205, 211, 214, 231, 341, AND MATH STAT 215.
MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT LEVELS AND PLACEMENT CODE
Changes Effective October 1, 2003.
The table below should be used to compute Math Placement Levels for all students
testing on or after October 1, 2003.
Note: Credit for Math 211 by either the AP or IB exams is interpreted as a C or better
in Math 211 in the following lists.
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL A+. Any of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 45;
A score of 4 or 5 on the AP AB calculus exam;
A score of 3 or higher on the AP BC calculus exam;
A score of 5 or higher on the IB Mathematics - HL;
A Math Placement Test Code of 40 and a score of 30 or higher on the Mathematics
portion of the ACT;
A grade of A- or higher in both Math 116 and Math 117.
(Level A+ OK for Math 341, 231, 221, 214, 211, 205, 175, and MthStat 215.) 
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL A. Any of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 40;
A score of 61 or higher on the CLEP Precalculus Exam;
A grade of C or better in both Math 116 and Math 117;
A grade of C or better in Math 211 and Math 117; 
A grade of C or better in Math 116 and Placement Test Code 36;
A grade of C or better in Math 211 and Placement Test Code 36;
A grade of C or better in Math 117 and Placement Test Code 35.
(Level A OK for Math 341, 231, 214, 211, 205, 175, and MthStat 215.)
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL AB. Any of the following:
Math Placement Test Code 37; 
Math Placement Test Code 26 and B or better in Math 105.
(Level AB OK for Math 214, 211, 205, 175, 117, 116, and MthStat 215.) 
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL B. Any of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 30; 
A Math Placement Test Code of 35;
A Math Placement Test Code of 36;
A grade of C or better in Math 105;
A score of 5 or higher on the IB Mathematical Studies - SL
A score of 3 or better on the AP statistics exam.
(Level B OK for Math 214, 211, 205, 175, 117, 116, and MthStat 215.)
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL C. Either of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 20;
A Math Placement Test Code of 26;
A grade of C or better in Math 094 or 095.
(Level C OK for Math 175, 106, 105.)
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL D. Either of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 10; 
A grade of C or better in Math 090.
(Level D OK for Math 095.)
   
       
       
      
      
        
 
  
      
       
 
  
      
      
       
       
      
       
       
       
       
 
~ MATH 95 U 0 Essentials of Algebra
41143 LEC 011 MTWRF 8:30am-10:35am TBA Kahl, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E 40700 LEC 012 MTWR 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
41480 LEC 073 MTWR 8:30am-10:10am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41785 LEC 075 MTWR 1:00pm-3:45pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E 40103 LEC 094 MTWR 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Fan, D 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 103
(MTH)
U 3 Contemporary Applications of Mathematics
38699 LEC 011 MTWR 8:30am-11:10am TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E 40550 LEC 072 MWR 5:30pm-7:45pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 105
(MTH)
U 3 Intermediate Algebra
40893 LEC 053 MTWRF 8:30am-10:35am TBA 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
40895 LEC 054 MWR 9:00am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
E 40896 LEC 055 TR 6:00pm-8:35pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41481 LEC 056 MW 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41482 LEC 078 MTWR 8:30am-10:10am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41033 LEC 097 MTWR 8:30am-11:10am TBA Lin, T 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
41784 LEC 258 - ONLINE WEB Zou, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41032 LEC 311 MTWR 8:30am-11:10am TBA Schwengels, S 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E 40894 LEC 312 MTWR 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E  Evening Section
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MATH 116 U 3 College Algebra
E 40111 LEC 011 MTWR 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
40112 LEC 372 MTWR 8:30am-10:10am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 117 U 2 Trigonometry
E 40113 LEC 071 MWR 5:00pm-7:15pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 211
(NS)
U 4 Survey in Calculus and Analytic Geometry
E 40897 LEC 011 MTWR 6:00pm-8:20pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
40898 LEC 012 MTWR 8:30am-10:50am TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
41034 LEC 075 MTWR 9:00am-11:15am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
40900 LEC 254 - ONLINE WEB Zou, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40899 LEC 353 MTWR 8:30am-10:50am TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
MATH 231
(NS)
U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
40892 LEC 051 MWR 8:30am-10:50am TBA Milani, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40891 LEC 052 MWR 1:00pm-3:20pm TBA Willenbring, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41479 LEC 053 MWR 5:30pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 232 U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
38700 LEC 051 MWR 9:00am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38701 LEC 052 MWR 5:30pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 233 U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
E 41478 LEC 052 MWR 5:30pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40114 LEC 351 MWR 9:00am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 234 U 4 Linear Algebra and Differential Equations
E 40115 LEC 051 MWR 5:30pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38702 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact the CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + MATH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Mathematics, Upper Division
39278 FLD 001 - TBA Ancel, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39279 FLD 002 - TBA Arnold, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39280 FLD 003 - TBA Beder, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39281 FLD 004 - TBA Bell, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39282 FLD 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39283 FLD 006 - TBA Brucks, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39284 FLD 007 - TBA Fan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39285 FLD 008 - TBA Gervini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39286 FLD 009 - TBA Ghorai, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39287 FLD 010 - TBA Guilbault, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39288 FLD 011 - TBA Hruska, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40374 FLD 012 - TBA Boyd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39289 FLD 013 - TBA Key, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39290 FLD 014 - TBA Lauko, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
39291 FLD 015 - TBA Lin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39292 FLD 016 - TBA McLeod, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39293 FLD 017 - TBA Milani, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39294 FLD 018 - TBA Musson, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
39295 FLD 019 - TBA OBryan, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39296 FLD 020 - TBA Okun, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39297 FLD 021 - TBA Pinter, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39298 FLD 022 - TBA Solomon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39299 FLD 023 - TBA Stockbridge, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39300 FLD 024 - TBA Sun, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39301 FLD 025 - TBA Volkmer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39302 FLD 026 - TBA Wade, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39303 FLD 027 - TBA Willenbring, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39304 FLD 028 - TBA Xie, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39305 FLD 029 - TBA Zhu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39306 FLD 030 - TBA Zou, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38703 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
    
     
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
+ MATH 599 U 1 Capstone Experience
41789 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 675 U/G 3 Topics in Modern Mathematics:
41691 LEC 011 MWF 1:00pm-4:20pm TBA Dikta, G TOPIC: Bootstrapping 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
MATH 990 G 1 - 6  Reading and Research
39344 IND 001 - TBA Ancel, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39345 IND 002 - TBA Arnold, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39346 IND 003 - TBA Beder, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39347 IND 004 - TBA Bell, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39348 IND 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39349 IND 006 - TBA Brucks, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39350 IND 007 - TBA Fan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39351 IND 008 - TBA Gervini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39352 IND 009 - TBA Ghorai, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39353 IND 010 - TBA Guilbault, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39355 IND 011 - TBA Hruska, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39356 IND 012 - TBA Boyd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39357 IND 013 - TBA Key, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39358 IND 014 - TBA Lauko, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
39359 IND 015 - TBA Lin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39360 IND 016 - TBA McLeod, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39361 IND 017 - TBA Milani, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39362 IND 018 - TBA Musson, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
39363 IND 019 - TBA OBryan, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39364 IND 020 - TBA Okun, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39366 IND 021 - TBA Pinter, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39367 IND 022 - TBA Solomon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39368 IND 023 - TBA Stockbridge, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39369 IND 024 - TBA Sun, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39370 IND 025 - TBA Volkmer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39371 IND 026 - TBA Wade, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39372 IND 027 - TBA Willenbring, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39373 IND 028 - TBA Xie, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39374 IND 029 - TBA Zhu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39375 IND 030 - TBA Zou, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40281 IND 031 - TBA Dikta, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39387 IND 101 - TBA Ancel, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39388 IND 102 - TBA Arnold, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39389 IND 103 - TBA Beder, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39390 IND 104 - TBA Bell, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39391 IND 105 - TBA Brazauskas, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39392 IND 106 - TBA Brucks, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39393 IND 107 - TBA Fan, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39394 IND 108 - TBA Gervini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39395 IND 109 - TBA Ghorai, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40386 IND 110 - TBA Guilbault, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39397 IND 111 - TBA Hruska, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39398 IND 112 - TBA Boyd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39399 IND 113 - TBA Key, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39400 IND 114 - TBA Lauko, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
39401 IND 115 - TBA Lin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39402 IND 116 - TBA McLeod, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39403 IND 117 - TBA Milani, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39404 IND 118 - TBA Musson, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
39405 IND 119 - TBA OBryan, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39406 IND 120 - TBA Okun, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39407 IND 121 - TBA Pinter, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39408 IND 122 - TBA Solomon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39409 IND 123 - TBA Stockbridge, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39410 IND 124 - TBA Sun, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39411 IND 125 - TBA Volkmer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39412 IND 126 - TBA Wade, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39413 IND 127 - TBA Willenbring, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40387 IND 128 - TBA Xie, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39414 IND 129 - TBA Zhu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39415 IND 130 - TBA Zou, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39416 IND 131 - TBA Dikta, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41522 IND 132 - TBA Feng, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41523 IND 133 - TBA Hinow, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Mathematical Statistics
Chair: Richard Stockbridge, EMS E404, (414) 229-5264
POLICIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASS (including discussions) or contact the instructor during the first week of classes may be administratively dropped from the course.
All course prerequisites are enforced in MTHSTAT 215. Students on waiting lists and students who attempt to add or change sections after Open Enrollment should be prepared to show
proof of prerequisites in the first week of classes. Math advisors are available in the Department of Mathematical Sciences to help students with prerequisite verification problems.
Students are encouraged to consult with them during the first week of classes.
  
      
       
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      




U 3 Elementary Statistical Analysis
41142 LEC 011 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E 41029 LEC 052 TR 5:00pm-7:35pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41477 LEC 093 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
40890 LEC 274 - ONLINE WEB 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# MTHSTAT 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Mathematical Statistics, Upper Division
39419 FLD 001 - TBA Beder, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39420 FLD 002 - TBA Brazauskas, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39421 FLD 003 - TBA Gervini, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39422 FLD 004 - TBA Ghorai, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39423 FLD 005 - TBA Key, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39424 FLD 006 - TBA OBryan, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39425 FLD 007 - TBA Stockbridge, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40375 FLD 008 - TBA Zhu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Peace Studies
Coordinator: Robert Ricigliano; Advisor: Andrea Joseph, GAR 111, 229-6925
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
PEACEST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40484 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PEACEST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40485 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + PEACEST 699 U 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
41148 IND 011 - TBA Ricigliano, R 05/21/2012-07/28/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Philosophy
Chair: Richard Tierney; CRT 602, 229-4719. To view course descriptions, copy and paste the following link into your web browser:
http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/philosophy/courses/2011f.cfm
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
 
  
      
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  




U 3 Introduction to Philosophy:
40799 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Hinchman, E TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PHILOS 111
(HU)
U 3 Informal Logic - Critical Reasoning
41501 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Knachel, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PHILOS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39426 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39427 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40179 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39428 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39429 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39430 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39431 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39432 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39433 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39434 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39435 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39436 IND 012 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40178 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40981 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHILOS 211
(HU)
U 3 Elementary Logic
38704 LEC 311 MWR 10:00am-12:21pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 40611 LEC 372 TR 6:00pm-9:18pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
PHILOS 232
(HU)
U 3 Topics in Philosophy:
43351 LEC 271 - ONLINE WEB Bristow, W TOPIC: Existentialism 3 cr, 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be




U 1 Moral Problems:
41467 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Boehm, M TOPIC: Abortion 1 cr, 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special
course fee of $92.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41472 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Boehm, M TOPIC: Same-Sex Marriage 1 cr,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A
special course fee of $92.00, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41473 LEC 253 - ONLINE WEB Boehm, M TOPIC: Global Poverty and Our Moral Responsibility 1 cr,
06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $92.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PHILOS 244
(HU)
U 3 Ethical Issues in Health Care:
41468 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Tym, K TOPIC: Contemporary Problems 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PHILOS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Philosophy, Lower Division
40482 FLD 051 - TBA -  
PHILOS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38705 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PHILOS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Philosophy, Upper Division
40483 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
 
PHILOS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38706 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PHILOS 699 U 2 - 3  Independent Work
39437 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39438 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40176 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39439 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39440 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39441 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39442 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39443 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39444 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39445 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39446 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39447 IND 012 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40177 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40979 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHILOS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39905 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39906 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40180 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39907 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39908 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39909 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39910 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39911 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39912 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39913 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39914 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39915 IND 012 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39916 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40980 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHILOS 990 G 3 Thesis
39448 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39449 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40181 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39450 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39451 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39452 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39453 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39454 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39455 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39456 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39457 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39458 IND 012 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39459 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40982 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHILOS 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
39460 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39461 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40182 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39462 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39463 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39464 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39465 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39466 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39467 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39468 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39469 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39470 IND 012 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39471 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40983 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Physics
Chair: Alan Wiseman PHY 450 229-4079
agw@uwm.edu
  
        
       
 
  
       
      
 
  
       
      
 
  
       
      
      
 
   
      
       
 
  
     
 
  
        
       
 
  
        
       
 
   
      
 
   
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
PHYSICS 110
(NS)
U 4 Physics for the Health Professions
E 41125 LEC 451 MTWR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Dasgupta, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41126 DIS 651 MW 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 120
(NS)
U 4 General Physics I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38722 LEC 451 MTWR 9:00am-10:15am TBA Wood, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38723 DIS 651 MTWR 10:30am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 121
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38727 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA Giese, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40628 LAB 852 TR 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 122
(NS)
U 4 General Physics II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38728 LEC 451 MTWR 9:00am-10:15am TBA Steiner, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38729 DIS 651 MTWR 10:30am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41788 DIS 652 MTWR 10:30am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHYSICS 123
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38730 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41519 LAB 852 TR 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA Laila, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40512 IND 051 - TBA -  
PHYSICS 209
(NS)
U 4 Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
E 38731 LEC 451 MTWR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Wood, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38732 DIS 651 MTWR 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 210
(NS)
U 4 Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
E 38733 LEC 451 MTWR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Giese, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38734 DIS 651 MTWR 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHYSICS 214
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
38735 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHYSICS 215
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
38736 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Physics, Lower Division
40511 FLD 051 - TBA -  
PHYSICS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
41532 LEC 001 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
PHYSICS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38737 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PHYSICS 391 U 1 - 6  Undergraduate Research Participation
39307 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39308 IND 002 - TBA Anchordoqui, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39309 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39310 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39311 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39312 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39313 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39314 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
39315 IND 009 - TBA Li, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39316 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39317 IND 011 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39318 IND 012 - TBA Saldin, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39319 IND 013 - TBA Sarma, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39320 IND 014 - TBA Sorbello, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39321 IND 015 - TBA Weinert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39322 IND 016 - TBA Wiseman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41138 IND 017 - TBA Yakovlev, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41139 IND 018 - TBA Creighton, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Physics, Upper Division
40510 FLD 051 - TBA -  
PHYSICS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38738 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# PHYSICS 698 U/G 1 - 6  Research Experience for Teachers
41154 IND 001 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
41524 IND 142 - TBA Creighton, J
Hamlin, M
06/18/2012-06/23/2012 
PHYSICS 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
39323 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39324 IND 002 - TBA Anchordoqui, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39325 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39326 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39330 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39332 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39333 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39334 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39335 IND 009 - TBA Li, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39336 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39337 IND 011 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39338 IND 012 - TBA Saldin, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39339 IND 013 - TBA Sarma, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39340 IND 014 - TBA Sorbello, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39365 IND 015 - TBA Weinert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41136 IND 016 - TBA Wiseman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41137 IND 017 - TBA Yakovlev, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 990 G 1 - 9  Research
39376 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39378 IND 002 - TBA Anchordoqui, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39380 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39417 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39418 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39489 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39490 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39491 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39492 IND 009 - TBA Li, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39493 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39494 IND 011 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39495 IND 012 - TBA Saldin, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39496 IND 013 - TBA Sarma, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39497 IND 014 - TBA Sorbello, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39498 IND 015 - TBA Weinert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39499 IND 016 - TBA Wiseman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39500 IND 017 - TBA Yakovlev, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41167 IND 018 - TBA Schmidt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41170 IND 019 - TBA Patch, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
39472 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39473 IND 002 - TBA Anchordoqui, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39474 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39475 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39476 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39477 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39478 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39479 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39480 IND 009 - TBA Li, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39481 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39482 IND 011 - TBA Raicu, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39483 IND 012 - TBA Saldin, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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39484 IND 013 - TBA Sarma, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39485 IND 014 - TBA Sorbello, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39486 IND 015 - TBA Weinert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39487 IND 016 - TBA Wiseman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39488 IND 017 - TBA Yakovlev, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Polish
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




     
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
       
      
 
   
     
 
POLISH 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
40469 IND 051 - TBA -  
POLISH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Polish, Lower Division
40470 FLD 051 - TBA -  
POLISH 290 U 2 - 6  Summer Study in Poland:
40736 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact the L&S
Center for International Education, PER 166, 229-5182.
POLISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41724 LEC 151 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Culture & Civilization 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/11/2012 Polish Language and Culture-Lublin.
Lublin, Poland trip dates: July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41725 LEC 152 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Language 1 -  12 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/11/2012
Polish Language and Culture-Lublin. Lublin, Poland trip dates:
July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
38739 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
POLISH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Polish, Upper Division
40471 FLD 051 - TBA -  
POLISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41726 LEC 151 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Culture and Civilization 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/11/2012 Polish Language and Culture-Lublin.
Lublin, Poland trip dates: July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41727 LEC 152 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Language 1 -  12 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/11/2012
Polish Language and Culture-Lublin. Lublin, Poland trip dates:
July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
38740 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ POLISH 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
40581 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Political Science
Chair: Tom Holbrook BOL 674 229-6468
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
POL SCI 104
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to American Government and Politics
38741 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Dolan, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43555 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Dolan, K 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 105
(SS)
U 3 State Politics
41616 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Bohte, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 175
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to International Relations
40222 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40769 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 250 U 3 Law and Society
43575 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Pashak, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43577 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Pashak, S 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41409 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
POL SCI 335 U/G 3 Comparative Political Systems
43579 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Armstrong, D 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 337 U/G 3 International Organization and the United Nations
41122 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS Horowitz, S 05/21/2012-06/23/2012 United Nations Program. New York
trip dates: May 27-June 23, 2012. Required pre-departure class
meetins May 21-25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
POL SCI 338 U/G 3 Seminar in International Relations:
41123 SEM 111 - OFF CAMPUS Horowitz, S TOPIC: Contemporary Problems in International Relations 3
cr, 05/21/2012-06/23/2012 United Nations Program. New York
trip dates: May 27-June 23, 2012. Required pre-departure class
meetins May 21-25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
41710 SEM 112 - OFF CAMPUS Horowitz, S TOPIC: Contemporary Problems:Intl Relations w/Focus on UN
3 cr, 05/21/2012-06/23/2012 United Nations Program. New
York trip dates: May 27-June 23, 2012. Required pre-departure
class meetins May 21-25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs,
PER 166, 229-5182.
POL SCI 340 U/G 3 Politics of Nuclear Weapons
41039 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Redd, S 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 423 U/G 3 Conduct of American Foreign Affairs
41618 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Redd, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# POL SCI 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Political Science
40122 FLD 001 - TBA Armstrong, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40701 FLD 002 - TBA Beck, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40123 FLD 003 - TBA Dolan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40124 FLD 004 - TBA Ferguson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40125 FLD 005 - TBA Heo, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
40161 FLD 006 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40162 FLD 007 - TBA Horowitz, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40163 FLD 008 - TBA Meckstroth, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40126 FLD 009 - TBA Olsen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40127 FLD 010 - TBA Pashak, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40128 FLD 011 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40129 FLD 012 - TBA Redd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40130 FLD 013 - TBA Shah, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40131 FLD 014 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40132 FLD 015 - TBA Sugiyama, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40133 FLD 016 - TBA Tofias, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40767 FLD 103 - OFF CAMPUS Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
POL SCI 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38743 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
POL SCI 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Reading
39327 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39328 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39329 IND 003 - TBA Dolan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39331 IND 004 - TBA Ferguson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39342 IND 005 - TBA Heo, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39343 IND 006 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39354 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39377 IND 008 - TBA Meckstroth, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39379 IND 009 - TBA Olsen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39381 IND 010 - TBA Pashak, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39382 IND 011 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40164 IND 012 - TBA Redd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40165 IND 013 - TBA Shah, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40166 IND 014 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40167 IND 015 - TBA Sugiyama, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40168 IND 016 - TBA Tofias, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39341 IND 103 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
POL SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
41781 IND 009 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
POL SCI 990 G 1 - 3  Research and Thesis
39383 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39384 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39385 IND 003 - TBA Dolan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39386 IND 004 - TBA Ferguson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39396 IND 005 - TBA Heo, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39501 IND 006 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39502 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39503 IND 008 - TBA Meckstroth, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39504 IND 009 - TBA Olsen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39505 IND 010 - TBA Pashak, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39506 IND 011 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39507 IND 012 - TBA Redd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40169 IND 013 - TBA Shah, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40170 IND 014 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40171 IND 015 - TBA Sugiyama, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40172 IND 016 - TBA Tofias, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
POL SCI 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Work
39508 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39509 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39510 IND 003 - TBA Dolan, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39511 IND 004 - TBA Ferguson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39512 IND 005 - TBA Heo, U 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39513 IND 006 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39514 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39515 IND 008 - TBA Meckstroth, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39516 IND 009 - TBA Olsen, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39517 IND 010 - TBA Pashak, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39518 IND 011 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39968 IND 012 - TBA Redd, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40173 IND 013 - TBA Shah, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40174 IND 014 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40365 IND 015 - TBA Sugiyama, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43596 IND 016 - TBA Tofias, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40388 IND 103 - TBA Holbrook, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Portuguese
Chair: R. John McCaw, CRT 729, 229-4257
Portuguese Program Coord: Ricardo Vasconcelos, CRT 717, 229-2970
Students on Wait List MUST attend class every day during the add period in order to retain their place on the list.
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
PORTUGS 199 U 1 - 2  Independent Study
40486 IND 051 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PORTUGS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Portuguese, Lower Division
40487 FLD 051 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PORTUGS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40192 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PORTUGS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Portuguese, Upper Division
40488 FLD 051 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PORTUGS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40193 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ PORTUGS 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
40101 IND 051 - TBA Vasconcelos, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Psychology
Chair: James Moyer, GAR 224, 229-4747
Associate Chair: Christine Larson, GAR 224, 229-4747
http://psychology.uwm.edu
Department Policies
1. The Psychology Department reserves the right to drop any student who does not have the prerequisites for a course. (See Registration portion of this Schedule of Classes for
information about fees for students dropped by department.)
2. The Psychology Department reserves the right to drop a student from an advanced lab course if he or she does not attend the course during the first week of the semester. (See
Registration portion of this Schedule of Classes for information about fees for students dropped by department.)
  
       
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
PSYCH 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Psychology
41485 LEC 311 MTW 9:00am-12:35pm TBA Lee, H 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
40850 LEC 352 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
41149 LEC 393 MTWR 9:00am-11:31am TBA Moore, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
41434 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41435 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41436 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41437 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41438 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
41439 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41440 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41441 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41442 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41443 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41444 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41445 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41446 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41447 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41448 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41449 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41450 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41451 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41452 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41453 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41454 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41455 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41456 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41457 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41534 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41535 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41536 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 




40852 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41673 LEC 332 MTR 10:00am-12:15pm TBA Merritt, M 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
PSYCH 210 U 4 Psychological Statistics
41674 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Greene, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 254
(NS)
U 3 Physiological Psychology
41487 LEC 351 TWR 9:00am-12:35pm TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
PSYCH 260
(SS)
U 3 Child Psychology
41488 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Klein-Tasman, B 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41675 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Davies, W 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 290 U 1 - 3  Undergraduate Research: Lower Division
39519 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40226 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39520 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39521 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39522 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
     
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
39523 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39532 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39524 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39525 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40704 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39526 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40705 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39527 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39528 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39529 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39530 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39531 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40089 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40390 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40090 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40787 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41007 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41008 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41432 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41537 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41538 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41539 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43279 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 292 U 3 Psychology Field Placement-Lower Division
39533 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39534 FLD 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39535 FLD 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39536 FLD 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39537 FLD 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39538 FLD 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39539 FLD 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39540 FLD 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39541 FLD 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40706 FLD 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39542 FLD 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40707 FLD 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39543 FLD 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39544 FLD 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39545 FLD 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39546 FLD 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39547 FLD 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40091 FLD 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40391 FLD 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40392 FLD 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40788 FLD 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41009 FLD 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41010 FLD 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41433 FLD 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41576 FLD 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41577 FLD 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41578 FLD 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43281 FLD 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + PSYCH 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
40629 IND 091 - TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38558 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PSYCH 320
(SS)
U 3 Psychology of Women
41676 LEC 011 MWR 9:00am-12:35pm TBA Schaefer, P 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
PSYCH 407 U 3 Personality Theory
43591 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Ridley, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 412 U 3 Psychopathology
43592 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Ridley, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# PSYCH 454 U 3 Psychopharmacology and Addiction
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43593 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mueller, D 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38588 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
PSYCH 502 U/G 4 Applied Behavior Analysis
43594 LEC 071 MTR 9:00am-11:57am TBA Tiger, J 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 503 U/G 3 Perception
41677 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Greene, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 660 U/G 4 Experimental Child Psychology
41491 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Davies, W 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Taught with Psych 760 LEC 211.
PSYCH 690 U 1 - 3  Undergraduate Research: Upper Division
39548 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39549 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39550 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39551 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39552 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39553 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39554 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39555 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39556 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40708 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39557 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40709 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39562 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39558 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39559 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39560 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39561 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40092 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40393 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40394 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40789 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41011 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41012 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41458 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41579 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41580 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41581 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43282 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 692 U 3 Field Placement in Psychology
39563 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39564 FLD 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39565 FLD 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39566 FLD 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39577 FLD 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39567 FLD 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39568 FLD 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39569 FLD 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39570 FLD 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40710 FLD 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39571 FLD 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40711 FLD 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39572 FLD 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39573 FLD 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39574 FLD 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39575 FLD 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39576 FLD 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40093 FLD 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40395 FLD 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40396 FLD 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40790 FLD 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41013 FLD 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41014 FLD 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41459 FLD 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41582 FLD 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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41583 FLD 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41584 FLD 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43283 FLD 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + PSYCH 697 U 3 Field or Research Placement in Psychology for Seniors
39578 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39579 FLD 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39580 FLD 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39581 FLD 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39582 FLD 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39583 FLD 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39584 FLD 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39585 FLD 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39586 FLD 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40712 FLD 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39587 FLD 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40713 FLD 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39588 FLD 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39589 FLD 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39590 FLD 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39591 FLD 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39592 FLD 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40094 FLD 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40397 FLD 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40398 FLD 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40791 FLD 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41015 FLD 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41016 FLD 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41460 FLD 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41585 FLD 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41586 FLD 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41587 FLD 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43284 FLD 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 698 U 3 Senior Thesis
39593 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39594 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39595 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39596 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39597 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39598 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39599 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39600 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39601 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40714 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39602 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40715 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39603 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39604 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39605 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39606 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39607 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40095 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40399 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40400 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40793 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41017 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41018 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41461 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41588 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41589 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41590 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43285 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ PSYCH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39608 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39609 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39610 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39611 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39612 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39613 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39614 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39615 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39616 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40716 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39617 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40717 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39618 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39619 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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39620 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39621 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39622 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40096 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40401 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40402 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40792 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41019 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41020 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41462 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41591 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41592 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41593 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43286 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 760 G 3 Experimental Child Psychology
41492 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Davies, W 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Taught with Psych 660 LEC 211.
PSYCH 790 G 1 - 6  Masters Research
39623 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39624 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39625 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39626 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39627 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39628 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39629 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39630 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39637 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40718 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39631 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40719 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39632 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39633 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39634 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39635 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39636 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40121 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40403 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40794 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41021 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41022 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41463 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41594 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41595 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41596 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43287 IND 028 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 799 G 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
39638 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39639 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39640 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39641 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39642 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39643 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39644 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39645 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39646 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40720 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39647 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40721 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39648 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39649 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39650 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39651 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39652 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40119 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40389 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40795 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41023 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41024 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41464 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41597 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41598 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41599 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43288 IND 028 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
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PSYCH 811 G 3 Community Placement in Clinical Psychology
39952 FLD 051 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 812 G 3 Field Placement in Psychology
39953 FLD 051 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 842 G 4 Practicum in Therapy
38589 FLD 051 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 844 G 3 Practicum in Clinical Supervision
39954 FLD 051 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PSYCH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
43595 IND 001 - TBA Lima, S
PSYCH 890 G 1 - 6  Graduate Research
39671 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39672 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39673 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39674 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39675 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39676 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39677 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39678 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39679 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40722 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39680 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40723 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39681 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39682 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39683 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39684 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39685 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40117 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40404 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40796 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41025 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41026 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41465 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41600 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41601 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41602 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43289 IND 028 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 990 G 1 - 6  Doctoral Research
39699 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39700 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39701 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39702 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39703 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I 06 /25 /2012-08/18/2012 
39704 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39705 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39706 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39707 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40724 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39708 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40725 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39709 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39710 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39711 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39712 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39713 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40118 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40405 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40797 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41027 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41028 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41466 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41603 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41604 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41605 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43290 IND 028 - TBA Woods, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Public Administration
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
PUB ADM 452 U/G 3 Administrative Law
43707 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ethridge, M 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access required.
PUB ADM 921 G 3 Public Service Administrative Internship
43711 FLD 001 W 9:00am-2:15pm TBA Hatch, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
PUB ADM 958 G 3 Seminar in Public Administration:
E 43712 SEM 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA Chikoto, G TOPIC: International Non-governmental Organizations 3 cr,
05 /29/2012-07/07/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Religious Studies
   
      
 
   
      
 
~ + RELIGST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41410 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + RELIGST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41411 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Russian
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu




      
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
 
   
      
 
RUSSIAN 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
40472 IND 051 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Lower Division
40473 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38590 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
RUSSIAN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Upper Division
40474 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41804 LEC 132 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Russian Language and Culture 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Saratov, Russia.
38591 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ RUSSIAN 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
40582 IND 001 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Scandinavian Studies
   
      
 
   
      
 
~ + SCNDVST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41401 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + SCNDVST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41400 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Sociology
Chair: Prof. Kent Redding BOL 778C 414/229-4388 sociology@uwm.edu
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
   
      
SOCIOL 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Sociology
E 40657 LEC 051 MW 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Mantyh, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SOCIOL 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
40839 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There will be no service learning during summer.
SOCIOL 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39730 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39731 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39732 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39733 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39734 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39735 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39736 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39737 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39738 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39739 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39740 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39741 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39742 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40204 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39743 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 




40840 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Green, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 246
(SS)
U 3 Juvenile Delinquency
40841 LEC 011 MTWR 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Czarnezki, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
SOCIOL 248
(SS)
U 3 Sociology of Education
43309 LEC 251 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 250
(SS)
U 3 Sex and Gender
41425 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Costello, C 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 261 U 3 Introduction to Statistical Thinking in Sociology
41426 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38614 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
SOCIOL 305 U 3 Sociology of Sport
E 40996 LEC 051 MTWR 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
SOCIOL 376 U/G 3 Modern Sociological Theory
41692 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# SOCIOL 399 U 1 - 3  Independent Study-Upper Division
39753 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39754 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
39755 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39756 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39757 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39758 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39759 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39760 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39761 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39762 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39763 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39764 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39765 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40205 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39766 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39767 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SOCIOL 440 U/G 3 Sociology of the Family
43310 LEC 291 - TBA Oliker, S 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38615 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ SOCIOL 790 G 1 - 6  Master's Level Thesis/Paper
43810 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43811 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43812 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43813 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43814 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43815 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43816 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43817 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43818 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43819 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43820 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43821 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43822 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43823 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43824 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43825 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ SOCIOL 799 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Reading and Research
43826 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43827 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43828 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43829 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43830 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43831 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43832 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43833 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43834 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43835 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43836 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43837 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43838 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43839 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43840 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43841 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SOCIOL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39776 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
39777 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39778 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39779 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39780 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39781 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39782 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
39783 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39784 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39785 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39786 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
39787 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39788 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43269 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39789 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39790 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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~ SOCIOL 990 G 1 - 6  Doctoral Dissertation
39819 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39820 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39821 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39822 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39823 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39824 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39825 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39826 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39827 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39828 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39829 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39830 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39831 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40206 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39832 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39833 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ SOCIOL 999 G 1 - 6  Doctoral Reading and Research
39862 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39863 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39864 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39865 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39866 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39867 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39868 IND 007 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39869 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39870 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39871 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39872 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39873 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39874 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40207 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39875 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39876 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41127 IND 017 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Spanish
Chair: R. John McCaw, CRT 729, 229-4257
Also see course listings under PORTUGUESE
Students with prior work in Spanish taking their first Spanish course at UWM must take the Spanish Placement Exam and register in the appropriate class. Contact the Testing Center
229-4689 or www.testingcenter.uwm.edu
Students on Wait List MUST attend class every day during the add period in order to retain their place on the list.
  
       
      
       
       
      
      
 
  
      
       
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
      
 
   
      
      
 
  
       
       
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
SPANISH 103 U 4 First-Semester Spanish
38621 LEC 411 MTWR 9:00am-12:05pm TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
43416 LEC 412 MTWR 12:30pm-3:35pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41679 LEC 413 MTWR 4:30pm-7:35pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38622 LAB 811 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 LAB meets M-R, 10:20 - 10:50 AM,
CRT B74.
43417 LAB 812 - TBA - LAB meets M-R, 1:50 - 2:20 PM, CRT B74.
41680 LAB 813 - TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 LAB meets M-R, 5:50 - 6:20 PM, CRT
B74.
SPANISH 104 U 4 Second-Semester Spanish
38623 LEC 471 MTWR 9:00am-11:55am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41003 LEC 472 MTWR 4:30pm-7:25pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
38624 LAB 871 - TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 LAB meets M-R, 10:15 - 10:45 AM,
CRT B74.
41004 LAB 872 - TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 LAB meets M-R, 5:45 - 6:15 PM, CRT
B74.
SPANISH 203 U 3 Third-Semester Spanish
38625 LEC 311 MWR 9:00am-12:30pm CRT 319 Ferreira, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
SPANISH 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Spanish
38626 LEC 351 MWR 9:00am-12:45pm CRT 319 McCaw, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
SPANISH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Spanish, Lower Division
40489 FLD 051 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SPANISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41730 LEC 114 - OFF CAMPUS Ferreira, C TOPIC: Language and Culture in Argentina 1 - 12 cr,
05/21/2012-06/23/2012 Language and Culture in Argentina.
Buenos Aires, Argentina trip dates: May 26-June 25, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41731 LEC 115 - OFF CAMPUS Ferreira, C TOPIC: Intermediate Spanish 1 - 12 cr,
05/21/2012-06/23/2012 Language and Culture in Argentina.
Buenos Aires, Argentina trip dates: May 26-June 25, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
38627 LEC 154 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ SPANISH 489 U 1 - 3  Internship in Spanish, Upper Division
40490 FLD 051 - TBA Jordan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40748 FLD 152 - OFF CAMPUS Jordan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SPANISH 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41728 LEC 113 - OFF CAMPUS Ferreira, C TOPIC: Language and Culture in Argentina 1 - 12 cr,
05/21/2012-06/23/2012 Language and Culture in Argentina.
Buenos Aires, Argentina trip dates: May 26-June 25, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41729 LEC 114 - OFF CAMPUS Ferreira, C TOPIC: Advanced Spanish Language 1 - 12 cr,
05/21/2012-06/23/2012 Language and Culture in Argentina.
Buenos Aires, Argentina trip dates: May 26-June 25, 2011.
Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
38628 LEC 155 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
SPANISH 499 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
41690 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Bird-Soto, N TOPIC: Spanish for Reading Knowledge 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Add'l special course fee of $275.00
will be charged for this LEC in addition to regular UWM tuition.
Conducted completely online. Internet/computer access req'd.
Does not count toward the Spanish major or minor.
SPANISH 599 U 1 Capstone Experience
40619 LEC 051 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ SPANISH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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41495 IND 057 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ SPANISH 790 G 1 - 6  Thesis
41683 IND 051 - TBA Bird-Soto, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41684 IND 052 - TBA Ferreira, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41685 IND 053 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41686 IND 054 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41687 IND 055 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41688 IND 056 - TBA Rei-Doval, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41689 IND 057 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ SPANISH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
41506 IND 051 - TBA Bird-Soto, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41507 IND 052 - TBA Ferreira, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41508 IND 053 - TBA McCaw, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41509 IND 054 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41510 IND 055 - TBA Oxford, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41511 IND 056 - TBA Rei-Doval, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41512 IND 057 - TBA Wheatley, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Translation
Coordinator Gabrielle Verdier, Curtin Hall 778, 229-3346
  
      
      
      
      
 
TRNSLTN 730 G 3 Internship in Translation
40940 FLD 051 - TBA Leone, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40941 FLD 052 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41147 FLD 053 - TBA Scholz, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41619 FLD 054 - TBA Wright, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Urban Studies Program
Director: Amanda Seligman BOL 768 229-4751
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
URB STD 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
43274 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Harris, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Service learning is not a required
part of this course in the summer session.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# URB STD 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Urban Studies, Lower Division
40050 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40051 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40052 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40053 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40054 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40055 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40056 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40057 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40058 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40059 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40060 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40061 FLD 012 - TBA Harris, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40062 FLD 013 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40063 FLD 014 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40064 FLD 015 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40065 FLD 016 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40066 FLD 017 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40067 FLD 018 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40068 FLD 019 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40069 FLD 020 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40070 FLD 021 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40081 FLD 022 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40071 FLD 023 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40072 FLD 024 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40073 FLD 025 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40074 FLD 026 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40075 FLD 027 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40076 FLD 028 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40077 FLD 029 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40078 FLD 030 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40079 FLD 031 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40082 FLD 032 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40280 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# URB STD 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Urban Studies, Upper Division
40551 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39989 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39990 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39991 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39992 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39993 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39994 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39995 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39996 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39997 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39998 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39999 FLD 012 - TBA Harris, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40000 FLD 013 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40001 FLD 014 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40002 FLD 015 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40003 FLD 016 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40004 FLD 017 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40005 FLD 018 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40006 FLD 019 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40007 FLD 020 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40008 FLD 021 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40009 FLD 022 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40010 FLD 023 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40011 FLD 024 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40012 FLD 025 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40013 FLD 026 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40014 FLD 027 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
40015 FLD 028 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40016 FLD 029 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40017 FLD 030 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40018 FLD 031 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40080 FLD 032 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40959 FLD 033 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
40279 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# URB STD 699 U 3 Independent Reading
40019 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40020 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40021 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40022 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40023 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40024 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40025 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40026 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40027 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40028 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40029 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40030 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40031 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40032 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40033 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40034 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40035 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40036 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40037 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40038 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40039 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40040 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40041 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40042 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40043 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40044 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40045 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40046 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40047 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40048 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40049 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40083 IND 032 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39662 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39663 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39664 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39665 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39666 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39667 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39668 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39669 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39670 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39686 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39687 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39688 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39689 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39690 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39691 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39692 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39972 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39694 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39693 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39695 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39696 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39697 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39973 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39698 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39714 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39715 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39716 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39717 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39974 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39975 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39978 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
URB STD 927 G 2 - 3  Urban Internship
40563 FLD 051 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 990 G 1 - 3  Master's Research or Thesis
39718 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39719 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39720 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39721 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39722 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39723 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39724 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39725 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39726 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39727 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39728 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39729 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39745 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39746 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39747 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39748 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39749 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39750 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39751 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39752 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39768 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39769 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39770 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39771 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39772 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39773 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39774 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39775 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39976 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39977 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39979 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 991 G 1 - 6  Doctoral Research or Dissertation
39791 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39792 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39793 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39794 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39795 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39796 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39797 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39798 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39799 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39800 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39801 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39802 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39803 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39804 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39805 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39806 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39807 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39808 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39809 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39810 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39811 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39812 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39813 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39814 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39815 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39816 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39817 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39818 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39980 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39981 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39982 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 998 G 1 - 3  Independent Study for Master's Students
39834 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39835 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39836 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39837 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39838 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39839 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39840 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39841 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39842 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
39843 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39844 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39845 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39846 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39847 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39848 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39849 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39850 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39851 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39852 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39853 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39854 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39855 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39856 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39857 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39858 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39859 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39860 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39861 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39983 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39984 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39985 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URB STD 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study for Doctoral Students
39877 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39878 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39879 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39880 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39881 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39882 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39883 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39884 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39885 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39886 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39887 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39888 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39889 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39890 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39891 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39892 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39893 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39894 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39895 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39896 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39897 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39898 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39899 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39900 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39901 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39902 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39903 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39904 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39986 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39987 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39988 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Women's Studies, Center for
Director: Gwynne Kennedy, NWQ 7585, 229-5918, http://www4.uwm.edu/cws/
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Students who enroll in a WMNS course and do not meet all prerequisites will be administratively dropped.
2. Students who miss the first week of a WMNS course without having contacted the instructor in advance may be administratively dropped. Students who miss the first day of classes
may also be subject to this policy.
Women's Studies Cross-listed Courses appear below under "ADDITIONAL COURSES-WOMEN'S STUDIES." Contact the Women's Studies Program for more information.
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      




U 3 Introduction to Women's Studies: A Humanities Perspective
41496 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Westlund, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
WMNS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38629 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
WMNS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38630 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ WMNS 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
38631 IND 051 - TBA Eichner, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40584 IND 052 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40612 IND 053 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40659 IND 054 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41037 IND 055 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41664 IND 056 - TBA Kader, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41694 IND 057 - TBA Bose, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
WMNS 999 G 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Work
39967 IND 051 - TBA Eichner, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40613 IND 052 - TBA Kennedy, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40660 IND 053 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41038 IND 054 - TBA Westlund, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
FORENSIC SCIENCES
Interdisciplinary certificate programs in forensic sciences are offered by the College of Health Sciences in cooperation with the College of Letters & Sciences and Helen Bader School of
Social Welfare. For a listing of courses offered in the programs this semester, see the Forensic Sciences listing toward the end of this Schedule.
Criminal Justice
Chair: Enderis Hall Room 1119 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
      
       
 
   
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
CRM JST 110
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Criminal Justice
42861 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:15pm TBA Hassell, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
CRM JST 271 U 3 Police Process
43512 LEC 051 MW 1:30pm-4:15pm TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
CRM JST 275 U 3 Criminal Court Process
42824 LEC 011 TR 1:30pm-4:15pm TBA Hassell, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
CRM JST 295 U 3 Crime and Criminal Justice Policy
42981 LEC 011 MW 9:30am-12:15pm TBA Freiburger, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
CRM JST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42995 LEC 131 - TBA Rose, S TOPIC: Social Work and Criminal Justice in Austria 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-06/30/2012 Upper Austria Summer Course in
Social Work and Criminal Justice. Austria trip dates: June 17-30,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42870 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42986 LEC 162 - TBA LeBel, T
Rose, S
TOPIC: US-Uk Comparative Public Policy 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/25/2012 Bristol International Credit Earning
Program. England trip dates: July 7-21, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# CRM JST 311 U 3 - 6  Field Experience Practicum
42857 FLD 051 - TBA LeBel, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 FLD 051 available for 3 cr only.
42866 FLD 052 - TBA LeBel, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 FLD 052 available for 6 cr only.
CRM JST 480 U 3 Criminal Evidence and Investigation
E 42975 LEC 051 MW 5:30pm-8:15pm TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
CRM JST 497 U/G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
42994 LEC 131 - TBA Rose, S TOPIC: Social Work and Criminal Justice in Austria 1 - 6 cr,
06/11/2012-06/30/2012 Upper Austria Summer Course in
Social Work and Criminal Justice. Austria trip dates: June 17-30,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42869 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42987 LEC 162 - TBA LeBel, T
Rose, S
TOPIC: US-UK Comparative Public Policy 1 - 6 cr,
07 /02/2012-08/25/2012 
# CRM JST 591 U 1 - 3  Senior Thesis
42833 LEC 001 - TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42834 LEC 002 - TBA Freiburger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42835 LEC 003 - TBA Hassell, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42836 LEC 004 - TBA LeBel, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42837 LEC 005 - TBA Lovell, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CRM JST 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
42839 IND 001 - TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42840 IND 002 - TBA Freiburger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42841 IND 003 - TBA Hassell, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42842 IND 004 - TBA LeBel, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42863 IND 005 - TBA Lovell, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CRM JST 662 U 3 Methods of Social Welfare Research
42871 LEC 011 MW 1:30pm-4:15pm TBA Lovell, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
CRM JST 671 U/G 3 Juvenile Justice
42982 LEC 214 - ONLINE WEB Freiburger, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Special Course Fee: $275.00.
Course conducted entirely online. Computer/internet access
required.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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CRM JST 970 G 3 Readings in Criminal Justice Research:
E 42976 LEC 051 MW 5:30pm-8:15pm TBA Brandl, S TOPIC: Criminal Evidence & Investigation 3 cr,
06 /25/2012-08/04/2012 
CRM JST 990 G 1 - 3  Thesis or Research Project
42843 IND 001 - TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42844 IND 002 - TBA Freiburger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42845 IND 003 - TBA Hassell, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42846 IND 004 - TBA LeBel, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42847 IND 005 - TBA Lovell, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CRM JST 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading in Criminal Justice
42849 IND 001 - TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42850 IND 002 - TBA Freiburger, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42851 IND 003 - TBA Hassell, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42852 IND 004 - TBA LeBel, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42853 IND 005 - TBA Lovell, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Social Work
Chair: Deborah Padgett, END 1073
  
       
       
      
       
 
   
      
        
        
 
   
      
 
   
        
        
 
  
       
       
       
      
       
       
 
  
      
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
SOC WRK 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42991 LEC 131 - TBA Rose, S TOPIC: Social Work and Criminal Justice in Austria 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-06/30/2012 Upper Austria Summer Course in
Social Work and Criminal Justice. Austria trip dates: June 17-30,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42997 LEC 132 - TBA Keigher, S TOPIC: Intensive Spanish for Social Work 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-07/07/2012 Costa Rica: Intensive Spanish for
Social Work. Costa Rica trip dates: June 16-July 7, 2012. Contact
CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42972 LEC 155 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42990 LEC 164 - TBA LeBel, T
Rose, S
TOPIC: US-UK Comparative Public Policy 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/25/2012 Bristol International Credit Earning
Program. England trip dates: July 7-21, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + SOC WRK 422 U 5 Field Education & Integrated Seminar II







E 42979 LAB 811 TR 4:30pm-5:20pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets:  5/31 -  7/9
E 42978 LAB 852 MW 5:30pm-6:20pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets 6/27 -  8/20.
# + SOC WRK 423 U 5 Field Education III







+ SOC WRK 427 U 3 Social Work Methods III
E 42825 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA Ambelang, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 42864 LEC 051 MW 6:30pm-8:40pm TBA McNeely, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SOC WRK 497 U/G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
42993 LEC 112 - TBA Rose, S
Wagner Newton, J
TOPIC: International Field Placement 1 - 6 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Upper Austria Summer Course in
Social Work and Criminal Justice. Austria trip dates: June 5-19,
2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42992 LEC 131 - TBA Rose, S TOPIC: Social Work and Criminal Justice in Austria 1 - 6 cr,
06/11/2012-06/30/2012 Upper Austria Summer Course in
Social Work and Criminal Justice. Austria trip dates: June 17-30,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42996 LEC 133 - TBA Keigher, S TOPIC: Intensive Spanish for Social Work 1 - 6 cr,
06/11/2012-07/07/2012 Costa Rica: Intensive Spanish for
Social Work. Costa Rica trip dates: June 16-July 7, 2012. Contact
CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42973 LEC 157 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42988 LEC 165 - TBA LeBel, T
Rose, S
TOPIC: US-UK Comparative Public Policy 1 - 6 cr,
07/02/2012-08/25/2012 Bristol International Credit Earning
Program. England trip dates: July 7-21, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
42989 LEC 166 - TBA LeBel, T
Rose, S
Wagner Newton, J
TOPIC: International Field Placement 1 - 6 cr,
07/02/2012-08/25/2012 Bristol International Credit Earning
Program. England trip dates: July 7-21, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
SOC WRK 591 U 1 - 3  Special Topics: Social Welfare and Social Work:
42984 LEC 011 TR 3:00pm-5:10pm TBA TOPIC: Death and Dying 2 -  3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 42933 LEC 012 TR 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: AODA 2 -  3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
+ SOC WRK 592 U 1 - 3  Independent Research
42951 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42952 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42953 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42955 IND 005 - TBA Kadushin, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42956 IND 006 - TBA Keigher, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42957 IND 007 - TBA Kwak, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42959 IND 009 - TBA Maillet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42960 IND 010 - TBA McMurtry, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42961 IND 011 - TBA McNeely, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42962 IND 012 - TBA Mersky, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42963 IND 013 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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42964 IND 014 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42965 IND 015 - TBA Padgett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42966 IND 016 - TBA Pate, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42967 IND 017 - TBA Rose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42969 IND 019 - TBA Topitzes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42970 IND 020 - TBA Torres, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# SOC WRK 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
42831 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42882 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42883 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42885 IND 005 - TBA Kadushin, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42886 IND 006 - TBA Keigher, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42887 IND 007 - TBA Kwak, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42889 IND 009 - TBA Maillet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42890 IND 010 - TBA McMurtry, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42891 IND 011 - TBA McNeely, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42892 IND 012 - TBA Mersky, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42893 IND 013 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42894 IND 014 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42895 IND 015 - TBA Padgett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42896 IND 016 - TBA Pate, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42927 IND 017 - TBA Rose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42945 IND 019 - TBA Topitzes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42998 IND 101 - TBA Topitzes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
SOC WRK 604 U/G 3 Social Systems and Social Work Practice
E 42939 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA Keigher, S 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
SOC WRK 662 U/G 3 Methods of Social Welfare Research
E 42936 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
SOC WRK 665
(SS&)
U/G 3 Cultural Diversity and Social Work
42867 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Graduate credit only this section.
E 42943 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Undergraduate/Graduate .
# SOC WRK 708 G 3 Social Work Methodology I: Individuals and Families
E 42865 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA Ballos, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Title IV-E Students Only.
# SOC WRK 709 G 2 Social Work Methodology II: Groups, Organizations and Communities
E 42944 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA Tucker, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Title IV-E Students will be given
priority.
# SOC WRK 711 G 3 Direct Social Work Practice I
42826 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 42858 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# SOC WRK 721 G 3 Field Instruction I







42941 FLD 112 - TBA Loeher, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Tit le IV-E only.
# SOC WRK 722 G 3 Field Instruction II







42876 FLD 112 - TBA Loeher, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
SOC WRK 750 G 2 Social Welfare Policy Development and Implementation
42827 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-3:10pm TBA Ambelang, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
SOC WRK 753 G 3 Psychopathology for Social Workers
E 42940 LEC 072 MW 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
SOC WRK 765 G 2 - 3  Professional Issues in Practice: Ethical and Legal Dilemmas
42942 LEC 071 T 8:00am-12:20pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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SOC WRK 771 G 3 Development of the Family Over the Life Span
E 42934 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
SOC WRK 791 G 1 - 3  Current Topics in Social Work:
42985 LEC 011 TR 3:00pm-5:10pm TBA Kopka, T TOPIC: Death and Dying 2 -  3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 42935 LEC 012 TR 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA Prichard, R TOPIC: AODA 2 -  3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
SOC WRK 793 G 2 Advanced Methods of Social Welfare Research
E 42937 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42862 LEC 071 TR 12:30pm-2:40pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
SOC WRK 794 G 2 Advanced Research Methods: Evaluating Social Welfare Programs
E 42971 LEC 012 TR 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
42977 LEC 071 TR 10:00am-12:10pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# SOC WRK 811 G 3 Direct Social Work Practice II:
E 42828 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA TOPIC: Family 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 42983 LEC 012 MW 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA TOPIC: Health/Behavioral Health 3 cr,
05 /29/2012-07/07/2012 
SOC WRK 820 G 2 Seminar in Social Work Practice:
42860 SEM 013 TR 1:00pm-3:10pm TBA TOPIC: Dual Diagnosis Client 2 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 43790 SEM 014 TR 5:30pm-9:00pm TBA Berger, L TOPIC: Interventions for Alcohol Use Disorders 2 cr,
05 /29/2012-06/23/2012 
E 42859 SEM 072 TR 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Working with Violent and Traumatized Families 2 cr,
07 /09/2012-08/18/2012 
# SOC WRK 821 G 4 Field Instruction III







42878 FLD 112 - TBA Loeher, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Tit le IV-E only.
# SOC WRK 822 G 4 Field Instruction IV







42879 FLD 012 - TBA Loeher, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Tit le IV-E only.
SOC WRK 851 G 2 - 3  Social Issue and Policy Analysis:
E 42830 SEM 071 MW 5:30pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Child & Family 2 -  3 cr ,  07/09/2012-08/18/2012
When registering for this section please select the number of
credits you would like. If you do not select a credit value, you
will automatically be registered for 2cr.
# SOC WRK 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
42868 IND 001 - TBA Padgett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# SOC WRK 921 G 3 - 4  Field Instruction V
42881 FLD 012 - TBA Loeher, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 







# SOC WRK 970 G 1 - 4  Independent Research
42855 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42897 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42898 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42900 IND 005 - TBA Kadushin, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42901 IND 006 - TBA Keigher, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42902 IND 007 - TBA Kwak, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42904 IND 009 - TBA Maillet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42905 IND 010 - TBA McMurtry, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42906 IND 011 - TBA McNeely, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42907 IND 012 - TBA Mersky, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42908 IND 013 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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42909 IND 014 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42910 IND 015 - TBA Padgett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42911 IND 016 - TBA Pate, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42928 IND 017 - TBA Rose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42947 IND 1 9 - TBA Topitzes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# SOC WRK 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading in Social Work
42856 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42912 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42913 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42915 IND 005 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42916 IND 006 - TBA Keigher, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42917 IND 007 - TBA Kwak, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42919 IND 009 - TBA Maillet, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42920 IND 010 - TBA McMurtry, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42921 IND 011 - TBA McNeely, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42922 IND 012 - TBA Mersky, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42923 IND 013 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42924 IND 014 - TBA Padgett, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42925 IND 015 - TBA Pate, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42926 IND 016 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42929 IND 017 - TBA Rose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42949 IND 019 - TBA Topitzes, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42950 IND 020 - TBA Torres, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Milton and Lillian Peck School of the Arts
DIFFERENTIAL TUITION, applied regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in most undergraduate courses offered through the degree programs within the UW-Milwaukee
Peck School of the Arts beginning in the Fall 2004 semester. Eight 100-level General Education Requirement (GER) courses do not carry the differential: Music 100, Music 101, Music
102, Art 100, Art 105, Art 106, Art 124, and Theatre 100.The differential tuition rate will be set at $21.20 per credit during this academic year. Additional tuition enhances the quality
of education in the Peck School of the Arts.
All Inter-Arts traditional track majors (excluding Interdisciplinary Arts & Technology and Musical Theatre) must meet with their academic advisor in the Peck School of the Arts Student
Services Office prior to registration. A registration hold will be placed on the students record until an academic advising session is held. Upon completion of the advising session, the
registration hold will be removed.. Call 229-4763 to make an appointment to see your Peck School of the Arts academic advisor.
Art Education
Chair: Lee Ann Garrison, ART 270.
   
        
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
~ ART ED 130 U 3 Art and Visual Learning in Elementary Education
43302 LAB 811 MTWRF 10:00am-1:50pm ART 179 Kundu, R 05/29/2012-06/09/2012 Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $26.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
43303 LAB 891 MTWRF 10:00am-1:50pm ART 179 Woywod, C 08/06/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $26.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART ED 489 U/G 1 - 3  Art Education Workshop:
36190 LAB 841 MTWRF 8:30am-4:30pm ART 179 Kundu, R
Trafi-prats, L
TOPIC: Mapping Experience through Art 1 - 3 cr,
06/18/2012-06/30/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee $16.00.
Class will be traveling to various venues for field trips. Taught
with Art Ed 830 Lab 841.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART ED 830 G 3 Teaching Art With Works of Art
36191 LAB 841 MTWRF 8:30am-4:30pm TBA Kundu, R
Trafi-prats, L
06/18/2012-06/30/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee $16.00.
Class will be traveling to various venues for field trips. Taught
with Art Ed 830 Lab 841.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Art and Design
Chair: Lee Ann Garrison, ART 270 414-229-6052
Note: Any student enrolled in a studio course who does not attend the first class without having previously notified the instructor may, at the discretion of the instructor, be dropped.
Attention Graphic Design Majors: The Graphic Design sub-major has undergone Program changes in the last few years. New students intending to major in Graphic Design should check
the online Undergraduate Bulletin (http://www.uwm.edu/ugbulletin/SC/S_SOA.html) for the most recent requirements. Current majors in the program should speak to a Peck School of
the Arts advisor (THR Bldg 120) or ask a Graphic Design faculty member if they have questions or are unsure of which set of programmatic policies and prerequisites apply to them.
ART COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
Click on section number/link for any special information/fees/requirements for that class.
   
      
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
      
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
~ ART 101 U 3 Drawing I
36180 LAB 511 - TBA - Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 102 U 3 Drawing II




U 3 Multicultural America
36182 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00
will be charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM tuition.
Conducted completely on-line. Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ + ART 269 U 1 - 3  Sculpture Workshop:
43399 LAB 511 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 51 Martin Meurer, K TOPIC: Object: Found 3 cr,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $68.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 271 U 3 Introduction to Jewelry and Metalsmithing
36185 LAB 811 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 391 Flood, F 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 289 U 1 - 3  Ceramics Workshop:
43293 LAB 531 TWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 78 Bender, J TOPIC: Experimental Processes-Raku Firing 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught with Art 489 Lab 531.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
43852 LAB 901 - TBA Eckman, M TOPIC: Discovering Florence Through Photography 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43853 LAB 902 - TBA TOPIC: Drawing Florence 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-08/04/2012
Florence: Arts and Language. Italy trip dates: July 5-August 4,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43854 LAB 903 - TBA TOPIC: Serigraphy 1 -  12 cr ,  07/02/2012-08/04/2012
Florence: Arts and Language. Italy trip dates: July 5-August 4,
2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43855 LAB 904 - TBA Cooke, A TOPIC: Renaissance Painting Techniques 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43856 LAB 905 - TBA TOPIC: Textile Design: Batik 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43857 LAB 906 - TBA TOPIC: The Artist Book: Book Arts & Printmaking 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43858 LAB 907 - TBA TOPIC: Italian Fashion Industry 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43859 LAB 908 - TBA TOPIC: Fashion Design Studio 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43860 LAB 909 - TBA TOPIC: Beginning Jewelry Making 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43861 LAB 910 - TBA TOPIC: Textile Design: Silk Screen 1 - 12 cr,
07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Florence: Arts and Language. Italy
trip dates: July 5-August 4, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + ART 299 U 3 Printmaking Workshop:
36187 LAB 591 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 302 Wagner Lawler, M TOPIC: Prints in Practice 3 cr ,  07/23/2012-08/18/2012
Taught with Art 499 Lab 591.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Taught with Art 499 Lab 591.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $105.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 302 U/G 3 Visual Art Workshop:
43294 LAB 551 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm MIT 349 TOPIC: 3D Imaging 3 cr, 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 This wil l  be
a beginning MAYA class.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $20.00.
Taught with Art 317 Lab 551.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
43295 LAB 591 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm MIT 367 Willey, C TOPIC: Hybrid Practices 3 cr,  07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Taught with Art 402 Lab 591.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 309 U/G 3 Issues in Contemporary Art:
43301 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Greene, S TOPIC: Visual Culture 3 cr,  06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab in
addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely online.
Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ + ART 317 U/G 3 3D Imaging I
43297 LAB 551 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm MIT 349 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 This will be a beginning MAYA class.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $20.00.
Taught with Art 302 Lab 551.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 344 U 3 Watercolor
36189 LAB 811 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 491 Prosen, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
~ ART 402 U/G 3 Visual Art Workshop:
43298 LEC 591 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm MIT 367 Willey, C TOPIC: Hybrid Practices 3 cr,  07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Taught with Art 302 Lab 591.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 469 U/G 1 - 3  Sculpture Workshop:
43299 LAB 511 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 51 Martin Meurer, K TOPIC: Object: Found 3 cr,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $68.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 489 U/G 1 - 3  Ceramics Workshop:
43292 LAB 531 TWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 78 Bender, J TOPIC: Experimental Processes-Raku Firing 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught with Art 289 Lab 531.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 499 U/G 3 Advanced Printmaking Workshop:
36188 LAB 591 MTWR 9:00am-12:45pm ART 302 Wagner Lawler, M TOPIC: Prints in Practice 3 cr ,  07/23/2012-08/18/2012
Taught with Art 299 Lab 591.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $105.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 509 U/G 3 Visual Art Seminar:
43300 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Greene, S TOPIC: Visual Culture 3 cr,  06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab in
addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely online.
Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ + ART 608 U/G 3 - 6  Visual Art Internship
36179 FLD 001 - TBA Brauner, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
36176 FLD 002 - TBA Cho, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
36177 FLD 003 - TBA Cosier, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
36178 FLD 004 - TBA Garrison, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
36227 FLD 005 - TBA Gindlesberger, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
43357 FLD 006 - TBA Gunderman, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
43358 FLD 007 - TBA Kaganovich, Y 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
43359 FLD 008 - TBA Ludwig, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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43360 FLD 009 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
43361 FLD 010 - TBA Sargent, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
43362 FLD 011 - TBA Vansen, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ ART 908 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-General
36100 IND 001 - TBA Garrison, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Prior consent of instructor is
MANDATORY.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Dance
Department Office: Mitchell Hall, Room 345
Simone Ferro, Chair: Mitchell Hall, Room 345C
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION
1. Prerequisites will be strictly enforced. Students who do not meet prerequisites will be administratively dropped from the course, without notice.
2. Any student enrolled in a dance course, who does not attend the first class without first notifying the Department of Dance Office (414.229.2571) may, at the discretion of the
instructor, be administratively dropped. It is the student's responsibility to check the office hours of the instructor if a drop is requested. See administrative or departmental drop
section in the Registration portion of the Schedule of Classes for information about fees for students dropped from the course. 
3. Dance and Musical Theatre majors will have priority registration for courses required in the major.
4. All Dance majors must complete the audition process before enrolling in Dance majors classes. Contact the Department of Dance Office at (414.229.2571) for more information and
upcoming audition dates.
5. Non-Dance majors: To satisfy GER requirements, the following courses are offered in the Dance Department: 103, 110, 111, 113, 115, 117, 122, 220, 313, 315, and 370. Please
register for any section labeled 'Non-Dance majors only.'
6. All official email communication between the Department of Dance and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student ePantherID email addresses (pantherlink.uwm.edu).
It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherLink email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to input a PantherLink forward mail
command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
7. Students in Dance Department courses must maintain a level of personal fitness necessary to participate fully in the course. 
8. DANCE COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
   
        
        
        
        
 
   
        
        
 
   
        
         
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
~ DANCE 103
(A)
U 2 - 3  Introduction to Iyengar Yoga
43796 LAB 911 MTWR 1:30pm-3:50pm TBA Hansen, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Class meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514 N Oakland Ave,
Milwaukee (side alley entrance next to William Ho's).
43797 LAB 952 MTWR 10:30am-12:50pm TBA Goulet, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Class meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514 N Oakland Ave,
Milwaukee (side alley entrance next to William Ho's).
43798 LAB 953 MTWR 1:30pm-3:50pm TBA Hansen, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Class meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514 N Oakland Ave,
Milwaukee (side alley entrance next to William Ho's).
43799 LAB 994 MTWR 10:30am-12:50pm TBA Radloff, T 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Class meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514 N Oakland Ave,
Milwaukee (side alley entrance next to William Ho's).
~ DANCE 122
(A&)
U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique I
36098 LAB 811 MTWR 10:30am-12:45pm TBA Bronson, F
Turner, V
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $42.40.
Dance majors only. Dance 122- 811 & 812 are taught together
and have a combined enrollment limit.
36104 LAB 812 MTWR 10:30am-12:45pm TBA Bronson, F 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 122- 811 & 812 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
~ DANCE 220
(A)
U 3 Body Sense
36076 LAB 811 TWRF 9:00am-11:45am TBA Parsons, M 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 36077 LAB 812 MTWR 5:00pm-7:45pm TBA Parsons, M 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
36144 LAB 853 TWRF 9:00am-11:50am TBA Parsons, M 06/25/2012-07/14/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square East,
located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood
campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to the
beginning of the semester for information on how to gain access
to this 24/7 secured facility.
~ + DANCE 309 U 1 Dance Production Practicum
36135 LAB 851 - TBA Court, I 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20.
Class meeting schedule will be determined by the instructor.
~ + DANCE 317 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique V
43756 LAB 851 TWRF 10:30am-12:15pm TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Dance Majors only.
~ + DANCE 318 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique VI
43757 LAB 851 TWRF 10:30am-12:15pm TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Dance majors only.
~ + DANCE 319 U/G 1 - 3  Dance Service-Learning
36174 FLD 051 - OFF CAMPUS Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
~ + DANCE 321 U 2 - 3  Alexander Technique for the Performer
36123 LAB 851 MR 8:30am-10:15am TBA Ventura, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $42.40.
Also meets in Zel 388. Dance 321-851, 421-851, 721-851 and
722-851 are taught together and have a combined enrollment
limit. Saturday meeting time will be replaced with individual
work sessions.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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W S - TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 403 U/G 2 - 3  Intermediate Yoga For Dancers
36156 LAB 852 TWF 8:30am-10:15am TBA Melchior, A 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Dance Majors only (MFA and
Undergraduate).
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + DANCE 421 U 2 Alexander Technique Practicum
36128 LAB 851 MR 8:30am-10:15am TBA Ventura, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $42.40.
Also meets in Zel 388. Dance 321-851, 421-851, 721-851 and
722-851 are taught together and have a combined enrollment
limit. Saturday meeting time will be replaced with individual
work sessions.
W S - TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ + DANCE 491 U 0 - 1  Repertory/Student Choreographer
36078 LAB 851 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20.
~ + DANCE 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad in Dance:
43809 LAB 111 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S TOPIC: Popular Dances and Music in NE Brazil 1 - 12 cr,
05/29/2012-06/30/2012 Brazil PSOA. Brazil Trip dates: June
7-25, 2012. Required pre-departure class meetings May 2,
4,18, 30; June 4 and 5, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs,PER 166, 229-5182.
~ + DANCE 601 U 2 - 4  Senior Project
36158 LEC 051 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
~ DANCE 699 U 1 - 4  Independent Study in Dance
36159 IND 018 - TBA Parsons, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36079 IND 051 - TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36170 IND 052 - TBA Bronson, F 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36080 IND 053 - TBA Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36081 IND 054 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36082 IND 055 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36083 IND 056 - TBA Court, I 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36124 IND 058 - TBA Kuepper, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36125 IND 059 - TBA Johnson, E 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36120 IND 157 - TBA Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Offcampus section only.
~ DANCE 701 G 3 Dance Composition I
36084 LAB 851 MWF 1:30pm-3:45pm TBA Linhares Ferro, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 On MW, class also meets in Mit 256.
~ DANCE 702 G 3 Dance Composition II
36085 LAB 851 MWF 2:00pm-4:15pm TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 On TR, class also meets in Mit 256.
~ DANCE 717 G 2 Theory and Techniques of Contemporary Concert Dance: Intermediate
43403 LAB 851 TWRF 10:30am-12:15pm TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 718 G 2 Theory and Techniques of Contemporary Concert Dance: Intermediate
43404 LAB 851 TWRF 10:30am-12:15pm TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 721 G 1 - 3  Alexander Technique: Developmental Movement and Dance
36126 LAB 851 MR 8:30am-10:15am TBA Ventura, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Also meets in Zel 388. Dance
321-851, 421-851, 721-851 and 722-851 are taught together
and have a combined enrollment limit. Saturday meeting time
will be replaced with individual work sessions.
W S - TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 722 G 1 - 3  Alexander Technique Practicum
36127 LAB 851 MR 8:30am-10:15am TBA Ventura, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Also meets in Zel 388. Dance
321-851, 421-851, 721-851 and 722-851 are taught together
and have a combined enrollment limit. Saturday meeting time
will be replaced with individual work sessions.
W S - TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 733 G 2 Improvisation
36086 LAB 851 TR 1:30pm-3:45pm TBA Loewen, D 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 734 G 2 Improvisation
36087 LAB 851 TR 1:30pm-3:45pm TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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~ DANCE 751 G 3 Laban Movement Analysis
36157 LAB 851 M 10:30am-12:15pm TBA Johnson, E 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
E TR 4:00pm-5:45pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 761 G 3 Survey of Dance Literature and Bibliography
36146 LEC 051 - TBA Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Schedule will include 3 meetings over
the summer, and rest of work completed in fall or spring
semester.
~ DANCE 762 G 3 Dance in Secondary Education and College
36147 LEC 051 - TBA Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 790 G 1 - 3  Repertoire and Ensemble
36088 LAB 851 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 When registering for this section
please select the number of credits you would like. If you do not
select a number of credits you will automatically be registered
for 1 cr.
~ DANCE 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
36089 IND 051 - TBA Casel, G 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
36136 IND 052 - TBA Bronson, F 06/18/2012-06/23/2012 
36090 IND 053 - TBA Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
36091 IND 054 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
36092 IND 055 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
36097 IND 056 - TBA Court, I 06 /25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 801 G 3 Choreography I
36093 LAB 851 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 802 G 3 Choreography II
36094 LAB 851 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 861 G 3 Research Methodology for Dance
36239 LEC 051 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ DANCE 880 G 1 - 3  Developing Performance Quality
36101 LAB 851 - TBA Loewen, D 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 When registering for this section
please select the number of credits you would like. If you do not
select a number of credits you will automatically be registered
for 1cr.
~ DANCE 889 G 1 - 3  Special Workshops:
36105 LAB 841 MTWRF 9:00am-5:00pm TBA Erkert, J TOPIC: Modern Dance Pedagogy 3 cr,
06/18/2012-06/23/2012 Also meets in Mit 256.
~ DANCE 990 G 2 - 4  Dance Final Thesis/Project
36096 IND 051 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
36145 IND 052 - TBA Vanier, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
36169 IND 053 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Film, Video, Animation and New Genres
Chair: Rob Yeo, MIT B59
Dept Office: Mitchell Hall B70
IMPORTANT NOTES:
1) PREREQUISITES for Film Department courses will be enforced. Students who register for courses without completing the prerequisites may be administratively dropped from the class.
2) Students who do not attend classes in which they are registered may be administratively dropped. Students who do not attend the first class meetings are subject to this policy.
3) FILM COURSES MAY NOT BE TAKEN ON A CREDIT/NO CREDIT BASIS.
4) FILM/VIDEO PRODUCTION COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
   
        
 
   
        
         
        
         
        
 
   
         
 
  
        
 
   
      
 
   
       
       
 
  
       
         
        
 
   
         
 
   
~ + FILM 117 U 3 Filmmaking Technologies and Techniques
36175 LAB 831 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B61 Wood, K 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
# FILM 203 U 3 Media Workshop:
43585 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 Balko, A TOPIC: Appropriation Strategies 3 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Taught with Film 380/562.
E 36198 LEC 012 TR 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B65 Nugent, R TOPIC: Handmade Film 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l course fee: $50.00. 
Taught with FILM 380 Lec 565.
36165 LEC 031 MW 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B65 Bronikowski, K TOPIC: Portraiture: The Detailed Eye 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Add'l course fee: $50.00. 
Taught with FILM 380 Lec 563.
E 36197 LEC 051 TR 4:00pm-7:45pm KSE 408 Kelly, D TOPIC: DIY Camera Movement 3 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/18/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l course fee: $50.00. 
Taught with FILM 380 Lec 584.
43583 LEC 071 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 Weissbach, J TOPIC: Space/Place Cinema in the Digital Age 3 cr,
07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Meets with Film 380/561
~ + FILM 222 U 3 Basic Elements of Video
E 36133 LAB 811 MW 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B56 Torinus, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
FILM 232 U 3 Animation I
36173 LEC 051 TWR 9:00am-12:45pm KSE 468 Thiele, B 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Add'l Course Fee: $50.00.
# + FILM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36163 FLD 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ FILM 299 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
36153 IND 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.




U 3 Conversations with Filmmakers and Critics
43589 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Danker, E 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee $275.00. Class meets completely online
and access to internet is req'd.
Meets with Film 319/291.
E 36148 LEC 561 MW 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B91 Kirshtner, K 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
FOCUS: American Road Movie
Taught with FILM 314 Lec 561.
36168 LEC 563 MW 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 McGuire, B 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
FOCUS: Mumblecore Movement & History of DIY Filmmaking
Taught with FILM 319/563.
~ FILM 314 U 3 Topics in Conceptual Studies:
E 36134 LEC 561 MW 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B91 Kirshtner, K TOPIC: American Road Movie 3 cr ,  07/09/2012-08/18/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with FILM 301 Sec 561.
# FILM 319 U 3 Film Genres:
43590 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Danker, E TOPIC: Survey of Documentary 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-06/23/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee $275.00. Meets entirely online. Access
to the internet req'd.
Meets with Film 301/291.
43588 LEC 563 MW 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 McGuire, B TOPIC: Mumblecore Movement & History of DIY Filmmaking
3 cr, 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Additional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Taught with FILM 301/563.
~ FILM 380 U 3 Media Arts Module:
43584 LEC 561 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 Weissbach, J TOPIC: Space/Place Cinema in the Digital Age 3 cr,
07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Meets with Film 203/561.
43587 LEC 562 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 Balko, A TOPIC: Appropriation Strategies 3 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: 450.00.
Meets with Film 203/562.
36099 LEC 563 MW 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B65 Bronikowski, K TOPIC: Portraiture: The Detailed Eye 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00. Taught with FILM 203 Sec 563.
E 36200 LEC 565 TR 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B65 Nugent, R TOPIC: Handmade Film 3 cr,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Add' l
course fee: $50.00.
Meets with Film 203/565.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
36201 LEC 566 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S TOPIC: Works In Progress 3 cr ,  06/11/2012-07/21/2012
Special course fee: $50.00.
Taught with FILM 420 Lec 566.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
36166 LEC 584 MW 1:00pm-4:45pm KSE 408 Kelly, D TOPIC: DIY Camera Movement 3 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/18/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00. Taught with FILM 203 Sec 584.
# FILM 399 U 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
36152 IND 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ FILM 420 U/G 3 Intermediate Media Arts Module:
36167 LEC 566 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S TOPIC: Works in Progress 3 cr ,  06/11/2012-07/21/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00. Taught with FILM 380, Sec 566.
~ FILM 450 U/G 1 - 6  Advanced Internship/Professional Practice
36149 IND 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
# + FILM 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36162 FLD 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# FILM 700 G 3 Professional Practice: Production
36151 FLD 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# FILM 730 G 3 Advanced Research in Film I
36074 IND 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course fee: $50.00.
# FILM 732 G 3 - 6  Advanced Research in Film II
36155 IND 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
36230 IND 052 - TBA Blau, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
# FILM 799 G 1 - 6  Independent Graduate Study:
36150 IND 051 - TBA Yeo, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
36161 IND 052 - TBA Condit, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
36236 IND 053 - TBA Blau, R 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
36241 IND 054 - TBA Charlesworth, W 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Music
Chair: Jon Welstead, FAM 120A, 229-5162
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY, INDEPENDENT READING, & FIELD WORK COURSES: to register on PAWS, choose 'Add a Class'. Select the term you want to add the class to. Next
to Search for Classes click 'Search'. Select subject from the drop down menu and enter the Catalog Number. Click on 'Search'. Select section with your instructor's name, click on 'select
class.' Select the number of Units from the drop down menu then click on 'Next.' Click on 'Proceed To Step 2 of 3'. Click on 'Finish Enrolling.' Some courses may require permission to
enroll.
  
        
 
  
         
 
  
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
         
 
   
      
 
  
        
 
   
         
    
  
 
   
     
 
   
       
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
         
 
MUSIC 1 U 2 Theory Fundamentals
36139 LEC 091 MTWR 9:00am-11:50am MUS 180 Monhardt, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/credit
MUSIC 81
(A)
U 2 University Community Orchestra
E 36110 LAB 811 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ZEL 280 Welstead, J 05/29/2012-07/28/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $42.40.
Music 081, 181 & 781 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit. Prereq: none
MUSIC 101
(A)
U 3 Fundamentals of Music




U 3 American Popular Music
36112 LEC 011 MTWR 12:00pm-2:50pm MUS 340 Brauner, M 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Rock Focus
36232 LEC 052 MTWR 12:00pm-2:50pm MUS 340 Nelson-Raney, S 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
MUSIC 130
(A)
U 3 Beginning Piano




U 3 Beginning Guitar
36113 LAB 811 MTWR 1:00pm-3:50pm MUS 180 Belfer, B 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
MUSIC 181 U 1 University Community Orchestra
E 36102 LAB 811 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ZEL 280 Welstead, J 05/29/2012-07/28/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20.
Music 081, 181 & 781 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit. Prereq: none.
~ MUSIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36171 LAB 851 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
MUSIC 327 U/G 3 Analog and Digital Synthesis I
36172 LEC 041 MTWR 9:00am-12:30pm MUS B50A Schlei, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
# MUSIC 489 U/G 1 - 4  Workshop:
W 36222 LEC 091 S 9:00am-5:00pm TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Music of Leo Kottke 1 -  4 cr ,  07/23/2012-08/04/2012
Prereq: jr.st; additional prereq announced each offering.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
W U 12:00pm-3:00pm TBA TOPIC: Music of Leo Kottke 1 -  4 cr ,  07/23/2012-08/04/2012 
- TBA TOPIC: Music of Leo Kottke 1 -  4 cr ,  07/23/2012-08/04/2012 
~ MUSIC 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
36196 LAB 951 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# MUSIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Work (Undergraduate)
36119 IND 011 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36118 IND 012 - TBA Emmons, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36129 IND 013 - TBA Welstead, J 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr
MUSIC 772 G 2 Advanced Instrumental Conducting
36195 LEC 041 MTWRF 1:30pm-5:00pm ZEL 348 Climer, J 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 Prereq: grad st & Music 554
MUSIC 781 G 1 University Community Orchestra
E 36103 LAB 811 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ZEL 280 Welstead, J 05/29/2012-07/28/2012 Music 081, 181 & 781 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit. Prereq: none
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# MUSIC 799 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Work
36160 IND 012 - TBA Welstead, J 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
# MUSIC 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
36117 IND 011 - TBA Welstead, J 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
~ MUSIC 990 G 1 - 3  Research of Thesis
36116 IND 011 - TBA Welstead, J 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
36132 IND 013 - TBA Hansen, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
# MUSIC 999 G 1 - 3  Research (Independent Work)
36131 IND 011 - TBA Welstead, J 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Music Education
Chair: Jon Welstead, FAM 120A, 229-5162
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY, INDEPENDENT READING, & FIELD WORK COURSES: to register on PAWS, choose 'Add a Class'. Select the term you want to add the class to. Next
to Search for Classes click 'Search'. Select subject from the drop down menu and enter the Catalog Number. Click on 'Search'. Select section with your instructor's name, click on 'select
class.' Select the number of Units from the drop down menu then click on 'Next.' Click on 'Proceed To Step 2 of 3'. Click on 'Finish Enrolling.' Some courses may require permission to
enroll.
  
        
 
   
        
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
 
   
      




U 3 Making Music Connections with Children
36164 LEC 011 MTWR 8:30am-11:45am MUS 340 Feay-Shaw, S 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
# MUS ED 710 G 3 Research in Music Education
43509 LEC 001 MTWR 8:30am-12:45pm MUS 360 Feay-Shaw, S 07/09/2012-07/28/2012 Class meets 7/9-7/13 & 7/23-7/27
MUS ED 777 G 3 Foundations of Music Education
36194 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Emmons, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MUS ED 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study in Music Education
36114 IND 011 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
36138 IND 013 - TBA Emmons, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
# MUS ED 990 G 1 - 6  Thesis or Final Project
36130 IND 011 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
36115 IND 012 - TBA Emmons, S 05/29/2012-08/25/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Theatre
Department Office: Art 203, 414-229-4947
Chair: LeRoy Stoner, ART 234, 414-229-3913
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION
1. Prerequisites will be strictly enforced. Students who do not meet prerequisites will be administratively dropped from the course.
2. Any student enrolled in a Theatre course, who does not attend the first class without having previously notified the Theatre Department Office (229-4947) may, at the discretion of
the instructor, be administratively dropped. After the Friday of the first week of classes students will not be allowed to drop without the written permission of the instructor. It is the
student's responsibility to check the office hours of the instructor if a drop is requested. See administrative or departmental drop section in the registration portion of the schedule of
classes for information about fees for students dropped from the course. Note: students must file signed drop forms personally, at the registrar's office; instructors take students off
their own list, but they do not contact the registrar's office.
3. Theatre majors will generally have priority registration for courses REQUIRED in the major.
4. All official email communication between the Department of Theatre and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student PantherMail email addresses
(http://panthermail.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherMail email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to
input a PantherMail forward mail command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
5. THEATRE COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
# THEATRE 202 U 1 - 4  Theatre Practicum
36140 LAB 811 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# + THEATRE 432 U 1 - 6  Advanced Theatre Practicum
36108 FLD 011 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
To register for more than 2cr please take a signed Add form to
the PSOA Advising Office, THR 120, and see your academic
Advisor.
# THEATRE 685 U/G 1 - 6  Internship in Professional Theatre
36137 FLD 011 - OFF CAMPUS Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 699 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study:
36106 IND 011 - TBA Stoner, L TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
36107 IND 112 - TBA Lilly, J TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Restricted to Dance Majors.
36121 IND 113 - TBA Court, I TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Restricted to Dance Majors.
36122 IND 114 - TBA Vanier, L TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Restricted to Dance Majors.
36143 IND 115 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
Restricted to Dance Majors.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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School of Architecture and Urban Planning
Architecture
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
     
       
       
 
   
# ARCH 391 U 3 Directed Research
43073 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43074 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43218 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43075 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43076 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43077 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43078 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43079 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43080 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43081 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43082 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43083 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43084 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43085 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43086 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43087 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43088 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43089 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43090 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43091 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43092 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43093 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43094 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43118 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43122 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43126 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 392 U 3 Independent Studies
43002 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43003 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43006 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43007 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43008 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43010 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43011 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43012 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43013 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43014 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43015 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43017 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43018 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43019 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43020 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43021 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43022 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43023 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43119 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43123 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43127 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43138 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43139 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43152 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43153 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43219 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 497 U 3-12  Study Abroad:
43864 LEC 111 - TBA Jarosz, M TOPIC: Hidden Order:Hstrc Presrvtn in a High-Tech Country
3 - 12 cr, 05/29/2012-06/30/2012 Japan trip dates:
43863 LEC 112 - TBA TOPIC: Directed Research: Historic Building Documentation 3
-  12 cr ,  05/29/2012-06/30/2012 
43846 LEC 122 - TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: Paris Directed Research Design Seminar 3 - 12 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 France & Italy: Paris, Basel, Venice
Program. France & Italy trip dates: June 6-July 25, 2012. Contact
CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
43845 LEC 124 - TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: Field Study: The City as Artifact 3 - 12 cr,
06/04/2012-07/28/2012 France & Italy: Paris, Basel, Venice
Program. France & Italy trip dates: June 6-July 25, 2012. Contact
CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
+ ARCH 561 U/G 3 Measured Drawing for Architects
43163 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS Keane, M 05/21/2012-06/09/2012 Special Course Fee: $190.00
Taliesin.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# ARCH 791 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Directed Research
43024 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43025 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43026 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43027 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43028 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43029 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43030 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43031 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43032 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43033 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43034 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43035 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43036 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43037 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43038 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43039 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43040 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43041 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43042 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43043 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43044 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43117 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43120 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43124 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43128 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43130 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 792 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Independent Studies and Research
43045 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43046 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43047 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43048 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43049 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43050 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43051 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43052 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43053 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43054 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43055 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43056 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43057 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43058 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43061 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43062 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43063 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43064 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43065 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43066 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43067 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43070 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43121 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43125 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43129 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43141 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 797 G 3-12  Study Abroad:
43847 LEC 121 - TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: The Paris Studio 3 -  12 cr ,  06/04/2012-07/28/2012
France & Italy: Paris, Basel, Venice Program. France & Italy trip
dates: June 6-July 25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
# ARCH 800 G 6 Graduate Introductory Studio
43160 LAB 871 TWR 9:00am-4:30pm TBA Sobti, M
Zell, M
07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
~ ARCH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
43164 IND 001 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 990 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
43095 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43096 IND 002 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43097 IND 003 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43098 IND 004 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43099 IND 005 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43100 IND 006 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
43101 IND 007 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43102 IND 008 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43103 IND 009 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43104 IND 010 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43105 IND 011 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43106 IND 012 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43107 IND 013 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43108 IND 014 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43109 IND 015 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43110 IND 016 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43111 IND 017 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43112 IND 018 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43113 IND 019 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43114 IND 020 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43115 IND 021 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43116 IND 022 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43131 IND 023 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ARCH 991 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Level Research
43165 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43166 IND 002 - TBA Forseth, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43167 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43168 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43169 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43170 IND 006 - TBA Hubka, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43171 IND 007 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43172 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43173 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43174 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43175 IND 011 - TBA Ollswang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43176 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43177 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43178 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43179 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43180 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43181 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43182 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43183 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43184 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43185 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43186 IND 022 - TBA Vanoudenallen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43187 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43188 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43189 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43190 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# ARCH 992 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Level Independent Work
43191 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43192 IND 002 - TBA Forseth, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43193 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43194 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43195 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43196 IND 006 - TBA Hubka, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43197 IND 007 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43198 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43199 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43200 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43201 IND 011 - TBA Ollswang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43202 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43203 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43204 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43205 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43206 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43207 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43208 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43209 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43210 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43211 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43212 IND 022 - TBA Vanoudenallen, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43213 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43214 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43215 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43216 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Urban Planning
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
# + URBPLAN 399 U 3 Independent Study
43133 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43134 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43147 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43217 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43221 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43531 IND 006 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43532 IND 007 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URBPLAN 491 U 3 Urban Planning Internship
43135 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43136 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43137 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43148 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43222 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43227 FLD 006 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43533 FLD 007 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + URBPLAN 497 U 3-12  Study Abroad:
43848 LEC 121 - TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: City as Artifact 3 -  12 cr ,  06/04/2012-07/28/2012
France & Italy: Paris, Basel, Venice Program. France & Italy trip
dates: June 6-July 25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
URBPLAN 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
43228 IND 001 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URBPLAN 990 G 3 - 6  Graduate Thesis
42999 IND 001 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43059 IND 002 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43060 IND 003 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43132 IND 004 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43223 IND 005 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URBPLAN 991 G 3 - 6  Legislative/Administrative Agency Internship
43000 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43068 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43069 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43149 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43224 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43257 FLD 006 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43534 FLD 008 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43260 FLD 107 - OFF CAMPUS Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URBPLAN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
43001 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43071 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43072 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43144 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43225 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43229 IND 006 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43535 IND 007 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43536 IND 008 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
School of Education
The School of Education charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections, these sections can be distinguished by a section number beginning with 2
(e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the online Schedule of Classes, please contact the department.
Administrative Leadership
Chair: Larry Martin END 621 229-4740
Dept. Program Spec.: Roger Kocher END 615 229-4740
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
 
   
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
   
       
       
AD LDSP 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38082 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
AD LDSP 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38081 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
AD LDSP 507 U/G 3 Introduction to Group Leadership
43507 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Mina, L 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43524 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Mina, L 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
+ AD LDSP 557 U/G 3 Foundations and Philosophy of WTCS in Wisconsin
43523 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43525 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
43706 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 607 U/G 3 Coordination of Staff Development and Training Program
38093 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Priority registration is given to
students in the Online M.S. in Human Resource Development or
Instructional Design and Educational Technology in Adult &
Continuing Education. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
43526 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Priority registration is given to
students in the Online M.S. in Human Resource Development or
Instructional Design and Educational Technology in Adult &
Continuing Education. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
AD LDSP 647 U/G 3 Evaluation of Adult and Continuing Education Programs
38038 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Martin, L 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Priority registration is given to
students in Online HRD M.S. in Adult & Continuing Education
Leadership. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a
permission number to register for this course.
Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
38180 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Martin, L 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Priority registration is given to
students in Online HRD M.S. in Adult & Continuing Education
Leadership. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a
permission number to register for this course.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# AD LDSP 687 U/G 3 Instructional Design and Teaching Strategies
38094 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
38181 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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43710 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
~ + AD LDSP 691 U/G 1 Leadership Ethics in Multicultural Organizations
43803 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 06/04/2012-06/30/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
~ + AD LDSP 692 U/G 1 Quality Management in Education
43806 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 06/04/2012-06/30/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
~ + AD LDSP 693 U/G 1 Decision Making in Multicultural Organizations
43800 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 06/04/2012-06/30/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# AD LDSP 702 G 3 Leadership in Educational Organizations
38039 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43604 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 710 G 3 Organizational Change and Team Leadership
38096 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43605 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 712 G 3 Instructional Leadership
43607 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Reed, L 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
38109 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Reed, L 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# AD LDSP 732 G 3 The Politics of Education
38153 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Irby, D 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43608 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Irby, D 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 750 G 1 - 6  Internship in Administrative Leadership
38123 FLD 051 - TBA Joynt, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# AD LDSP 757 G 3 Principles and Foundations of Adult Education
38095 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
38194 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 762 G 3 Management of Educational Resources
43609 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Barry, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43610 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Barry, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 777 G 3 Leadership in Multicultural Organizations
38027 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Priority registration is given to
students in the Online M.S. in Human Resource Development or
E  Evening Section
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students in the Online M.S. in Human Resource Development or
Instructional Design and Educational Technology in Adult &
Continuing Education. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
38193 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Priority registration is given to
students in the Online M.S. in Human Resource Development or
Instructional Design and Educational Technology in Adult &
Continuing Education. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# AD LDSP 778 G 3 Introduction to College Student Personnel Administration
38050 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mina, L 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
~ AD LDSP 790 G 3 Internship in Instructional Leadership
38040 FLD 301 - ONLINE WEB Harper, F 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Class meets face-to-face on5/30
from 5:00 - 8:00 pm. Contact Dr. Leigh Wallace at
lwallace@uwm.edu for a permission number to register for this
practicum.
AD LDSP 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
38064 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38065 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37430 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37431 IND 004 - TBA Martin, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37432 IND 005 - TBA Mina, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37433 IND 006 - TBA Reed, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37795 IND 007 - TBA Schneider, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37796 IND 008 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38019 IND 010 - TBA Wallace, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38066 IND 109 - TBA Joynt, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
AD LDSP 832 G 3 Educational Politics and Policymaking
38152 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Joynt, T 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43611 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Joynt, T 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 842 G 3 Program Planning and Evaluation in Education
38102 LEC 101 T 12:30pm-4:30pm OFF CAMPUS Reed, L 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM off campus tuition assessed.
UW-Green Bay Class meets face-to-face on 6/12, 6/19, 6/26,
7/3,  7 /10.
AD LDSP 882 G 1 - 3  Practicum in the School Superintendency
38041 FLD 131 - OFF CAMPUS Joynt, T 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
AD LDSP 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37434 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37435 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37436 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37437 IND 004 - TBA Martin, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37438 IND 005 - TBA Mina, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37439 IND 006 - TBA Reed, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38021 IND 007 - TBA Schneider, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38022 IND 008 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38023 IND 009 - TBA Wallace, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38213 IND 010 - TBA Joynt, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
AD LDSP 892 G 2 - 6  Specialist Applied Research Project
37799 IND 001 - TBA Reed, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37800 IND 002 - TBA Schneider, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37801 IND 103 - TBA Joynt, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# AD LDSP 893 G 3 Seminar in International Adult Education
43508 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Yelich Biniecki, S 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
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43581 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB Yelich Biniecki, S 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
37440 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37441 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37442 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37443 IND 004 - TBA Martin, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37444 IND 005 - TBA Mina, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37445 IND 006 - TBA Reed, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38024 IND 007 - TBA Schneider, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38025 IND 008 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
AD LDSP 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37446 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37447 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37448 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37449 IND 004 - TBA Martin, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37450 IND 005 - TBA Mina, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37451 IND 006 - TBA Reed, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37797 IND 007 - TBA Schneider, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37798 IND 008 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Counseling
General Information: 229-4767 EDPSYDept@uwm.edu
Chair: Nadya Fouad, END 773 229-6830 nadya@uwm.edu
   
         
 
   
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
   
     
 
   
      
 
   
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
     
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# COUNS 600 U/G 3 Introduction to Community Counseling
E 38051 LEC 051 TRF 4:30pm-6:40pm TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
# COUNS 704 G 3 Multicultural Mental Health Guidelines and Ethics Overview
38150 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Baskin, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
COUNS 710 G 3 Counseling: Theory and Issues
E 38120 LEC 311 MW 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Sapp, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
COUNS 711 G 3 Foundations in Career Development
38092 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Baskin, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
COUNS 714 G 3 Essentials of Counseling Practice
E 43770 LEC 011 TR 4:30pm-7:40pm TBA Wester, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# COUNS 740 G 3 Multicultural Mental Health Guidelines for Working with Latinos
43771 LEC 291 - TBA 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
# COUNS 764 G 3 Supervised Practicum 1 in School Counseling
38107 FLD 011 T 9:30am-12:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# COUNS 765 G 3 Supervised Practicum 1 in Community Counseling
38108 FLD 011 T 9:30am-12:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
COUNS 790 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
37922 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37923 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37924 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37925 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37926 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37927 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37928 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37929 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37930 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37931 IND 010 - TBA Korell, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37932 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37933 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37934 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37935 IND 014 - TBA -  
37936 IND 015 - TBA -  
37937 IND 016 - TBA -  
37938 IND 017 - TBA Sapp, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37939 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37940 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37941 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37942 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
37943 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
COUNS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37904 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37905 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37906 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37907 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37908 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37909 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37910 IND 008 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37911 IND 009 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37912 IND 010 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37913 IND 011 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37914 IND 014 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37915 IND 015 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37916 IND 016 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37917 IND 018 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37918 IND 019 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37919 IND 020 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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37920 IND 021 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37921 IND 022 - TBA -  
COUNS 812 G 3 Clinical Studies in Counseling
38098 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Hains, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
COUNS 816 G 3 Counseling Children and Adolescents
38052 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Hains, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43651 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Hains, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
COUNS 820 G 3 Counseling Appraisal and Clinical Decision-Making
E 38053 LEC 031 TR 4:30pm-7:40pm TBA Sapp, M 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
COUNS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37880 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37881 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37882 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37883 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37884 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37885 IND 006 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37886 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37887 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37888 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37889 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37890 IND 011 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37891 IND 012 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37892 IND 013 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37893 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37894 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37895 IND 016 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37896 IND 017 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37897 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37898 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37899 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37900 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37901 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COUNS 968 G 3 Supervised Practicum 2 in School Counseling
38056 FLD 011 T 9:30am-12:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# COUNS 970 G 3 Supervised Practicum 2 in Community Counseling
38057 FLD 011 T 9:30am-12:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# COUNS 975 G 3 Doctoral Practicum in Counseling 3
38058 FLD 011 W 12:30pm-3:55pm TBA Wester, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# COUNS 976 G 3 Doctoral Practicum in Counseling 4
38059 FLD 011 W 12:30pm-3:55pm TBA Wester, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# COUNS 977 G 3 Advanced Doctoral Practicum in Counseling-5
38060 FLD 011 W 9:30am-12:55pm TBA Wester, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
COUNS 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
37836 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37837 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37838 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37839 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37840 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37841 IND 006 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37842 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37843 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37844 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37845 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37846 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37847 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37848 IND 013 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37849 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37850 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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37851 IND 016 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37852 IND 017 - TBA Koscik, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37853 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37854 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37855 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37856 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37857 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38187 IND 123 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
COUNS 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37858 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37859 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37860 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37861 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37862 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37863 IND 006 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37864 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37865 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37866 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37867 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37868 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37869 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37870 IND 013 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37871 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37872 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37873 IND 016 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37874 IND 017 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37875 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37876 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37877 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37878 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37879 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Curriculum and Instruction
Department Chair: Dr. Hope Longwell-Grice, hope@uwm.edu, END 309, 229-4884/4814
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Some Curriculum and Instruction courses are not open to University Special Students (including Summer Guest Students) or students who want to audit a course (written consent
required to audit). Enrollment restrictions such as these can be viewed in the `Expand All' view of the Online Schedule of Classes, specifically in the `Notes' area following course
prerequisites (if any), and directly above course section schedule information. Post-baccalaureate undergraduate special students, and non-degree graduate special students, must
obtain department approval to enroll for these courses (END 310, 229-4814, cni@uwm.edu).
2. Students who do not meet course prerequisites may be administratively dropped. See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by
department.
3. Students who do not attend classes in which they are registered may be administratively dropped. Students who do not attend the first class meeting are subject to this policy. See
Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.
4. Students accepted into Curriculum and Instruction programs may be given priority registration for department courses for which Junior Standing is a prerequisite.
5. Requests for PAWS (enrollment) permission numbers should be submitted via email to the department email address: cni@uwm.edu. Permission number email requests should
include: 1.) your full legal name, 2.) your UWM campus ID number, 3.) a daytime phone number, and 4.) the course and section number as published in the Schedule of Classes.
6. Official e-mail communication between the Department of Curriculum and Instruction and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student UWM PantherLink e-mail
addresses (https://pantherlink.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherLink e-mail account regularly for important university and/or course related
information. If you do not check your PantherLink e-mail on a regular basis, then we suggest that you enter a PantherLink e-mail account forward mail command routing e-mail to your
preferred non-UWM e-mail address.
  
      
 
  
        
        
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
         
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
CURRINS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38083 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
CURRINS 300 U 3 Introduction to Teaching: Colloquium and Fieldwork
38070 SEM 091 TWR 1:00pm-4:10pm END 488 Hessel, A 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l special course fee $12.00. All
students must complete a criminal background check. The cost
for this service is $12.00. You will be billed for this fee with
your tuition.
Students are placed for their 50 hours of fieldwork in a
Milwaukee Public School Year-Round Calendar school. These
schools begin approximately the first week of August. Students
should plan August schedules to accommodate time for the 50
hours of fieldwork.
38137 SEM 092 MWR 1:00pm-4:10pm TBA Goree, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Add'l special course fee $12.00. All
students must complete a criminal background check. The cost
for this service is $12.00. You will be billed for this fee with
your tuition.
Students are placed for their 50 hours of fieldwork in a
Milwaukee Public School Year-Round Calendar school. These
schools begin approximately the first week of August. Students
should plan August schedules to accommodate time for the 50
hours of fieldwork.
# CURRINS 301 U 3 Infants and Toddlers: Curriculum and Teaching
38192 LEC 011 TWR 9:00am-12:10pm END 346 Herman, V 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
CURRINS 312 U 3 Developing Early Childhood Programs
38076 LEC 051 TWR 9:00am-12:25pm TBA Herman, V 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
# + CURRINS 327 U 1 - 4  Teaching of Science in the Elementary School
43385 LEC 051 MWR 12:30pm-3:55pm END 346 Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
CURRINS 332 U 2 - 3  Teaching of Mathematics: Middle School
W 38138 LEC 011 S 8:00am-4:00pm END 488 Hopfensperger, P 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 For MACSTEP students only.
# CURRINS 400 U 1 - 6  Field Work in Curriculum and Instruction:
37725 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37673 FLD 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37674 FLD 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37675 FLD 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37710 FLD 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37676 FLD 006 - TBA Garcia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37828 FLD 007 - TBA Goree, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37726 FLD 008 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37677 FLD 009 - TBA Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37678 FLD 010 - TBA Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37679 FLD 011 - TBA Himes, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37680 FLD 012 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37681 FLD 013 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37682 FLD 014 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37683 FLD 015 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37684 FLD 016 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37685 FLD 017 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37686 FLD 018 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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37711 FLD 019 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37687 FLD 020 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37688 FLD 021 - TBA Scolavino, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37689 FLD 022 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43340 FLD 023 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CURRINS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad
38084 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + CURRINS 499 U 1 - 4  Independent Reading:
37727 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37691 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37692 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37693 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37712 IND 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37694 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37833 IND 007 - TBA Goree, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37728 IND 008 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37695 IND 009 - TBA Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37696 IND 010 - TBA Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37697 IND 011 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37698 IND 012 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37699 IND 013 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37700 IND 014 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37701 IND 015 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37702 IND 016 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37703 IND 017 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37704 IND 018 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37713 IND 019 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37705 IND 020 - TBA Scolavino, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37706 IND 021 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37707 IND 022 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + CURRINS 502 U/G 3 Developing Early Reading and Writing
38077 LEC 011 TWR 12:30pm-3:40pm TBA Wisneski, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
+ CURRINS 503 U/G 3 Assessment Issues in Language Education
E 38117 LEC 011 MWF 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
CURRINS 510 U/G 1 - 3  Cooperative Strategies for Pre and Early Adolescents
E 38043 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:15pm END 488 Westrich, K 05/29/2012-06/30/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
For MACSTEP students only. Meets: Monday F2F on-campus,
Wednesday online.
E 38049 LEC 012 MW 5:30pm-9:15pm END 488 Westrich, K 05/29/2012-06/30/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
For MACSTEP students only. Meets: Monday online, Wednesday
F2F on-campus.
# + CURRINS 512 U 3 Reflective Practice in Early Childhood Teaching and Learning
E 43394 LEC 031 TR 4:30pm-7:40pm TBA Mueller, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
+ CURRINS 518 U/G 3 - 6  Science Methods I: Middle/Secondary Methods and Fieldwork
E 38044 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-9:15pm END 488 Scolavino, R 05/29/2012-06/30/2012 
# + CURRINS 542 U/G 3 History and Politics of Second Language Education
W 43331 LEC 011 S 9:00am-12:25pm END 346 Antrop-Gonzalez, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E TR 4:30pm-7:30pm END 346 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
# + CURRINS 545 U/G 2 - 3  Reading in the Content Areas: Middle, Junior, and Senior High School
E 38048 LEC 062 TR 5:30pm-9:15pm END 488 Habeck, T 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 For MACSTEP students only. Other
eligible students may enroll only with instructor consent and
only if seats are available after MACSTEP student enrollment
needs have been met.
E 38045 LEC 063 TR 5:30pm-9:15pm TBA Edyburn, D 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 For MACSTEP students only. Other
eligible students may enroll only with instructor consent and
only if seats are available after MACSTEP student enrollment
needs have been met.
38196 LEC 064 TR 11:30am-3:15pm TBA Short, R 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 Recommended for (but not restricted
to) Exceptional Education EA-A Program students. Other eligible
students may also enroll.
MACSTEP students DO NOT enroll for this section, instead enroll
for Sec 062 or Sec 063.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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+ CURRINS 546 U/G 3 Language, Content, and Comprehensible Input
38046 LEC 051 TWR 12:30pm-3:55pm TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
CURRINS 629 U/G 1 - 4  Change and Change Strategies in Education
E 38124 LEC 061 MW 5:30pm-9:45pm END 488 Hamlin, M 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 For MACSTEP students only.
E 38118 LEC 062 MW 5:30pm-9:45pm TBA Goree, R 07/02/2012-08/04/2012 For MACSTEP students only.
CURRINS 646 U/G 1 - 3  University of Wisconsin System Reading Research Symposium
38143 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Short, R 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
(1 credit option)
Must register for/and attend the 2012 University of Wisconsin
System Reading Research Symposium, hosted by the University
of Eau Claire. Symposium location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza
Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday 6/22 & 6/23 Saturday. Symposium
registration fee (TBA, approx. $200) paid separately from and in
addition to available for credit tuition options.
For additional information: contact Dr. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
43333 SEM 294 - ONLINE WEB Short, R 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
(2 credit option)
Must register for/and attend the 2012 University of Wisconsin
System Reading Research Symposium, hosted by the University
of Eau Claire. Symposium location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza
Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday 6/22 & Saturday 6/23. Symposium
registration fee (TBA, approx. $200) paid separately from and in
addition to available for credit tuition options.
For additional information: contact Dr. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
43336 SEM 297 - ONLINE WEB Short, R 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
(3 credit option)
Must register for/and attend the 2012 University of Wisconsin
System Reading Research Symposium, hosted by the University
of Eau Claire. Symposium location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza
Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday 6/22 & Saturday 6/23. Symposium
registration fee (TBA, approx. $200) paid separately from and in
addition to available for credit tuition options.
For additional information: contact Dr. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
38148 SEM 331 - TBA Short, R 06/11/2012-06/16/2012 (1 credit option)
Must register for/and attend the 2012 University of Wisconsin
System Reading Research Symposium, hosted by the University
of Eau Claire. Symposium location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza
Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday 6/22 & Saturday 6/23. Symposium
registration fee (TBA, approx. $200) paid separately from and in
addition to available for credit tuition options.
Must also attend a required Thursday, 6/14, 4:30pm-6:00pm
on-campus Symposium orientation class meeting in addition to
the Symposium dates (above).
Meets with CURRINS 846. For additional information: contact Dr.
Ru
38147 SEM 332 - TBA Short, R 06/11/2012-07/07/2012 (2 credit option)
Must register for/and attend the 2012 University of Wisconsin
System Reading Research Symposium, hosted by the University
of Eau Claire. Symposium location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza
Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday 6/22 & Saturday 6/23. Symposium
registration fee (TBA, approx. $200) paid separately from and in
addition to available for credit tuition options.
Must also attend 3 required on-campus UWM meetings in
addition to the Symposium dates (above): 4:30pm-6:00pm,
Thursday, 6/14, Symposium orientation; and 4:30pm-9:00pm
on Thursdays June 28 & July 5.
Meets with CURRINS 846. For additional information: contact Dr.
Ruth Short (rashort@uwm.edu).
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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38146 SEM 333 - TBA Short, R 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 (3 credit option)
Must register for/and attend the 2012 University of Wisconsin
System Reading Research Symposium, hosted by the University
of Eau Claire. Symposium location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza
Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday 6/22 & Saturday 6/23. Symposium
registration fee (TBA, approx. $200) paid separately from and in
addition to available for credit tuition options.
Must also attend 4 required on-campus UWM meetings in
addition to the Symposium dates (above): 4:30pm-6:00pm,
Thursday, 6/14, Symposium orientation; and 4:30pm-9:00pm
on Tuesday, 6/26, Thursday, 6/28, Thursday, 7/5, Tuesday 7/10.
Meets with CURRINS 846. For additional information: contact Dr.
Ruth Short (rashort@uwm.edu).
# CURRINS 651 U 3 Literature for the Young Child
E 38142 LEC 011 MWR 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Bender, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Meets: GML E281 (Golda Meir Library)
+ CURRINS 655 U/G 3 Applied Educational Linguistics
38090 LEC 091 TWR 12:30pm-3:40pm END 384 Oxford, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
# CURRINS 700 G 2 - 6  Field Work in Schools, Agencies and Institutions:
37729 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37583 FLD 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37584 FLD 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37585 FLD 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37714 FLD 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37824 FLD 006 - TBA Garcia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37586 FLD 007 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37730 FLD 008 - TBA Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37587 FLD 009 - TBA Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37588 FLD 010 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37589 FLD 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37590 FLD 012 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37591 FLD 013 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37592 FLD 014 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37593 FLD 015 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37665 FLD 016 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37594 FLD 017 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37595 FLD 018 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37715 FLD 019 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37596 FLD 020 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CURRINS 701 G 3 Curriculum Planning and Ideologies
43510 LEC 041 MT 8:00am-3:30pm END 488 Posnanski, T 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 Restricted Section - only open to
in-service teachers who are admitted to the Framework for
Elementary Science Teaching Project.
Meets: 8:00am-3:30pm on M 6/18, T 6/19, M 6/25, T 6/26; 
Meets: 12:00pm-3:30pm on R 6/21, R 6/28;
Meets: 12:00pm-3:30pm on F 6/29;
For additional information contact: Prof. Tracy Posnanski
(tjp@uwm.edu)
R 12:00pm-3:30pm END 488 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 
F 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 
43511 LEC 042 MT 8:00am-3:30pm END 488 Berg, C 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 Restricted Section - only open to
in-service teachers who are admitted to the Framework for
Elementary Science Teaching Project.
Meets: 8:00am-3:30pm on M 6/18, T 6/19, M 6/25, T 6/26; 
Meets: 12:00pm-3:30pm on R 6/21, R 6/28;
Meets: 12:00pm-3:30pm on F 6/29;
For additional information contact: Prof. Tracy Posnanski
(tjp@uwm.edu)
R 12:00pm-3:30pm END 488 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 
F 06/18/2012-06/30/2012 
38119 LEC 051 MR 1:00pm-4:10pm END 388 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
~ CURRINS 705 G 3 Research in Schools and Communities
E 38177 LEC 011 MR 5:00pm-9:00pm END 384 Chapman, T 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Course taught 25% online (9.4 hours) plus required posted F2F
(face to face) meeting times.
CURRINS 714 G 3 Analysis of Instruction to Improve Teaching and Learning
E 38100 LEC 011 TF 5:00pm-8:10pm END 384 Bales, B 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Course taught 50% online (18.75
hours).
Campus Meeting Dates: T 5/29, F 6/1, F 6/8, T 6/12, T 6/19, T
6/26, F 6/29.
Online Sessions: T 6/5, F 6/15, F 6/22, T 7/3, F 7/6.
For additional information, contact: Professor Barbara Bales,
bbales@uwm.edu.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM off campus tuition assessed.
E  Evening Section
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# CURRINS 716 G 1 - 4  Teaching in Urban & Diverse Communities
38136 LEC 051 TF 1:00pm-5:45pm END 388 Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
CURRINS 729 G 3 Qualitative Research and Field Studies in Educational Settings
E 38207 LEC 031 W 5:00pm-6:50pm END 388 Mueller, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Course taught 50% online (18.75 hours) plus required posted
F2F (face to face) meeting times.
~ CURRINS 740 G 3 UWM Writing Project: Teachers as Writers
43418 SEM 041 MTWR 9:00am-3:30pm END 384 Rigoni, K 06/18/2012-07/21/2012 For accepted UWM Writing Project
participants only. All other students will be dropped. Concurrent
enrollment in CURRINS 741 required. For additional information
contact: Prof. Karen Rigoni (kskelley@uwm.edu).
~ CURRINS 741 G 3 UWM Writing Project: Teacher Leadership in Writing
43419 SEM 341 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/18/2012-07/21/2012 For accepted UWM Writing Project
participants only. All other students will be dropped. Concurrent
enrollment in CURRINS 740 required. For additional information
contact: Prof. Karen Rigoni (kskelley@uwm.edu).
CURRINS 774 G 3 College Teaching
E 38075 LEC 011 W 5:00pm-8:45pm END 538 Habeck, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Course taught 50% online (18.75 hours) plus required posted
F2F (face to face) meeting times.
# CURRINS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading:
37731 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37597 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37598 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37599 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37716 IND 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37825 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37600 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37732 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37601 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37602 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37603 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37604 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37605 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37606 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37607 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37664 IND 016 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37608 IND 017 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37609 IND 018 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37733 IND 019 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37610 IND 020 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CURRINS 800 G 3 Master's Seminar in Curriculum and Instruction
38116 SEM 051 TF 9:00am-11:25am END 388 Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Enrollment in this course is
controlled. Students seeking to register must send an email
enrollment request (for a PAWS permission number) to the Dept.
of Curriculum and Instruction email address: cni@uwm.edu. The
email must include: (1.) Complete student full name as listed in
PAWS. (2.) UWM Campus ID Number. (3.) Student's Dept. of C&I
faculty advisor name (for enrollment need verification). (4.)
Daytime contact phone number.
# CURRINS 802 G 4 Recent Research in the Field of Early Childhood Education
E 43397 LEC 051 MWR 4:30pm-9:10pm END 384 File, N 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
CURRINS 839 G 3 Practicum in Writing from Qualitative Research for Educational Settings
E 43311 FLD 031 W 5:00pm-8:45pm END 346 Chapman, T 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Course taught 50% online (18.75 hours) plus required posted
F2F (face to face) meeting times.
CURRINS 846 G 3 Seminar in Developmental Reading:
E 43430 SEM 331 TR 4:30pm-9:00pm END 280 Short, R 06/11/2012-07/14/2012 Must register for/and attend the
2012 University of Wisconsin System Reading Research
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2012 University of Wisconsin System Reading Research
Symposium, hosted by the University of Eau Claire. Symposium
location: Madison, WI (Crown Plaza Hotel), 8am-5pm, Friday
6/22 & Saturday 6/23. Symposium registration fee (TBA, approx.
$200) paid separately from and in addition to available for credit
tuition options.
Must also attend 4 required on-campus UWM meetings in
addition to the Symposium dates (above): 4:30pm-6:00pm,
Thursday, 6/14, Symposium orientation; and 4:30pm-9:00pm
on Tuesday, 6/26, Thursday, 6/28, Thursday, 7/5, Tuesday 7/10.
Meets with CURRINS 646.
For additional information: contact Dr. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
# CURRINS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37734 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37735 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37611 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37612 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37717 IND 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37826 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37613 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37736 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37614 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37737 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37615 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37616 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37617 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37618 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37619 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37620 IND 016 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37738 IND 017 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37739 IND 018 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37718 IND 019 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43407 IND 020 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CURRINS 890 G 3 - 6  Master's Research or Thesis
37743 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37742 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37622 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37623 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37719 IND 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37827 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37624 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37756 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37625 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37757 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37626 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37627 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37628 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37629 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37630 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37631 IND 016 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37759 IND 017 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37758 IND 018 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37720 IND 019 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37632 IND 020 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CURRINS 990 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Research or Thesis
37760 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37761 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37633 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37634 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37721 IND 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37635 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37763 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37637 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37638 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37639 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37640 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37641 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37642 IND 016 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37764 IND 017 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37765 IND 018 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37722 IND 019 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43413 IND 020 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# CURRINS 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37767 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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37768 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37644 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37645 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37723 IND 005 - TBA File, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37646 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37769 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37648 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37649 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37650 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37651 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37652 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37653 IND 016 - TBA Post, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37770 IND 017 - TBA Rigoni, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37771 IND 018 - TBA Saffold, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37724 IND 019 - TBA Short, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37654 IND 020 - TBA Wisneski, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Educational Policy and Community Studies
Chair: Aaron Schutz END 553 229-4150, schutz@uwm.edu
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT MEET COURSE PREREQUISITES WILL BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED FROM THE COURSE. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees
for students dropped by department.)
2. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASSES IN WHICH THEY ARE REGISTERED MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND THE FIRST CLASS MEETING ARE
SUBJECT TO THIS POLICY. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.)
3. Students accepted into Educational Policy & Community Studies programs may be given priority registration for department courses for which Junior Standing is a prerequisite. 
4. All official email communication between the Department of Educational Policy & Community Studies and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student UWM PantherMail
(http://panthermail.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherMail email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to
input a PantherMail 'forward mail' command routing email to another preferred non-PantherMail email address).
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
ED POL 112 U 3 Introduction to Community Education
38132 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Bauder, C 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43690 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Bauder, C 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
ED POL 114 U 3 Community Problems
38127 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Sandy, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 202 U 1 - 6  Community Service Volunteer
37834 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Schutz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43696 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Schutz, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
ED POL 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38086 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ED POL 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37550 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37551 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37552 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37553 IND 004 - TBA Johnson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37554 IND 005 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37666 IND 006 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37570 IND 007 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37740 IND 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37786 IND 009 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37787 IND 010 - TBA Williams, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37807 IND 111 - TBA Folkman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37819 IND 112 - TBA Rai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED POL 375 U 3 Cultural Foundations of Education
38035 LEC 011 MW 9:00am-12:25pm TBA Tapia, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38135 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Fehrman, D 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38085 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ED POL 499 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37555 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37556 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37557 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37558 IND 004 - TBA Johnson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37559 IND 005 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37667 IND 006 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37571 IND 007 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37741 IND 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37788 IND 009 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37789 IND 010 - TBA Williams, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37820 IND 112 - TBA Rai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
 
  
         
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
         
    
 
   
         
    
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
ED POL 530 U/G 3 Urban Education: Foundations
E 38067 LEC 311 MW 4:45pm-10:10pm TBA Johnson, F 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Restricted to EAA and MCEA EX ED
students.
ED POL 534 U/G 3 The Student at Risk (Causes)
38028 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Swaminathan, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
38061 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Farmer-Hinton, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 535 U/G 3 Educating At-Risk Students
38062 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
38063 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 584 U/G 3 Early Childhood Programs and the External Environment
38173 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Montgomery, W 06/18/2012-08/18/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 585 U/G 2 - 4  Supervised Practicum in Child and Youth Care
38222 FLD 101 - TBA Krueger, M 06/18/2012-08/18/2012 Field placement mtg location TBD
class begins 6-21-11
ED POL 610 U/G 3 Reproduction of Minority Communities
38128 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Epps, E 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 625
(&)
U/G 3 Race Relations in Education
W 38079 LEC 311 S 9:00am-5:30pm TBA Kailin, J 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Meets: 6/1 & 2; 6/8 & 9; 6/15 & 16
in END 516.
E F 5:00pm-9:15pm TBA 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 
# + ED POL 626 U/G 3 Antiracist Education
W 38080 SEM 041 S 9:00am-5:30pm TBA Kailin, J 06/18/2012-07/07/2012 Meets: 6/22 & 23; 6/29 & 30; 7/6 & 7
in END 516.
E F 5:00pm-9:15pm TBA 06/18/2012-07/07/2012 
ED POL 688 U/G 1 - 6  Fieldwork in Multicultural Education
37658 FLD 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37659 FLD 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37660 FLD 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37661 FLD 004 - TBA Johnson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37662 FLD 005 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37668 FLD 006 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37663 FLD 007 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37709 FLD 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37744 FLD 009 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37785 FLD 010 - TBA Williams, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37821 FLD 112 - TBA Rai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED POL 698 U/G 1 - 6  Fieldwork in International Education
37560 FLD 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37655 FLD 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37561 FLD 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37562 FLD 004 - TBA Johnson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37563 FLD 005 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37564 FLD 006 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37669 FLD 007 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37572 FLD 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37745 FLD 009 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37790 FLD 010 - TBA Williams, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37822 FLD 112 - TBA Rai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED POL 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37565 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37566 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37567 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37568 IND 004 - TBA Johnson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37569 IND 005 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37670 IND 006 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37746 IND 007 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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37772 IND 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37792 IND 009 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37793 IND 010 - TBA Williams, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37823 IND 112 - TBA Rai, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED POL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37749 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37750 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37751 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37752 IND 004 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37753 IND 005 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37754 IND 006 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37755 IND 007 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37811 IND 008 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED POL 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
37573 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37656 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37574 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37575 IND 004 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37576 IND 005 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37577 IND 006 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37671 IND 007 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37747 IND 008 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED POL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37578 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37657 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37579 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37580 IND 004 - TBA Kailin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37581 IND 005 - TBA Sandy, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37582 IND 006 - TBA Schutz, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37672 IND 007 - TBA Swaminathan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37748 IND 008 - TBA Tapia, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Educational Psychology
Genral Information: 
EDPSYDept@uwm.edu or website: http://www4.uwm.edu/soe/ed_psychology/
Chair: Dr. Nadya Fouad, Enderis 773 nadya@uwm.edu or (414)-229-6830
For additional information regarding the Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (Collaborative Teacher Education Program) cohort/block courses, contact: Linda Post, Coordinator,
MCEA Teacher Eduction Program, (414) 229-2659, lpost@uwm.edu.
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
ED PSY 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37487 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37488 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37489 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37490 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37491 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37781 IND 006 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37492 IND 007 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37493 IND 008 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37494 IND 009 - TBA Koscik, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37495 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37944 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37945 IND 012 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37946 IND 013 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37947 IND 014 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37948 IND 015 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37949 IND 016 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37950 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37951 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37952 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 330 U 3 Introduction to Learning and Development
38110 LEC 011 MWR 10:00am-12:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
38204 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38087 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ED PSY 624 U/G 3 Educational Statistical Methods I
E 38068 LEC 371 MW 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Zhang, B 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 640 U/G 3 Human Development: Theory and Research
38111 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Lamborn, S 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 720 G 3 Techniques of Educational and Psychological Measurement
E 38114 LEC 071 TR 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Zhang, B 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 779 G 1 - 3  Current Topics in Educational Psychology:
E 38115 LEC 011 MW 4:30pm-8:15pm TBA Cleary, T TOPIC: Self-Regltn/Schls:Assessment/Evidence-based Intrvt
1 -  3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
ED PSY 790 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
37902 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37903 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37953 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37954 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37955 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37956 IND 006 - TBA Kwon, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37957 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37958 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38005 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38006 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38007 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38008 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38009 IND 013 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38010 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38011 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38012 IND 016 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38013 IND 017 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38014 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38015 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38016 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
      
38017 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38018 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37961 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37962 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37963 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37964 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37965 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37966 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37967 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37968 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37969 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37970 IND 010 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37971 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37972 IND 012 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37973 IND 013 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37974 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37975 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37976 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37977 IND 017 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37978 IND 018 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37979 IND 019 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37980 IND 020 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 852 G 3 Social, Psychological, and Biological Basis of Learning Disorders
E 38112 LEC 011 MW 5:00pm-8:25pm TBA Sanders, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
ED PSY 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37981 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37982 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37983 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37984 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37985 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37986 IND 006 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37987 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37988 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37989 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37990 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37991 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37992 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37993 IND 013 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37994 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37995 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37996 IND 016 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37997 IND 017 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37998 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37999 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38000 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38001 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38002 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 952 G 3 Pediatric Psychology in Urban Settings
E 38054 LEC 011 TR 4:30pm-7:40pm TBA Newell, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
ED PSY 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
37452 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37453 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37454 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37455 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37456 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37457 IND 006 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37458 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37459 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37460 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37461 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37462 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37463 IND 012 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37464 IND 013 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37465 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37466 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37467 IND 016 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37468 IND 017 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37469 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37782 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37812 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37959 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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37960 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ED PSY 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37470 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37471 IND 002 - TBA Azen, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37472 IND 003 - TBA Baskin, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37473 IND 004 - TBA Cleary, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37474 IND 005 - TBA Corrigan, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37475 IND 006 - TBA Arredondo, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37476 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37477 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37478 IND 009 - TBA Jang, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37479 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37480 IND 011 - TBA Martell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37481 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37482 IND 013 - TBA Korell, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37483 IND 014 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37484 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37485 IND 016 - TBA Newell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37486 IND 017 - TBA Reeve, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37783 IND 018 - TBA Stoiber, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37813 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37814 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38003 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38004 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Exceptional Education
Chair: Elise Frattura, END 695 229-3864.
For additional information regarding Exceptional Education enrollment contact Cindy Pharm, (414) 229-6597, cpharm@uwm.edu.
For additional information regarding the Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (Collaborative Teacher Education Program) cohort/block courses, contact: M. Agnew, Mgr, MCEA
Teacher Eduction Program, (414) 229-3679, jagnew@uwm.edu.
  
       
       
       
       
      
 
   
        
       
 
   
       
        
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
      
 
  
      
 
   
        
 
   
         
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
EXCEDUC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
43844 LEC 124 - TBA Ford, H TOPIC: Introduction to French Sign Language and Culture 1  -
12 cr, 06/04/2012-06/30/2012 France ASL: Sign Language &
Deaf Culture Immersion Experience. Italy trip dates: June 3-24,
2012. Add'l prereq: 4 semesters of ASL or equivalent. Contact
CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
38184 LEC 151 - TBA Ford, H TOPIC: Italian Sign Language 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-07/28/2012 Italy: Sign Language and Deaf
Cultural Immersion. Italy trip dates: June 30-July 27, 2012. Add'l
prereq: 4 semesters of ASL or equivalent. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 299-5182.
38185 LEC 152 - TBA Ford, H TOPIC: History & Culture of the Italian Deaf Community 1  -
12 cr, 06/25/2012-07/28/2012 Italy: Sign Language and Deaf
Cultural Immersion. Italy trip dates: June 30-July 27, 2012. Add'l
prereq: 4 semesters of ASL or equivalent. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 299-5182.
38186 LEC 153 - TBA Ford, H TOPIC: Beginners Spoken Italian 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-07/28/2012 Italy: Sign Language and Deaf
Cultural Immersion. Italy trip dates: June 30-July 27, 2012. Add'l
prereq: 4 semesters of ASL or equivalent. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 299-5182.
38088 LEC 154 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
+ EXCEDUC 301 U 3 American Sign Language I
E 37773 LEC 011 TR 5:00pm-8:10pm TBA Patterson, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38121 LEC 032 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Waala, S 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
+ EXCEDUC 302 U 3 American Sign Language II
38042 LEC 041 TWR 9:00am-12:30pm END 680 Kovacs-houlihan, M 06/18/2012-07/14/2012 
E 37774 LEC 072 MW 4:00pm-7:15pm TBA Mankowski, J 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# EXCEDUC 303 U 3 American Sign Language III
38091 LEC 031 MW 12:00pm-3:25pm END 674 Hartmann, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
# EXCEDUC 304 U 3 American Sign Language IV
37816 LEC 011 TR 12:00pm-3:10pm END 674 Hartmann, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# EXCEDUC 306 U 3 American Sign Language VI
E 43425 LEC 031 TR 4:00pm-7:10pm TBA Mankowski, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
# + EXCEDUC 481 U 1-12  Student Teaching with Students Having Early Childhood Exceptional Ed Needs
37428 FLD 051 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
EXCEDUC 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
38089 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + EXCEDUC 531 U/G 3 Inclusion for Secondary Educators: Humanities, the Arts, Foreign Language
37794 LEC 071 MWF 1:00pm-4:30pm TBA Owens, L 07/09/2012-07/28/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Course starts Wednesday, July 11, 2012.
# EXCEDUC 560 U/G 3 Foundations of Autism Spectrum Disorders
E 38113 LEC 361 MW 5:00pm-7:40pm END 680 Drame, E 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 564 U/G 3 Communication Methods Practicum
43410 FLD 251 - ONLINE WEB Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 565 U/G 3 Techniques of Teaching School Subjects to Individuals w/Hearing Impairments II
43414 LEC 061 TR 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 
# EXCEDUC 568 U/G 3 Curriculum and Methods for Special Education: Birth to Three
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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E 38105 LEC 341 T 4:00pm-7:25pm TBA Harmon, M
Kraniak, E
06/18/2012-07/28/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on Tuesdays in END 674.
# EXCEDUC 570 U/G 3 Curriculum and Methods for Special Education: Primary
E 38029 LEC 351 M 5:00pm-8:10pm TBA Kilp, F 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 585 U/G 2 - 4  Supervised Practicum in Child and Youth Care
38208 FLD 101 - TBA Krueger, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Class meets at School of Continuing
Education 161 W Wisconsin Ave.
EXCEDUC 586 U 3-12  Teaching Experience I
37775 FLD 051 MTWR 8:00am-12:30pm TBA Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 MCEA Cohort. placement in area
schools. Conferences will be held until 1pm as needed.
Credit/no credit grading.
37776 FLD 052 MTWR 8:00am-12:30pm TBA Rice, N 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 EAA Cohort placement in area
schools. Credit/no credit grading.
EXCEDUC 587 U 3-12  Teaching Experience II
38036 FLD 351 8:00am-12:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# EXCEDUC 588 U 3-12  Teaching Experience III
37835 FLD 051 MTWRF 8:00am-12:30pm TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 MCEA and EAA Cohorts. Credit/no
credit grading.
EXCEDUC 605 U/G 3 Child, Learner, Disabilities
E 38106 LEC 351 TR 5:00pm-8:10pm END 680 Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# + EXCEDUC 630 U/G 3 Survey Early Childhood Intervention: Young Chldren with Special Needs, Families
37815 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Bartlett, M 06/18/2012-07/28/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43356 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Bartlett, M 06/18/2012-07/28/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
+ EXCEDUC 647 U/G 3 Early Childhood Special Education Field Experience: 0 to 3 Yrs
37429 FLD 051 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# EXCEDUC 648 U/G 3 Early Childhood Special Education Field Experience: Preschool
37818 FLD 051 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# EXCEDUC 649 U/G 3 Early Childhood Special Education Field Experience: Primary
37817 FLD 051 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# EXCEDUC 655 U/G 1 Introduction to Education of Individuals Who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing
37784 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# + EXCEDUC 662 U/G 3 Collaborative Strategies
38188 LEC 061 MW 2:00pm-4:10pm END 680 Drame, E 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 679 U/G 3 Critical Issues in Transition Planning for Students with Disabilities
38154 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# + EXCEDUC 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37496 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37505 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37497 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37498 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37506 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37499 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37500 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37501 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37502 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37503 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37504 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
EXCEDUC 715 G 3 Issues and Trends in Exceptional Education
E 38122 LEC 011 MW 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Rice, N 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# EXCEDUC 771 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Exceptional Education Needs
37777 FLD 151 - TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 MCEA Program. Enroll in this
course/section.
37778 FLD 152 - TBA Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 EAA Program. Enroll in this
course/section.
# EXCEDUC 772 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Hearing Impairments
37779 FLD 151 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Meets: 8:00am-12:30pm MTWR.
Location TBA.
# EXCEDUC 776 G 1 - 3  Fieldwork with Students Having Early Childhood-Exceptional Education Needs
37780 FLD 151 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-07/28/2012 Select the number of credits at the
time you register. If you fail to select a number of credits you
will automatically be registered for 1 cr.
# EXCEDUC 780 G 3 Internship in Special Education Administration
38026 FLD 051 - TBA Frattura, E 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# EXCEDUC 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
38034 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37507 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37508 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37509 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37516 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37510 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37511 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37512 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37513 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37514 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37515 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
EXCEDUC 815 G 3 Capstone Course In Special Education
E 38103 LEC 041 MW 4:30pm-7:50pm END 674 Ford, A 06/18/2012-08/04/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Last class is July 30; Three online sessions: 7/2; 7/11; and 7/18.
EXCEDUC 861 G 3 Foundations in Student Services and Special Education Administration
38099 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Frattura, E 07/02/2012-07/28/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# EXCEDUC 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
37526 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37517 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
37518 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37519 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37520 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37527 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37521 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37522 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37523 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37524 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37525 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# EXCEDUC 970 G 3 Seminar: Research on Individuals With Handicapping Conditions
E 43318 SEM 011 TR 4:30pm-7:40pm END 674 Edyburn, D 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# EXCEDUC 990 G 1 - 6  Research or Thesis
37537 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37528 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37529 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37530 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37531 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37538 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37532 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37533 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37534 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37535 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37536 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# EXCEDUC 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
37548 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37539 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37540 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37541 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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37542 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37549 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37543 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37544 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37545 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37546 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
37547 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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School of Freshwater Sciences
Academic Program Manager: Margret Petrie, petriem@uwm.edu, GLRF 108
Freshwater Sciences
   
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
# + FRSHWTR 512 U/G 2 - 4  Freshwater Sciences Practicum:
43263 FLD 011 T 9:00am-9:50am TBA Janssen, J TOPIC: Scientific Seamanship 2 cr ,  05/21/2012-08/11/2012
Class meets face-to-face 5/22, 5/29, 6/5; Independent study
time required; Ship cruise to be arranged; Meets at GLRF, room
365.
~ FRSHWTR 985 G 1 - 6  Master's Research and Thesis
43781 IND 001 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43780 IND 002 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43779 IND 003 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43778 IND 004 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43789 IND 005 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# FRSHWTR 990 G 1 - 9  Doctoral Research and Dissertation
43264 IND 001 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43777 IND 002 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43776 IND 003 - TBA Smith, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43775 IND 004 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43774 IND 005 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43773 IND 006 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43772 IND 007 - TBA Consi, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43793 IND 008 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# FRSHWTR 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
43265 IND 001 - TBA Klaper, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43782 IND 002 - TBA Mclellan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43783 IND 003 - TBA Klump, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43784 IND 004 - TBA Janssen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43785 IND 005 - TBA Bootsma, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43786 IND 006 - TBA Smith, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43787 IND 007 - TBA Carvan, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43788 IND 008 - TBA Consi, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43791 IND 009 - TBA Roebber, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43792 IND 010 - TBA Xu, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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School of Information Studies
The School of Information Studies charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These online sections can be distinguished by a section number
beginning with 2 (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the printed or online Schedule of Classes, please contact (414) 229-4707.
Information Studies
Dean: Johannes Britz BOL 510 414-229-4707 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
   
L&I SCI 110 U 3 Introduction to Information Science
42726 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lin, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College




U 3 Information Technology Ethics
42817 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hoffmann, A 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
+ L&I SCI 210
(HU)
U 3 Information Resources for Research
42725 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 230 U 3 Organization of Knowledge
42727 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Schoeller, B 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 240 U 3 Information Architecture I
42812 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42741 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
L&I SCI 310 U 3 Human Factors in Information Seeking and Use
42728 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Newell, T 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 340 U 3 Information Architecture II
42723 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 375 U 3 Interactive Web Development
43401 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 399 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
42670 IND 051 - TBA Ponelis, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42745 IND 052 - TBA Hudson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42735 IND 053 - TBA Jeong, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42789 IND 054 - TBA Zimmer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42794 IND 055 - TBA Haigh, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42795 IND 056 - TBA Haigh, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42806 IND 057 - TBA Newell, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42746 IND 251 - TBA Haigh, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $384.00 per
credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSISTstudents
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
42747 IND 252 - TBA Haigh, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $384.00 per
credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSISTstudents
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
42790 IND 253 - TBA Jeong, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $384.00 per
credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSISTstudents
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
42791 IND 254 - TBA Zimmer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $384.00 per
credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSISTstudents
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
42792 IND 255 - TBA Ponelis, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $384.00 per
credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSISTstudents
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
42793 IND 256 - TBA Hudson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $384.00 per
credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSISTstudents
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 410 U 3 Database Information Retrieval Systems
42732 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 495 U 3 Information Internship
E  Evening Section
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42668 FLD 151 - TBA Du Plessis, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42669 FLD 152 - TBA Newell, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42819 FLD 153 - TBA Zimmer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42823 FLD 154 - TBA Hudson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# L&I SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
42740 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# + L&I SCI 501 U/G 3 Foundations of Library and Information Science
E 42710 LEC 051 MW 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Walker, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Class will meet as scheduled. Portion
of the course will be conducted online. Students are required to
have access to internet/computer. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
42799 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kawooya, D 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 511 U/G 3 Organization of Information
42694 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Smiraglia, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 520 U/G 3 Managing Library Collections
42798 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Sweetland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 521 U/G 3 Introduction to Reference Services and Resources
42686 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
L&I SCI 524 U/G 3 Management of Libraries and Information Services
42801 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 571 U/G 3 Information Access and Retrieval
42707 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Xie, I 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 591 U/G 3 Introduction to Research Methods in Library and Information Science
42811 LEC 271 - ONLINE WEB Newell, T 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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# + L&I SCI 622 U/G 3 Information Marketing
42717 LEC 271 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42718 LEC 272 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 644 U/G 1 - 3  School Library Practicum
42699 FLD 251 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42664 FLD 252 - OFF CAMPUS Wepking, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 645 U/G 3 Library Materials for Children
42708 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42709 LEC 212 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 646 U/G 3 Library Materials for Young Adults
42802 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42803 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 691 U/G 1 - 3  Special Topics in Information Science:
42719 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L TOPIC: Multicultural Literature for Children 3 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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42797 LEC 221 - ONLINE WEB Bloom, R TOPIC: Information Literacy Instruction 3 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42809 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Zimmer, M TOPIC: Search Engine Society 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-08/04/2012
This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2235.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
42810 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Zimmer, M TOPIC: Search Engine Society 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-08/04/2012
This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1152.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSISTstudents including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 739 G 3 Digital Information Services
42813 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 745 G 3 Library Services for Children and Young Adults
43396 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 753 G 3 Preserving Information Media
43402 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 759 G 1 - 3  Fieldwork in Archives and Manuscripts
42680 FLD 111 - TBA Cary, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42692 FLD 112 - TBA Anderson, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
42690 FLD 211 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42796 FLD 212 - ONLINE WEB Anderson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 780 G 3 XML for Libraries
42722 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jeong, W 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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# L&I SCI 786 G 3 Multimedia
42788 LEC 210 - ONLINE WEB Du Plessis, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
L&I SCI 791 G 1 - 3  Topics in Information Organization:
42786 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Smiraglia, R TOPIC: Music Cataloging 3 cr,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This
section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee of
$2235.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to MLIS students
residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students
must have consent of instructor to enroll.
42721 LEC 212 - ONLINE WEB Schoeller, B TOPIC: Back of Book Indexing 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012
This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2235.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
43586 LEC 213 - ONLINE WEB Miller, S TOPIC: RDF, Ontologies and the Semantic Web 3 cr,
05/29/2012-08/04/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 823 G 3 Seminar in International and Multicultural Information Services
43398 SEM 251 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 862 G 3 Legal Issues for Library and Information Managers
42787 LEC 221 - ONLINE WEB Lipinski, T 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree:
42673 IND 051 - TBA Lie, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42674 IND 251 - TBA Lie, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee
area. All other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 891 G 1 - 3  Advanced Topics in Library and Information Science:
43405 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Latham, J TOPIC: Feminism, Librarianship and Information 3 cr,
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 898 G 1 - 3  Master's Thesis
42676 IND 051 - TBA Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42677 IND 052 - TBA Mu, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42678 IND 053 - TBA Walker, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42739 IND 054 - TBA Xie, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
42805 IND 055 - TBA Latham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
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42714 IND 251 - TBA Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42715 IND 252 - TBA Mu, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42818 IND 254 - TBA Xie, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
~ L&I SCI 990 G 1 - 3  Fieldwork in Library and Information Science Services
42704 FLD 101 - TBA Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43373 FLD 103 - TBA Anderson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43374 FLD 105 - TBA Babu, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42748 FLD 107 - TBA Britz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42681 FLD 113 - TBA Cary, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42749 FLD 116 - TBA Davies, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42750 FLD 119 - TBA Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42706 FLD 122 - TBA Du Plessis, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42751 FLD 125 - TBA Haigh, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42752 FLD 128 - TBA Haigh, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42698 FLD 131 - TBA Hansen, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42684 FLD 134 - TBA Henderson, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42753 FLD 137 - TBA Hudson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42754 FLD 140 - TBA Jeong, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42755 FLD 143 - TBA Kawooya, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42756 FLD 146 - TBA Kipp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42757 FLD 149 - TBA Latham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42665 FLD 152 - TBA Lee, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42758 FLD 158 - TBA Lor, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42759 FLD 161 - TBA Miller, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43375 FLD 163 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42712 FLD 164 - TBA Mu, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42760 FLD 167 - TBA Newell, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42682 FLD 170 - TBA Olson, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43376 FLD 172 - TBA Peekhaus, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42761 FLD 173 - TBA Ponelis, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42762 FLD 176 - TBA Schoeller, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42763 FLD 179 - TBA Smiraglia, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42764 FLD 182 - TBA Smiraglia, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42702 FLD 185 - TBA Wepking, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42679 FLD 188 - TBA Withers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42765 FLD 191 - TBA Wolfram, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42729 FLD 194 - TBA Xie, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
42700 FLD 196 - TBA Zahrt, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42685 FLD 198 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42766 FLD 199 - TBA Zimmer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42705 FLD 201 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
43377 FLD 203 - TBA Anderson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
43378 FLD 205 - TBA Babu, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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42767 FLD 207 - ONLINE WEB Britz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42689 FLD 213 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42768 FLD 216 - ONLINE WEB Davies, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42672 FLD 219 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42731 FLD 222 - ONLINE WEB Du Plessis, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42769 FLD 225 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42770 FLD 228 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42671 FLD 231 - ONLINE WEB Hansen, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42771 FLD 234 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42772 FLD 237 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42773 FLD 240 - ONLINE WEB Jeong, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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42774 FLD 243 - ONLINE WEB Kawooya, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42775 FLD 246 - ONLINE WEB Kipp, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42776 FLD 249 - ONLINE WEB Latham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42777 FLD 252 - TBA - This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $745.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
42701 FLD 258 - ONLINE WEB Lor, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42711 FLD 261 - ONLINE WEB Miller, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
43379 FLD 263 - TBA Moyer, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42713 FLD 264 - ONLINE WEB Mu, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $760.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42691 FLD 270 - ONLINE WEB Olson, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
43381 FLD 272 - OFF CAMPUS Peekhaus, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42784 FLD 273 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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42785 FLD 276 - ONLINE WEB Schoeller, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42783 FLD 279 - ONLINE WEB Smiraglia, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42782 FLD 282 - ONLINE WEB Walker, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42781 FLD 285 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42780 FLD 288 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42737 FLD 291 - ONLINE WEB Wolfram, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42779 FLD 294 - ONLINE WEB Xie, I 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42736 FLD 296 - ONLINE WEB Zahrt, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42687 FLD 298 - ONLINE WEB Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42778 FLD 299 - ONLINE WEB Zimmer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 998 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Dissertation
42666 IND 019 - TBA Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42675 IND 091 - TBA Wolfram, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ L&I SCI 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Research
43383 IND 050 - TBA Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42667 IND 052 - TBA Babu, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42683 IND 057 - TBA Britz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42688 IND 058 - TBA Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
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42703 IND 059 - TBA Hall, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42820 IND 061 - TBA Hansen, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42697 IND 160 - TBA Henderson, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42800 IND 163 - TBA Olson, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42733 IND 165 - TBA Schoeller, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42734 IND 170 - TBA Wepking, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42804 IND 175 - TBA Xie, I 06 /25/2012-08/18/2012 
43384 IND 195 - TBA Zhang, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42807 IND 199 - TBA Zimmer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42695 IND 250 - TBA Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42816 IND 252 - TBA Babu, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42738 IND 256 - TBA Mu, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42716 IND 257 - TBA Britz, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42696 IND 258 - TBA Dimitroff, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42821 IND 261 - TBA Hansen, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $745.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
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School of Nursing
All undergraduate students enrolled in Junior level classes (NURS 205, 211, 315, 320, 321, 326, 327, 328, 331 & 334) and Senior level classes (NURS 403, 404, 415, 440, 442, 443) in
the clinical major will be assessed a Differential Tuition of $30.60 per credit, regardless of the credit plateau. This additional tuition enhances the quality of education in the College of
Nursing.
Nursing
Student Advising: 229-5482 CUN 129
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
NURS 102 U 2 Perspectives on Health Care Systems
42205 LEC 031 MTWRF 12:00pm-3:00pm CUN 107 Buseh, A 06/11/2012-06/23/2012 
# + NURS 190 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
42027 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41805 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41806 IND 004 - TBA Bitzan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41807 IND 006 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41808 IND 007 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41809 IND 008 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41810 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41811 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41812 IND 011 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41813 IND 012 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41814 IND 013 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42028 IND 014 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41815 IND 015 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41816 IND 016 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41817 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41818 IND 018 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41819 IND 019 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41820 IND 020 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41821 IND 021 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41822 IND 022 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41823 IND 023 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41824 IND 024 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41825 IND 025 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41826 IND 026 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41827 IND 028 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42042 IND 029 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42072 IND 030 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42073 IND 031 - TBA Morin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42074 IND 032 - TBA Poedel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42099 IND 034 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42100 IND 035 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42101 IND 036 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42102 IND 037 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42103 IND 038 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42104 IND 039 - TBA Seal, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42173 IND 040 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42174 IND 041 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42175 IND 042 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42185 IND 043 - TBA Tao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43472 IND 044 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43473 IND 045 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + NURS 290 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
42029 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41828 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41829 IND 004 - TBA Bitzan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41830 IND 005 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41831 IND 006 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41832 IND 007 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41833 IND 008 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41834 IND 009 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41835 IND 010 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41836 IND 011 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41837 IND 012 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41838 IND 013 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42030 IND 014 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41839 IND 015 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41840 IND 016 - TBA Jansen, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41841 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41842 IND 018 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41843 IND 019 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41844 IND 020 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41845 IND 021 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41846 IND 022 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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41847 IND 023 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41848 IND 024 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41849 IND 025 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41850 IND 026 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41851 IND 028 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42043 IND 029 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42075 IND 030 - TBA Morin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42076 IND 031 - TBA Poedel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42077 IND 032 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42105 IND 034 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42106 IND 035 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42107 IND 036 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42108 IND 037 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42109 IND 038 - TBA Seal, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42110 IND 039 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42176 IND 040 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42177 IND 041 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42178 IND 042 - TBA Tao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42186 IND 043 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43474 IND 044 - TBA Whitcroft, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43475 IND 045 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + NURS 300 U 2 Introduction to Nursing Research
42055 LEC 012 MTWRF 12:00pm-3:00pm CUN 107 Gehring, M 05/29/2012-06/09/2012 
# + NURS 327 U 4 Nursing Science III: Health Concepts-Women & Children
42057 LEC 012 MR 9:00am-3:30pm CUN 151 Mihlbauer, L
Snethen, J
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $122.40.
# + NURS 390 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
42031 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41852 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41853 IND 004 - TBA Bitzan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41854 IND 006 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41855 IND 007 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41856 IND 008 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41857 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41858 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41859 IND 011 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41860 IND 012 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41861 IND 013 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42032 IND 014 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41862 IND 015 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41863 IND 016 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41864 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41865 IND 018 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41866 IND 019 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41867 IND 020 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41868 IND 021 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41869 IND 022 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41870 IND 023 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41871 IND 024 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41872 IND 025 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41873 IND 026 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41874 IND 028 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42044 IND 029 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42078 IND 030 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42079 IND 031 - TBA Poedel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42080 IND 032 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42111 IND 034 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42112 IND 035 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42113 IND 036 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42114 IND 037 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42115 IND 038 - TBA Seal, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42116 IND 039 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42179 IND 040 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42180 IND 041 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42181 IND 042 - TBA Tao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42187 IND 043 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43476 IND 044 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + NURS 490 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
42033 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41875 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41876 IND 004 - TBA Bitzan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43477 IND 005 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41877 IND 007 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
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41878 IND 008 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41879 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41880 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41881 IND 011 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41882 IND 012 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41883 IND 013 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42034 IND 014 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41884 IND 015 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41885 IND 016 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41887 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41886 IND 018 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41888 IND 019 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41890 IND 020 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41889 IND 021 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41891 IND 022 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41892 IND 023 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41893 IND 024 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41894 IND 025 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41895 IND 026 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41896 IND 028 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42045 IND 029 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42058 IND 030 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42061 IND 031 - TBA Morin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42081 IND 032 - TBA Poedel, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42082 IND 033 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42083 IND 035 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42117 IND 036 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42118 IND 037 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42119 IND 038 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42120 IND 039 - TBA Seal, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42121 IND 041 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42182 IND 042 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42183 IND 043 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42184 IND 044 - TBA Tao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42188 IND 045 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43478 IND 046 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# NURS 671 G 3 Nursing Care of Adults and Older Adults II
42196 LEC 011 T 1:00pm-4:45pm CUN G40 Scalzo, L 05/29/2012-08/11/2012 Open to Master's of Nursing students
only. Meets 11 weeks.
# NURS 686 G 3 Professional Nursing Practicum I
42192 FLD 415 WR 7:00am-3:30pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets first 6 weeks:
5/29/12-7/7/12. Open to Master's of Nursing students only.
Site: tba.
42193 FLD 416 WR 7:00am-3:30pm TBA 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets first 6 weeks:
5/29/12-7/7/12. Open to Master's of Nursing students only.
Site: tba.
42194 LAB 815 WR 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Zabler, B 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets second 6 weeks:
7/9/12-8/18/12. Open to Master's of Nursing students only.
Site: tba.
42195 LAB 816 WR 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Williams White, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Meets second 6 weeks:
7/9/12-8/18/12. Open to Master's of Nursing students only.
Site: tba.
# NURS 717 G 3 Community Health Nursing
42098 LEC 015 T 8:30am-12:15pm CUN G40 Schoneman, D 05/29/2012-08/11/2012 Open to Master's of Nursing students
only. Meets 11 weeks.
# NURS 723 G 3 Evidence-Based Care Management
43850 LEC 242 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/18/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught online. Additional
distance ed fee of $390 will be assessed for this section.
NURS 727 G 3 Epidemiology
42189 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Rausch, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 On-line DNP fee of $910/cr wil l be
assessed for this section. This applies to all students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Open only to students enrolled in on-line DNP
program. Taught completely on-line.
42201 LEC 212 - ONLINE WEB Rausch, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Additional distance ed fee of $390
will be assessed for this section. This applies to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Taught completely online. Consent required
to audit.
NURS 737 G 4 Clinical Nurse Specialist: Practicum I
E 42151 FLD 013 W 4:30pm-7:00pm CUN 557 Darmody, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Orientation session held Wed May 2
4:30-5:30 in room tba. Classes will be held W 4:30-7:00pm on
5/30, 6/13, 6/27, and 7/18.
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NURS 738 G 4 Clinical Nurse Specialist: Practicum II
E 42191 FLD 013 W 4:30pm-7:00pm CUN 557 Darmody, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Classes will be held W 4:30-7:00pm
on 6/6, 6/20, 7/11, and 7/25 in room tba.
# NURS 752 G 3 Curriculum Development in Nursing Education
42202 LEC 212 - ONLINE WEB Falco, S 05/21/2012-06/30/2012 Additional distance ed fee of $390
will be assessed for this section. This applies to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Taught completely online. Consent required
to audit.
NURS 757 G 3 Family Nurse Practitioner Practicum I
42053 FLD 811 - TBA Litwack, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
NURS 763 G 2 - 3  Issues in Women's Health and Development
43312 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Morgan, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Additional distance ed fee of $390
will be assessed for this section. This applies to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Taught completely online.
NURS 767 G 3 Family Nurse Practitioner Theory I
E 42054 LEC 011 W 4:30pm-8:10pm CUN G40 Litwack, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
NURS 770 G 3 Nursing Administration
43849 LEC 211 - TBA 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
NURS 771 G 3 Nursing Administration Practicum
42213 FLD 011 - TBA Appleyard, J 05/21/2012-08/11/2012 
# NURS 774 G 3 Trauma Counseling I: Theory and Research
42204 SEM 211 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ NURS 775 G 3 Trauma Counseling II: Diagnosis and Treatment
43582 SEM 211 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# NURS 797 G 1 - 6  Independent Study for Graduate Students
41899 IND 003 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41900 IND 004 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41901 IND 005 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41902 IND 006 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41903 IND 007 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43480 IND 008 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43481 IND 009 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41904 IND 010 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41905 IND 011 - TBA Devine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41906 IND 012 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43482 IND 013 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42035 IND 014 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41907 IND 015 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41908 IND 016 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41909 IND 017 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41910 IND 018 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41911 IND 019 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41912 IND 020 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41913 IND 021 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41914 IND 022 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41915 IND 023 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41916 IND 024 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42026 IND 025 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41917 IND 026 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41918 IND 027 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41919 IND 029 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42060 IND 031 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42062 IND 032 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42063 IND 033 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42084 IND 034 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42085 IND 035 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42122 IND 036 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42123 IND 038 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42124 IND 039 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42125 IND 040 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42126 IND 041 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42127 IND 042 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42128 IND 043 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42156 IND 044 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
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42157 IND 045 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42158 IND 046 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# NURS 825 G 3 Evidence Based Practice in Healthcare II
42190 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Leske, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 On-line DNP fee of $910/cr wil l be
assessed for this section. This applies to all students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Open only to students enrolled in on-line DNP
program. Taught completely on-line.
NURS 881 G 2 Measurement for Health Research
43305 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Schiffman, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Additional distance ed fee of $390
will be assessed for this section. This applies to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Taught completely online.
NURS 883 G 3 Quantitative Methods in Health Research
43306 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Kovach, C 05/21/2012-08/25/2012 Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr
will be assessed for this section. This applies to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Web-based course: Open only to students
enrolled in on-line PhD program. All other students must have
consent of instructor to enroll.
# NURS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
43484 IND 001 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43485 IND 002 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41920 IND 003 - TBA Bitzan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41921 IND 004 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43486 IND 005 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41922 IND 006 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41923 IND 007 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41924 IND 008 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41925 IND 009 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41926 IND 010 - TBA Devine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41927 IND 011 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41928 IND 012 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41929 IND 013 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42036 IND 014 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41930 IND 015 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41931 IND 016 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41932 IND 017 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41933 IND 018 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41934 IND 019 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41935 IND 020 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41936 IND 021 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41937 IND 022 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41938 IND 023 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41939 IND 024 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41940 IND 025 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41941 IND 026 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43487 IND 027 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41942 IND 028 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42046 IND 029 - TBA Morin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42069 IND 030 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42070 IND 031 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42086 IND 033 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42129 IND 034 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42130 IND 035 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42131 IND 036 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42132 IND 037 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42133 IND 038 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42134 IND 039 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42153 IND 040 - TBA Whitcroft, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42161 IND 041 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42162 IND 042 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42163 IND 043 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# NURS 897 G 1 - 6  Independent Study for Doctoral Students
43488 IND 001 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43489 IND 002 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41943 IND 003 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41944 IND 004 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41945 IND 005 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41946 IND 006 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41947 IND 007 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43490 IND 008 - TBA Devine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43491 IND 009 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41948 IND 010 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
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41949 IND 011 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41950 IND 012 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42037 IND 014 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41951 IND 015 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41952 IND 016 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41953 IND 017 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41954 IND 018 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41955 IND 019 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41956 IND 020 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41957 IND 021 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41958 IND 022 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41959 IND 023 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41960 IND 024 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41961 IND 025 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41962 IND 026 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41963 IND 028 - TBA Morin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42047 IND 029 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42051 IND 030 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42059 IND 032 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42064 IND 034 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42087 IND 035 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42088 IND 036 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42135 IND 037 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42136 IND 038 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42137 IND 039 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42166 IND 040 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42211 IND 232 - TBA Morin, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Special course fee of $910/cr will be
assessed for this section. This applies to all students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Web-based course: Open only to students enrolled in
on-line PhD program.
# NURS 899 G 1 - 6  Practicum in Nursing Research
43494 IND 001 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43495 IND 002 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41964 IND 003 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41965 IND 004 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41966 IND 005 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41967 IND 006 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41968 IND 007 - TBA Devine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43496 IND 008 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43498 IND 009 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41969 IND 010 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41970 IND 011 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41971 IND 012 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43497 IND 013 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42038 IND 014 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41972 IND 015 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41973 IND 016 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41974 IND 017 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41975 IND 018 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41976 IND 019 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41977 IND 020 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41979 IND 021 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41978 IND 022 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41980 IND 023 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41981 IND 024 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41982 IND 025 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41983 IND 026 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41984 IND 028 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42048 IND 029 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42056 IND 031 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42065 IND 032 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42089 IND 034 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42090 IND 035 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42091 IND 036 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42138 IND 037 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42139 IND 038 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42140 IND 039 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42154 IND 040 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42167 IND 041 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42212 IND 231 - TBA Morin, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Special course fee of $910/cr will be
assessed for this section. This applies to all students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Web-based course: Open only to students enrolled in
on-line PhD program.
# NURS 991 G 1 - 3  Research and Thesis
43499 IND 001 - TBA Appleyard, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42039 IND 002 - TBA Baisch, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41985 IND 003 - TBA Bitzan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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41986 IND 004 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43500 IND 005 - TBA Cao, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41987 IND 006 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41988 IND 007 - TBA Cook, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43501 IND 008 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43502 IND 009 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41989 IND 010 - TBA Devine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41990 IND 011 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41991 IND 012 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43503 IND 013 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42040 IND 014 - TBA Gehring, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41992 IND 015 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41993 IND 016 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41994 IND 017 - TBA Joosse, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41995 IND 018 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41996 IND 019 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41997 IND 020 - TBA Kovach, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41998 IND 021 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41999 IND 022 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42000 IND 023 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42001 IND 024 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42002 IND 025 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42003 IND 026 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42004 IND 028 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42049 IND 029 - TBA Morgan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42052 IND 031 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42066 IND 032 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42071 IND 033 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42092 IND 034 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42093 IND 035 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42094 IND 037 - TBA Schoneman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42141 IND 038 - TBA Simpson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42142 IND 039 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42143 IND 040 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42144 IND 041 - TBA Thongpriwan, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42145 IND 042 - TBA Whitcroft, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42146 IND 043 - TBA Zabler, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42147 IND 044 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42168 IND 045 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42169 IND 046 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42170 IND 047 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42171 IND 048 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ NURS 995 G 1 - 4  Doctor of Nursing Practice Residency
42210 FLD 212 - ONLINE WEB Litwack, K 05/21/2012-08/25/2012 On-line DNP fee of $910/cr wil l be
assessed for this section. This applies to all students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Open only to students enrolled in on-line DNP
program. Taught completely on-line.
# NURS 997 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Dissertation
43521 IND 001 - TBA Buseh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43520 IND 002 - TBA Coenen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42005 IND 003 - TBA Darmody, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42006 IND 004 - TBA Dean-Baar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42007 IND 005 - TBA Devine, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42008 IND 006 - TBA Doering, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42009 IND 007 - TBA Falco, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42010 IND 010 - TBA Fontana, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42011 IND 011 - TBA Hewitt, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42012 IND 012 - TBA Johnson, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42041 IND 014 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42013 IND 015 - TBA Kako, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42014 IND 016 - TBA Kim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42015 IND 017 - TBA Kunert, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42016 IND 018 - TBA Lang, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42017 IND 019 - TBA Leske, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42018 IND 020 - TBA Litwack, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42019 IND 021 - TBA Lundeen, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42020 IND 022 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42021 IND 023 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42022 IND 024 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42023 IND 025 - TBA Morin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42024 IND 026 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42025 IND 028 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42050 IND 029 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42067 IND 030 - TBA Rodgers, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42068 IND 031 - TBA Royer, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42095 IND 033 - TBA Sawin, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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42096 IND 034 - TBA Schiffman, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42097 IND 035 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42148 IND 036 - TBA Snethen, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42149 IND 037 - TBA Stevens, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42150 IND 038 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42155 IND 039 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42172 IND 040 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
42152 IND 230 - TBA Morin, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Special course fee of $680/cr will be
assessed for this section. This applies to all students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Web-based course: Open only to students enrolled in
on-line PhD program.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
UWS Collaborative Nursing Program
Student Advising: at UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
UWS NSG 341 U 4 Theoretical Foundations of Nursing
42208 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45
per credit, in addition to regular tuition, will be assessed for this
course. Taught via the internet. Contact your College of Nursing
Advisor for permission number to enroll. At UWM call
414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 365 U 1 - 6  Current Topics of Nursing:
42207 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Pathophysiology 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-08/18/2012
Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 434 U 3 Nursing Research
43370 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45
per credit, in addition to regular tuition, will be assessed for this
course. Taught via the internet. Contact your College of Nursing
Advisor for permission number to enroll. At UWM call
414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 437 U 4 Nursing Management and Leadership
43371 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45
per credit, in addition to regular tuition, will be assessed for this
course. Taught via the internet. Contact your College of Nursing
Advisor for permission number to enroll. At UWM call
414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
School of Public Health
Environmental and Occupational Health
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
~ EOH 940 G 1 - 6  Research in Environmental and Occupational Health
43266 IND 001 - TBA Bartholomew, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43635 IND 002 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43636 IND 003 - TBA Laiosa, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43637 IND 004 - TBA Miller, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43638 IND 005 - TBA Svoboda, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43639 IND 006 - TBA Tonellato, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43640 IND 007 - TBA Hewitt, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43641 IND 008 - TBA Petering, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43642 IND 009 - TBA Carvan, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43643 IND 010 - TBA Mclellan, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ EOH 990 G 1 - 8  Research and Dissertation
43713 IND 001 - TBA Bartholomew, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43714 IND 002 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43715 IND 003 - TBA Laiosa, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43716 IND 004 - TBA Miller, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43717 IND 005 - TBA Svoboda, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43718 IND 006 - TBA Tonellato, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43719 IND 007 - TBA Hewitt, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43720 IND 008 - TBA Petering, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43721 IND 009 - TBA Carvan, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43722 IND 010 - TBA Mclellan, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Public Health
   
        
 
   
 
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
  
        
 
   
 
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
+ PH 375 U 3 Topics in Public Health for Undergrads:
43701 LEC 011 MTRF 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Bartholomew, K TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr, 07/02/2012-07/06/2012 Taught with PH 740, LEC 001. This
course will meet on campus the first and last week of the
session. The second through the fifth weeks will be spent
abroad in Morocco.
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
MTRF 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  07/02/2012-07/06/2012 
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
~ + PH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
43652 IND 001 - TBA Bartholomew, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43653 IND 002 - TBA Cho, Y 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43654 IND 003 - TBA Florsheim, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43655 IND 004 - TBA Harley, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43656 IND 005 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43657 IND 006 - TBA Laiosa, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43658 IND 007 - TBA Miller, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43659 IND 008 - TBA Ngui, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43660 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43661 IND 010 - TBA Tonellato, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43662 IND 011 - TBA Walker, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43663 IND 012 - TBA Wang, X 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43664 IND 013 - TBA Weinhardt, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43665 IND 014 - TBA Yan, F 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43666 IND 015 - TBA Buseh, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43667 IND 016 - TBA Cisler, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43668 IND 017 - TBA Fendrich, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43669 IND 018 - TBA Hewitt, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43670 IND 019 - TBA Mcroy, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43671 IND 020 - TBA Petering, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43672 IND 021 - TBA Gass, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# PH 732 G 3 Youth Mental Health Practice for Non Mental Health Professionals
43644 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Florsheim, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This course meets face-to-face on
three occasions: Saturday 6/30, Saturday 7/28 and Saturday
8/18. Each meeting will be 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. There is a
$200 fee in addition to tuition costs.
PH 740 G 3 Special Topics in Public Health:
43704 LEC 011 MTRF 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Bartholomew, K TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr, 07/02/2012-07/06/2012 Taught with PH 375, LEC 001. This
course will meet on campus the first and last week of the
session. The second through the fifth weeks will be spent
abroad in Morocco.
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
MTRF 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  07/02/2012-07/06/2012 
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
~ PH 990 G 1 - 8  Research and Dissertation
43673 IND 001 - TBA Bartholomew, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43674 IND 002 - TBA Cho, Y 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43675 IND 003 - TBA Florsheim, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43676 IND 004 - TBA Harley, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43677 IND 005 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43678 IND 006 - TBA Laiosa, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43679 IND 007 - TBA Miller, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43680 IND 008 - TBA Ngui, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43681 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43682 IND 010 - TBA Tonellato, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43683 IND 011 - TBA Walker, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43684 IND 012 - TBA Wang, X 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43685 IND 013 - TBA Weinhardt, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43686 IND 014 - TBA Yan, F 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43687 IND 015 - TBA Buseh, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43688 IND 016 - TBA Cisler, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43689 IND 017 - TBA Fendrich, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43691 IND 018 - TBA Hewitt, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43692 IND 019 - TBA Mcroy, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43693 IND 020 - TBA Petering, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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43694 IND 021 - TBA Gass, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
~ PH 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
43267 IND 001 - TBA Bartholomew, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43268 IND 002 - TBA Cho, Y 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43614 IND 003 - TBA Florsheim, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43616 IND 004 - TBA Harley, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43617 IND 005 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43618 IND 006 - TBA Laiosa, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43619 IND 007 - TBA Miller, T 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43620 IND 008 - TBA Ngui, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43621 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43622 IND 010 - TBA Tonellato, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43623 IND 011 - TBA Walker, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43624 IND 012 - TBA Wang, X 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43625 IND 013 - TBA Weinhardt, L 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43626 IND 014 - TBA Yan, F 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43627 IND 015 - TBA Buseh, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43628 IND 016 - TBA Cisler, R 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43629 IND 017 - TBA Fendrich, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43630 IND 018 - TBA Hewitt, J 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43631 IND 019 - TBA Mcroy, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43632 IND 020 - TBA Petering, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
43633 IND 021 - TBA Gass, E 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business
Additional tuition will be applied, regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in the UW-Milwaukee Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business' 200-600 level classes. The
differential tuition rate is $20.60 per credit during the 2011-2012 academic year. Additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in the Lubar School of Business.
DISTANCE EDUCATION COURSE FEES are assessed, regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in undergraduate program courses through UW-Milwaukee. The Distance
Education Course fee for the Summer 2012 semester is $300 per 3-credit course. This fee is in addition to standard tuition and additional program costs. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING PRIORITY ENROLLMENT PLAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSES.
1. Pre-Business Administration Seniors and UWM special students who do not hold an undergraduate degree are not eligible to register for any 400, 500, or 600-level business courses.
Please see the Business School academic advising staff in LUB N297 for more information.
2. Non-business degree students can register in 400, 500, or 600-level courses if they have completed course prerequisites and can provide evidence of GPA of 2.50 or above.
3. UWM special students who do not hold an undergraduate degree can register for 100, 200, and 300-level business courses if they meet course prerequisites, including class standing
criteria.
4. Guest matriculates from other universities who are continuing degree students at their home universities are eligible to register in any Bus Adm courses if they meet course
prerequisites, including class standing criteria.
5. Business Administration courses are not available to students on a credit/no credit grading basis. Exceptions: 400, 439, 449, 459, 469, 479, 534
6. STRICT ENFORCEMENT OF THE REQUIREMENT FOR ADVANCING TO A MAJOR IN THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Consistent with our grade point average policy for advancement to the business major, students who have a 2.50 cumulative grade point average or above (including transfer work, if
any) are guaranteed admission.
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR GRADUATE BUSINESS STUDENTS
1. The Business School has two curricular areas - Business Administration (BUS ADM) and Business Management (BUSMGMT), Please check both areas for courses as well as seminars in
management (Bus Adm 795).
2. Masters level foundation courses are Bus Adm 700-703. Contact the Business School Graduate Program Services Office if you have questions.
3. Enrollment in 900-level doctoral seminars is restricted to Ph.D. students.
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASSES IN WHICH THEY ARE REGISTERED MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE COURSE. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees
for students dropped by department).
IT IS THE STUDENT'S RESPONSIBILITY TO MEET ALL PUBLISHED PREREQUISITES OF A COURSE; THE STUDENT MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED AT ANY TIME DURING THE SEMESTER IF
THE PREREQUISITES ARE NOT MET.
Business Administration
   
       
      
      
 
   
        
      
      
      
 
   
        
       
       
 
   
      
 
   
        
 
   
       
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
 
# BUS ADM 201 U 4 Introduction to Financial Accounting
36511 LEC 411 MW 10:30am-1:20pm LUB S151 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36512 DIS 611 R 10:30am-11:50am LUB N116 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
36513 DIS 612 R 10:30am-11:50am LUB S230 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
# BUS ADM 210 U 4 Introduction to Management Statistics
36244 LEC 411 MW 9:30am-12:20pm LUB N146 Poliak, C 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36500 DIS 611 R 9:30am-10:50am LUB S185 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
36501 DIS 612 R 9:30am-10:50am LUB S195 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
36504 DIS 613 R 9:30am-10:50am LUB S191 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 
# BUS ADM 230 U 3 Introduction to Information Systems
E 36767 LEC 411 TR 5:30pm-7:40pm LUB N146 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36768 DIS 611 TR 7:50pm-8:50pm LUB N219 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 36769 DIS 612 TR 7:50pm-8:50pm LUB N234 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUS ADM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36555 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# BUS ADM 301 U 4 Intermediate Accounting
36505 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB S185 Viel, S 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Preference will be given to students
with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 302 U 3 Managerial Accounting
36242 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB N120 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36243 LEC 072 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N120 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 305 U 3 Taxes and Personal Financial Planning
36521 LEC 071 MW 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB S230 Kozub, R 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Hybrid course taught 51-60% online.
Internet access required. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 311 U 3 Quality and Process Improvement
E 43431 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S151 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
43433 LEC 072 MW 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB N120 Sarkar, A 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# BUS ADM 320 U 3 Managerial Economics
36245 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB N126 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36246 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S230 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 330 U 3 Organizations
E 36247 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S171 Wyland, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36248 LEC 072 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB S171 Dimitrova, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 335 U 3 Visual System Development
E 36811 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB S263 Kasum, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 350 U 3 Principles of Finance
43434 LEC 011 TR 9:00am-12:20pm LUB N120 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36770 LEC 012 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N120 Li, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36683 LEC 073 MW 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB S185 Mooney, T 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 360 U 3 Principles of Marketing
36249 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB S171 Kwon, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36250 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S151 Bhatnagar, A 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 370 U 3 Operations Management
36514 LEC 011 MW 1:00pm-4:40pm LUB N120 Alwan, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36515 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S185 Li, W 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 380 U 3 Introduction to Real Estate Markets
E 36506 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB S230 Rymaszewski, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 391 U 3 Business Law I
E 36251 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB N146 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 393 U 3 Business Ethics
36538 LEC 011 TR 9:00am-12:20pm LUB N126 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 400 U 3 Accounting Internship
36490 FLD 051 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 405 U 3 Income Tax Accounting I
E 36519 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N126 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 406 U/G 3 Income Tax Accounting II
E 36252 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S185 Schadewald, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 408 U/G 3 Accounting Information Systems
36516 LEC 011 MW 1:00pm-4:40pm LUB S263 Abbott, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 436 U 3 Systems Analysis and Design
E 43436 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S220 Sinha, A 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
BUS ADM 439 U 3 Management Information Systems Internship
36253 FLD 051 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 444 U 3 Human Resources Management
36801 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB N116 Singh, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
BUS ADM 449 U 3 Human Resources Management Internship
36261 FLD 047 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36563 FLD 049 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36262 FLD 053 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 450 U 3 Intermediate Finance
E 36254 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N126 Hsu, D 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 453 U 3 Corporate Finance Seminar
43437 SEM 011 TR 10:00am-1:20pm LUB S241 McKnight, P 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E  Evening Section
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# BUS ADM 455 U 3 Financial Institutions
E 36503 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB S171 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 456 U 3 International Financial Management
36800 LEC 071 TR 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB N126 Kim, Y 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
BUS ADM 459 U 3 Finance Internship
36264 FLD 019 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36539 FLD 020 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36565 FLD 021 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36265 FLD 023 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36266 FLD 032 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36763 FLD 035 - TBA McBain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36267 FLD 038 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36522 FLD 042 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36762 FLD 066 - TBA Spellman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 461 U 3 Consumer Behavior
43438 LEC 071 MW 9:00am-12:20pm LUB N116 Yang, X 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 462 U 3 Marketing Research
E 36684 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N126 Ghose, S 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 463 U 3 Marketing Management
36502 LEC 071 TR 9:00am-12:20pm LUB N126 Lee, J 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 465 U 3 International Marketing
43470 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blankenburg, J 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course fee is $300. This course fee is
assessed regardless of the credit plateau for all students
enrolled in this lecture. Course will be taught completely online.
Internet access required.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 467 U 3 Marketing Seminar:
E 43439 SEM 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB N116 Geiger, D TOPIC: Sports Marketing 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012
Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 469 U 3 Marketing Internship
36268 FLD 009 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36567 FLD 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36269 FLD 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36568 FLD 017 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36685 FLD 033 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36270 FLD 040 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36271 FLD 042 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36814 FLD 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36534 FLD 066 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
BUS ADM 479 U 3 Supply Chain and Operations Management Internship
36771 FLD 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36772 FLD 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36773 FLD 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36774 FLD 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36775 FLD 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 481 U/G 3 Real Estate Finance
E 43440 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S195 Rymaszewski, J 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 494 U 3 International Business Internship
36672 FLD 001 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36673 FLD 002 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 496 U 3 International Business
E 36535 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S171 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
36520 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# BUS ADM 498 U 3 Study Abroad: Business Topics:
36674 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS Kasum, J TOPIC: Immersion in European Business 3 cr,
05/21/2012-06/09/2012 France & UK: Immersion in European
Business. France & UK Trip Dates: May 20 -June 4,2012. Add'l
prereq: Junior/Senior standing or Grad student. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
36806 LEC 112 - OFF CAMPUS Shaffer, M TOPIC: Asia's Emerging Markets 3 cr,
05/21/2012-06/16/2012 China Trip Dates: May 26 to June 10,
2012. Required pre-departure class meeting on Saturday, May
5, 2012. Additional prereq: Junior/Senior standing or Grad
student. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# BUS ADM 499 U 1 - 3  Research in Industry
36687 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36493 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36570 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36586 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36274 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36540 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36275 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36276 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36277 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36278 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36541 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36571 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36279 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36572 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36280 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36802 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36281 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36803 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36533 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36282 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36283 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36284 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36285 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36573 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36286 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36542 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36804 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36287 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36574 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36575 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
43441 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
43442 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36288 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36289 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36290 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36688 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36291 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36292 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36293 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36294 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36295 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36296 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36298 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36299 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36576 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36577 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36578 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36300 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36494 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36689 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36579 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36580 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36581 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36582 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36583 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36584 IND 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36585 IND 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
# BUS ADM 535 U 3 Global Information Systems Management
E 43447 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S263 Srite, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
43446 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Zahedi, F 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Course taught completely online.
Computer/high speed Internet connection req'd. Course fee of
$300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee is assessed
regardless of the credit plateau for all students enrolled in the
LEC.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 599 U 1 - 3  Reading and Research-Business Administration
36690 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36302 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
E  Evening Section
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36589 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36303 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36304 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36305 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36306 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36307 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36308 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36309 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36310 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36590 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36311 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36591 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36312 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36776 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36313 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36777 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36532 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36314 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36315 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36316 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36317 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36592 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36318 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36543 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36778 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36319 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36593 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36594 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
43444 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
43445 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36320 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36321 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36322 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36691 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36323 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36324 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36325 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36326 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36327 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36328 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36330 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36331 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36675 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36595 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36596 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36332 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36495 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36692 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36597 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36598 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36599 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36600 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36601 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36602 IND 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
36603 IND 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $20.60/cr.
# BUS ADM 600 U 3 Management Analysis
36255 LEC 011 MW 1:00pm-4:40pm LUB S241 Rathburn, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Hybrid course taught 51-60% online.
Internet access required. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 36256 LEC 012 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S241 Lewis, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
36257 LEC 073 MW 1:00pm-4:20pm LUB S241 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
E 36587 LEC 074 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S241 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $61.80.
# BUS ADM 700 G 2 Building Business Interfacing Skills
E 36554 LEC 091 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S165 Hill, C 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 701 G 2 Business Mathematics
E 36508 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:00pm LUB S165 Schultz, L 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
# BUS ADM 702 G 2 Business Statistics
E 36509 LEC 051 MW 5:30pm-9:00pm LUB S165 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
# BUS ADM 703 G 3 Financial Accounting
E 36510 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S165 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 726 G 3 Strategic Cost Management II
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
      
      
      
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
     
 
   
      
      
E 36556 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S341 Kren, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUS ADM 734 G 3 Managing Technological Innovation
E 43448 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N130 Levitas, E 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 740 G 3 Management Information Systems Concepts and Languages
E 36812 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB S263 Kasum, J 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUS ADM 753 G 3 Advanced Business Law
E 43505 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N116 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 777 G 3 Advanced Corporate Finance
E 43449 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N130 Sibilkov, V 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 797 G 2 - 4  Management Project
36693 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36334 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36605 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36336 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36337 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36338 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36340 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36341 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36342 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36343 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36344 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36606 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36346 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36607 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36349 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36780 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36350 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36781 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36528 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36356 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36357 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36359 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36360 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36608 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36361 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36544 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36782 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36364 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36609 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36610 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43452 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43453 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36367 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36371 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36374 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36694 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36375 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36376 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36377 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36390 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36391 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36393 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36395 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36396 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36676 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36611 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36612 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36398 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36497 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36695 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36613 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36614 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36615 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36616 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36617 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36618 IND 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36619 IND 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 799 G 1-12  Reading and Research
36696 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36401 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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36621 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36403 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36404 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36405 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36407 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36409 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36410 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36411 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36412 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36622 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36413 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36623 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36420 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36783 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36423 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36784 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36529 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36425 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36427 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36428 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36429 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36624 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36431 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36545 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36785 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36433 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36625 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36626 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43454 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43455 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36438 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36440 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36441 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36697 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36442 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36443 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36445 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36446 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36448 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36449 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36452 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36454 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36627 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36628 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36629 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36456 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36492 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36698 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36630 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36631 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36632 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36633 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36634 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36635 IND 074 - TBA McBain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36636 IND 075 - TBA Rathburn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36764 IND 076 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36786 IND 077 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 819 G 3 Information Technology Management Internship
36259 FLD 051 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 821 G 3 Business Taxation
43506 LEC 011 MW 9:00am-12:50pm LUB S230 Schadewald, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUS ADM 848 G 3 Professional Accounting Practice
E 36524 LEC 011 T 5:30pm-8:30pm LUB N333 Viel, S 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 Hybrid course taught 51-60% online.
Internet access required. First class meeting on May 29, 2012.
Regular UWM tuition assessed. OPEN TO MSPA STUDENTS ONLY.
# BUS ADM 849 G 3 Accounting Internship
36537 IND 001 - TBA Fischer, P 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
36491 IND 051 - TBA Jensen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 899 G 1 - 6  Management Research Project/Thesis
36699 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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36339 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36638 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36345 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36347 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36348 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36351 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36352 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36353 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36354 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36355 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36639 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36358 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36640 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36362 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36787 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36363 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36788 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36530 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36365 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36366 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36368 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36369 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36641 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36370 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36546 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36789 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36372 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36642 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36643 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43456 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43457 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36373 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36378 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36379 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36700 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36380 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36381 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36382 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36383 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36384 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36385 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36387 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36388 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36644 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36645 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36646 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36389 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36498 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36701 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36647 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36648 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36649 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36650 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36651 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36652 IND 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36653 IND 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 997 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
36392 IND 001 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43458 IND 002 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43459 IND 003 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36402 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36406 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36408 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36414 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36415 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36416 IND 019 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36417 IND 020 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36418 IND 023 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36419 IND 024 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36421 IND 026 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36422 IND 027 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36424 IND 029 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36426 IND 032 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36430 IND 034 - TBA Miller, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36432 IND 035 - TBA Mone, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43460 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36434 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36435 IND 038 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36436 IND 040 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36437 IND 042 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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36439 IND 044 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36547 IND 046 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36444 IND 047 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36548 IND 049 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36549 IND 050 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36447 IND 051 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36702 IND 053 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36451 IND 054 - TBA Smunt, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36453 IND 055 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36455 IND 056 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36457 IND 063 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36655 IND 067 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUS ADM 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Work
36703 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36465 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36657 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36466 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36467 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36468 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36469 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36470 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36471 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36472 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36473 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36658 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36474 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36659 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36475 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36790 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36476 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36791 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36531 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36477 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36478 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36479 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36480 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36660 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36481 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36550 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36792 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36482 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36661 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36662 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43461 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43462 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36459 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36460 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36461 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36704 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36462 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36463 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36464 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36483 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36484 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36485 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36487 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36488 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36663 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36664 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36665 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36489 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36499 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36705 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36666 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36677 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36667 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36668 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36669 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36670 IND 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36671 IND 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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# BUSMGMT 704 G 3 Accounting Analysis and Control
E 36706 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N116 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUSMGMT 705 G 3 Corporate Finance
E 36517 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S263 McBain, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUSMGMT 706 G 3 Managing in a Dynamic Environment
E 36507 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N110 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 707 G 3 Information Technology for Competitive Advantage
E 43463 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S220 Ramamurthy, K 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 708 G 3 Marketing Strategy: Concepts and Practice
E 36526 LEC 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N130 Papatla, P 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUSMGMT 709 G 3 Data Analysis for Management Applications
E 36551 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N116 Soofi, E 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 710 G 3 Economic Analysis for Managers
E 36552 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB S195 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUSMGMT 711 G 3 Competitive Operations Strategy
E 36518 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-9:20pm LUB S191 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
# BUSMGMT 712 G 3 Strategic Management
E 36260 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S171 Godiwalla, Y 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 715 G 3 Leadership, Team Building, and Effective Management
E 36527 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S341 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 722 G 3 Global Information Technology Management
E 43466 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S263 Srite, M 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 726 G 1 - 3  Study Abroad: Business Topics:
36678 FLD 111 - OFF CAMPUS Kasum, J TOPIC: Immersion in European Business 1 - 3 cr,
05/21/2012-06/09/2012 France & UK: Immersion in European
Business. France & UK Trip Dates: May 20 -June 4,2012. Add'l
prereq: Junior/Senior standing or Grad student. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
36679 FLD 112 - OFF CAMPUS Saemann, G TOPIC: Ernst & Young Graduate Accounting Study Abroad 1  -
3 cr, 05/21/2012-06/02/2012 Ernst & Young Germany
Program. Germany Trip Dates: May 19-June 1, 2012. Required
pre-departure class meetings on March 24, 2012 and April 28,
2012. Open to Grad MSA and MSPA students only. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
36805 FLD 113 - OFF CAMPUS Shaffer, M TOPIC: Asia's Emerging Markets 1 - 3 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 China Trip Dates: May 25-June 10,
2012. One required pre-departure class meeting Saturday, May
5, 2012. Additional prereq: Junior/Senior standing or Grad
Student. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ BUSMGMT 729 G 3 MBA Internship
36708 FLD 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36709 FLD 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36711 FLD 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36712 FLD 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36713 FLD 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36714 FLD 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36715 FLD 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36716 FLD 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36717 FLD 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36718 FLD 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36719 FLD 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36720 FLD 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36721 FLD 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36722 FLD 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36723 FLD 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36794 FLD 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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36724 FLD 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36795 FLD 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36725 FLD 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36726 FLD 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36727 FLD 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36728 FLD 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36729 FLD 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36730 FLD 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36731 FLD 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36732 FLD 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36796 FLD 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36733 FLD 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36734 FLD 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36735 FLD 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43467 FLD 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43468 FLD 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36736 FLD 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36737 FLD 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36738 FLD 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36739 FLD 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36740 FLD 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36741 FLD 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36742 FLD 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36743 FLD 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36744 FLD 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36745 FLD 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36747 FLD 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36748 FLD 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36749 FLD 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36750 FLD 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36760 FLD 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36751 FLD 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36752 FLD 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36797 FLD 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36753 FLD 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36754 FLD 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36755 FLD 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36756 FLD 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36757 FLD 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36758 FLD 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36759 FLD 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ BUSMGMT 734 G 3 Enterprise Resource Planning Certification
43493 LEC 011 - TBA Haseman, W 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Ancient Mediterranean Studies
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
         
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
   




U 3 Digging Up the Past: Approaches to Archaeology
43755 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 101
(HU)
U 3 Ancient and Medieval Art and Architecture
40937 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Counts, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
CLASSIC 170
(HU)
U 3 Classical Mythology
41763 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Porter, A 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Special Course Fee: $275.00
E 40110 LEC 311 TWR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA Mulroy, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 .
CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
40189 LEC 051 TR 9:30am-12:01pm TBA Precourt, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ CLASSIC 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
40329 IND 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40768 IND 052 - TBA Precourt, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
GREEK 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40494 IND 051 - TBA -  
~ GREEK 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
39937 IND 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# HIST 202
(HU)
U 3 The Ancient World: The Roman Republic and Empire
41423 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Galvao-Sobrinho, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
LATIN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40464 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
~ LATIN 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
39277 IND 051 - TBA Mulroy, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Applied Gerontology
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
# ARCH 791 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Directed Research
43024 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43025 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43026 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43027 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43028 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43029 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43030 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43031 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43032 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43033 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43034 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43035 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43036 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43037 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43038 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43039 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43040 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43041 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43042 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43043 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43044 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43117 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43120 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43124 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43128 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43130 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 792 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Independent Studies and Research
43045 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43046 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43047 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43048 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43049 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43050 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43051 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43052 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43053 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43054 IND 010 - TBA La, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43055 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43056 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43057 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43058 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43061 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43062 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43063 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43064 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43065 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43066 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43067 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43070 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43121 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43125 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43129 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
43141 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $43.00/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Asian Studies
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
41504 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Bahmani-Oskoee, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
41653 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
41030 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Childhood and Adolescence Studies
  
       
 
   
         
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
CRM JST 671 U/G 3 Juvenile Justice
42982 LEC 214 - ONLINE WEB Freiburger, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Special Course Fee: $275.00.
Course conducted entirely online. Computer/internet access
required.
# CURRINS 651 U 3 Literature for the Young Child
E 38142 LEC 011 MWR 4:30pm-7:55pm TBA Bender, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Meets: GML E281 (Golda Meir Library)
ED POL 534 U/G 3 The Student at Risk (Causes)
38028 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Swaminathan, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
38061 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Farmer-Hinton, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 330 U 3 Introduction to Learning and Development
38110 LEC 011 MWR 10:00am-12:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
38204 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 640 U/G 3 Human Development: Theory and Research
38111 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Lamborn, S 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# + L&I SCI 645 U/G 3 Library Materials for Children
42708 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42709 LEC 212 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 646 U/G 3 Library Materials for Young Adults
42802 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
42803 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College





40852 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41673 LEC 332 MTR 10:00am-12:15pm TBA Merritt, M 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
PSYCH 260
(SS)
U 3 Child Psychology
41488 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Klein-Tasman, B 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41675 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Davies, W 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 660 U/G 4 Experimental Child Psychology
41491 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Davies, W 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Taught with Psych 760 LEC 211.
SOCIOL 246
(SS)
U 3 Juvenile Delinquency
40841 LEC 011 MTWR 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Czarnezki, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
SOCIOL 248
(SS)
U 3 Sociology of Education
43309 LEC 251 - TBA Goldsmith, P 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Cultures and Communities
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
        
        
 
  
       
 
  
         
    
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
       




U 3 Black Reality: Survey of African-American Society
41503 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mbalia, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40889 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Nchinda, Z 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
AIS 101
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to American Indian Studies
41754 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ANTHRO 102
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Anthropology: Culture and Society
43754 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Bornstein, E 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
+ ART 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
36182 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00
will be charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM tuition.
Conducted completely on-line. Internet/Computer access req'd.
ARTHIST 104
(HU)
U 3 African, New World and Oceanic Art and Architecture
41525 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Stone, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
40532 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
~ DANCE 122
(A&)
U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique I
36098 LAB 811 MTWR 10:30am-12:45pm TBA Bronson, F
Turner, V
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $42.40.
Dance majors only. Dance 122- 811 & 812 are taught together
and have a combined enrollment limit.
36104 LAB 812 MTWR 10:30am-12:45pm TBA Bronson, F 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 122- 811 & 812 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
ECON 248
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of Discrimination
41652 LEC 311 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA Bender, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ED POL 625
(&)
U/G 3 Race Relations in Education
W 38079 LEC 311 S 9:00am-5:30pm TBA Kailin, J 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 Meets: 6/1 & 2; 6/8 & 9; 6/15 & 16
in END 516.
E F 5:00pm-9:15pm TBA 05/29/2012-06/16/2012 
ENGLISH 276
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to American Indian Literature:
40812 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M TOPIC: Sovereignty, Hstry, Lit of Wis Indian Tribes 3 cr,
05/29/2012-06/23/2012 This is a UPace course.
Satisfies the Act 31 requirement for the School of Education. A
special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will




U 3 Survey of African-American Literature, 1930 to the Present
40658 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:50pm CRT 368 Grayson, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Audits not permitted this semester.
GEOG 110
(SS)
U 3 The World: Peoples and Regions
41483 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Schroeder, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41484 LEC 392 MTWR 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA McCarthy, L 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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U 3 Introduction to Environmental Geography
40531 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Holifield, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There is no service learning during the summer session.
40993 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Sorenson, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There is no service learning during the summer session.
HEBR ST 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
41704 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
41615 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Alinder, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
No required service learning component in the summer session.
HIST 267
(HU&)
U 3 The History of Latinos in the United States
40786 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
41030 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 446
(&)
U/G 3 African Americans Since the Civil War
41637 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
JEWISH 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
41703 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
LGBT 200
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies
41658 LEC 332 TWR 9:30am-11:35am TBA Kader, C 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
MUSIC 102
(A)
U 3 American Popular Music
36112 LEC 011 MTWR 12:00pm-2:50pm MUS 340 Brauner, M 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Rock Focus
36232 LEC 052 MTWR 12:00pm-2:50pm MUS 340 Nelson-Raney, S 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
POL SCI 175
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to International Relations
40222 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40769 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
SOC WRK 665
(SS&)
U/G 3 Cultural Diversity and Social Work
42867 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:40pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Graduate credit only this section.
E 42943 LEC 072 TR 5:30pm-8:40pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Undergraduate/Graduate .
SOCIOL 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
40839 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There will be no service learning during summer.
SOCIOL 250
(SS)
U 3 Sex and Gender
41425 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Costello, C 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
URB STD 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
43274 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Harris, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Service learning is not a required
part of this course in the summer session.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,




U 3 Introduction to Women's Studies: A Humanities Perspective
41496 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Westlund, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Digital Arts and Culture
  
       
       
       
 
   
       
      
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
   
        
         
        
         
        
 
   
         
 
  
       
       





U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
41505 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blasini, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in English 111-211.
43606 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Martin, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in English 111-252.
40922 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Schneider, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in English 111-293.
# COMMUN 313 U 3 Human Communication and Technology
41196 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Mabry, E 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43348 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Mabry, E 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
ENGLISH 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
40849 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blasini, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40921 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Martin, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43308 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Schneider, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 290
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Film Studies
41654 LEC 251 - TBA Oren, T 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# FILM 203 U 3 Media Workshop:
43585 LEC 011 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 Balko, A TOPIC: Appropriation Strategies 3 cr,
05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Taught with Film 380/562.
E 36198 LEC 012 TR 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B65 Nugent, R TOPIC: Handmade Film 3 cr ,  05/29/2012-07/07/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l course fee: $50.00. 
Taught with FILM 380 Lec 565.
36165 LEC 031 MW 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B65 Bronikowski, K TOPIC: Portraiture: The Detailed Eye 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Add'l course fee: $50.00. 
Taught with FILM 380 Lec 563.
E 36197 LEC 051 TR 4:00pm-7:45pm KSE 408 Kelly, D TOPIC: DIY Camera Movement 3 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/18/2012
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l course fee: $50.00. 
Taught with FILM 380 Lec 584.
43583 LEC 071 TR 1:00pm-4:45pm MIT B91 Weissbach, J TOPIC: Space/Place Cinema in the Digital Age 3 cr,
07/09/2012-08/18/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Meets with Film 380/561
~ + FILM 222 U 3 Basic Elements of Video
E 36133 LAB 811 MW 6:00pm-9:45pm MIT B56 Torinus, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
FILMSTD 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
43599 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Blasini, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Enroll  in Eng 111-211.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
43600 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Martin, A 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Enroll in ENG-252.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
43601 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Schneider, B 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Enroll in ENG 111-293.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,




U 3 Internet Culture
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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36070 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Tasman, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 214
(HU)
U 3 Advertising in American Society
36052 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Rockow, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 232 U 3 Photojournalism
43529 LEC 251 - TBA Newman, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
+ JAMS 361
(HU)
U 3 Media Ethics
36051 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Allen, D 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 450 U 3 Race and Ethnicity in the Media
43530 LEC 251 - TBA Mcbride, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 559 U/G 3 Law of Mass Communication
43528 LEC 211 - TBA Pritchard, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
L&I SCI 110 U 3 Introduction to Information Science
42726 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lin, S 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College




U 3 Information Technology Ethics
42817 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hoffmann, A 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 240 U 3 Information Architecture I
42812 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 310 U 3 Human Factors in Information Seeking and Use
42728 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Newell, T 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 340 U 3 Information Architecture II
42723 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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MUSIC 327 U/G 3 Analog and Digital Synthesis I
36172 LEC 041 MTWR 9:00am-12:30pm MUS B50A Schlei, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $63.60.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Forensic Sciences
  
       
 
  




U 3 Introduction to Criminal Justice
42861 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:15pm TBA Hassell, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
CRM JST 480 U 3 Criminal Evidence and Investigation
E 42975 LEC 051 MW 5:30pm-8:15pm TBA Brandl, S 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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French and Francophone Studies
  
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      




U 3 Views of France:
41494 LEC 391 MW 10:00am-12:30pm TBA Kuiper, L TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr,
07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught partially on-line.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
FRENCH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
39134 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39135 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39136 FLD 003 - TBA Mileham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39137 FLD 004 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39138 FLD 005 - TBA Vatan, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40729 FLD 006 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
FRENCH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
39139 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39140 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39141 FLD 003 - TBA Mileham, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39142 FLD 004 - TBA Terando, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39143 FLD 005 - TBA Vatan, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40730 FLD 006 - TBA Verdier, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Geographic Information Systems
  
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
GEOG 698 U/G 1 - 6  GIS/Cartography Internship
38638 FLD 001 - TBA Fredlund, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40188 FLD 002 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40197 FLD 003 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40225 FLD 004 - TBA Wu, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URBPLAN 991 G 3 - 6  Legislative/Administrative Agency Internship
43000 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43068 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43069 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43149 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43224 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43257 FLD 006 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43534 FLD 008 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43260 FLD 107 - OFF CAMPUS Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
URBPLAN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
43001 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43071 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43072 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43144 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43225 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43229 IND 006 - TBA Rabinowitz, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43535 IND 007 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43536 IND 008 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Global Studies - Global Communications
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  




U 3 Intercultural Communication
40532 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 450 U 3 Cross-Cultural Communication
43349 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 520 U 3 Negotiation Skills Workshop
43321 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Timmerman, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 113
(HU)
U 3 Internet Culture
36070 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Tasman, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 116 U 3 Journalism, Documentary, and Democracy
43527 LEC 291 - TBA Smith, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
+ JAMS 361
(HU)
U 3 Media Ethics
36051 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Allen, D 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
L&I SCI 120
(HU)
U 3 Information Technology Ethics
42817 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hoffmann, A 06/04/2012-07/28/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1152.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSISTstudents including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
LINGUIS 410 U/G 3 Literacy, Grammar, and Methodologies in ESL Education
43794 LEC 311 TWR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA Iverson, G 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Global Studies - Global Security
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
   
        
 




       
       
 
  
       
 
C L SCI 332 U 2 Clinical Nutrition
42395 LEC 011 MW 8:30am-11:50am TBA de Oliveira, L 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
40532 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 450 U 3 Cross-Cultural Communication
43349 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
41504 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Bahmani-Oskoee, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
41653 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
41030 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
+ PH 375 U 3 Topics in Public Health for Undergrads:
43701 LEC 011 MTRF 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Bartholomew, K TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr, 07/02/2012-07/06/2012 Taught with PH 740, LEC 001. This
course will meet on campus the first and last week of the
session. The second through the fifth weeks will be spent
abroad in Morocco.
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
MTRF 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  07/02/2012-07/06/2012 
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
POL SCI 175
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to International Relations
40222 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40769 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 337 U/G 3 International Organization and the United Nations
41122 LEC 111 - OFF CAMPUS Horowitz, S 05/21/2012-06/23/2012 United Nations Program. New York
trip dates: May 27-June 23, 2012. Required pre-departure class
meetins May 21-25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Great Books and Liberal Arts
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
ENGLISH 452 U/G 3 Shakespeare
41424 LEC 011 MTWR 1:00pm-3:30pm CRT 124 Netzloff, M 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ENGLISH 460 U/G 3 Writers in American Literature, 1500-1900:
41514 LEC 051 MTWR 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 124 Hamilton, K TOPIC: Edgar Allen Poe 3 cr ,  06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
HIST 102
(HU)
U 3 Western Civilization: 1500 to the Present
43271 LEC 391 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am HLT 190 Pease, N 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Languages
   
        
       
 
   
       
        
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
      
       
       
      
      
 
  
      
       
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
+ EXCEDUC 301 U 3 American Sign Language I
E 37773 LEC 011 TR 5:00pm-8:10pm TBA Patterson, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38121 LEC 032 TR 12:00pm-3:15pm TBA Waala, S 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
+ EXCEDUC 302 U 3 American Sign Language II
38042 LEC 041 TWR 9:00am-12:30pm END 680 Kovacs-houlihan, M 06/18/2012-07/14/2012 
E 37774 LEC 072 MW 4:00pm-7:15pm TBA Mankowski, J 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# EXCEDUC 303 U 3 American Sign Language III
38091 LEC 031 MW 12:00pm-3:25pm END 674 Hartmann, J 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
# EXCEDUC 304 U 3 American Sign Language IV
37816 LEC 011 TR 12:00pm-3:10pm END 674 Hartmann, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
SPANISH 103 U 4 First-Semester Spanish
38621 LEC 411 MTWR 9:00am-12:05pm TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
43416 LEC 412 MTWR 12:30pm-3:35pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41679 LEC 413 MTWR 4:30pm-7:35pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38622 LAB 811 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 LAB meets M-R, 10:20 - 10:50 AM,
CRT B74.
43417 LAB 812 - TBA - LAB meets M-R, 1:50 - 2:20 PM, CRT B74.
41680 LAB 813 - TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 LAB meets M-R, 5:50 - 6:20 PM, CRT
B74.
SPANISH 104 U 4 Second-Semester Spanish
38623 LEC 471 MTWR 9:00am-11:55am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41003 LEC 472 MTWR 4:30pm-7:25pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
38624 LAB 871 - TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 LAB meets M-R, 10:15 - 10:45 AM,
CRT B74.
41004 LAB 872 - TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 LAB meets M-R, 5:45 - 6:15 PM, CRT
B74.
SPANISH 203 U 3 Third-Semester Spanish
38625 LEC 311 MWR 9:00am-12:30pm CRT 319 Ferreira, C 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
SPANISH 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Spanish
38626 LEC 351 MWR 9:00am-12:45pm CRT 319 McCaw, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Latin Am, Caribbean, & U.S. Latino Studies Major
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
        
    
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
     
 
   
        
 





U 3 African, New World and Oceanic Art and Architecture
41525 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Stone, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
40532 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + CURRINS 542 U/G 3 History and Politics of Second Language Education
W 43331 LEC 011 S 9:00am-12:25pm END 346 Antrop-Gonzalez, R 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
E TR 4:30pm-7:30pm END 346 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ECON 248
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of Discrimination
41652 LEC 311 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA Bender, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
41653 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ENGLISH 404 U/G 3 Language, Power, and Identity
41764 LEC 091 MTWR 1:00pm-3:30pm CRT 368 Brand, C 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
HIST 267
(HU&)
U 3 The History of Latinos in the United States
40786 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# + JAMS 450 U 3 Race and Ethnicity in the Media
43530 LEC 251 - TBA Mcbride, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# LACS 698 U 1 - 3  Independent Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Integrated Studies:
41701 IND 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
+ PH 375 U 3 Topics in Public Health for Undergrads:
43701 LEC 011 MTRF 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Bartholomew, K TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr, 07/02/2012-07/06/2012 Taught with PH 740, LEC 001. This
course will meet on campus the first and last week of the
session. The second through the fifth weeks will be spent
abroad in Morocco.
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
MTRF 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  07/02/2012-07/06/2012 
TWRF TOPIC: StdyAbrd: Morocco-Wmns Rights & Family in Islam 3
cr ,  05/29/2012-06/01/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Literature in Translation
  
       
 
  




U 3 Egyptian Mythology
40189 LEC 051 TR 9:30am-12:01pm TBA Precourt, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
FRENCH 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of France:
41494 LEC 391 MW 10:00am-12:30pm TBA Kuiper, L TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr,
07/23/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught partially on-line.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Master of Human Resources and Labor Relations
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
      
      
      
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# AD LDSP 710 G 3 Organizational Change and Team Leadership
38096 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
43605 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 757 G 3 Principles and Foundations of Adult Education
38095 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
38194 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R 05/29/2012-07/21/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $1868.40 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
# BUS ADM 799 G 1-12  Reading and Research
36696 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36401 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36621 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36403 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36404 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36405 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36407 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36409 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36410 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36411 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36412 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36622 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36413 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36623 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36420 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36783 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36423 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36784 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36529 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36425 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36427 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36428 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36429 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36624 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36431 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36545 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36785 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36433 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36625 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36626 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43454 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43455 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36438 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36440 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36441 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36697 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36442 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36443 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36445 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36446 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36448 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36449 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36452 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36454 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36627 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36628 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36629 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36456 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36492 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36698 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36630 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36631 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36632 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36633 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36634 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36635 IND 074 - TBA McBain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36636 IND 075 - TBA Rathburn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36764 IND 076 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36786 IND 077 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# BUS ADM 899 G 1 - 6  Management Research Project/Thesis
36699 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36339 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36638 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36345 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36347 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36348 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36351 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36352 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36353 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36354 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36355 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36639 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36358 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36640 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36362 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36787 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36363 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36788 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36530 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36365 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36366 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36368 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36369 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36641 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36370 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36546 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36789 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36372 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36642 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36643 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43456 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43457 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36373 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36378 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36379 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36700 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36380 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36381 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36382 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36383 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36384 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36385 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36387 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36388 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36644 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36645 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36646 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36389 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36498 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36701 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36647 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36648 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36649 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36650 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36651 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36652 IND 074 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36653 IND 075 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 706 G 3 Managing in a Dynamic Environment
E 36507 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB N110 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 712 G 3 Strategic Management
E 36260 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S171 Godiwalla, Y 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
# BUSMGMT 715 G 3 Leadership, Team Building, and Effective Management
E 36527 LEC 071 MW 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S341 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 801 G 3 Research Project in Industrial and Labor Relations
39269 IND 001 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39270 IND 002 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38653 IND 051 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
   
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
38654 FLD 051 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41780 FLD 153 - OFF CAMPUS Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
39271 IND 001 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39272 IND 002 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39273 IND 003 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40198 IND 004 - TBA Levy, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Master of Public Administration
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
      
 
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
38654 FLD 051 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41780 FLD 153 - OFF CAMPUS Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PUB ADM 452 U/G 3 Administrative Law
43707 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ethridge, M 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access required.
PUB ADM 921 G 3 Public Service Administrative Internship
43711 FLD 001 W 9:00am-2:15pm TBA Hatch, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
PUB ADM 958 G 3 Seminar in Public Administration:
E 43712 SEM 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA Chikoto, G TOPIC: International Non-governmental Organizations 3 cr,
05 /29/2012-07/07/2012 
URB STD 927 G 2 - 3  Urban Internship
40563 FLD 051 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Mediation and Negotiation Certificate Program
   
      
      
      
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# BUS ADM 799 G 1-12  Reading and Research
36696 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36401 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36621 IND 005 - TBA Bhatnagar, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36403 IND 007 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36404 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36405 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36407 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36409 IND 011 - TBA France, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36410 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36411 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36412 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36622 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36413 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36623 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36420 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36783 IND 019 - TBA He, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36423 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36784 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36529 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36425 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36427 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36428 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36429 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36624 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36431 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36545 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36785 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36433 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36625 IND 033 - TBA Li, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36626 IND 034 - TBA Brown, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43454 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43455 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36438 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36440 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36441 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36697 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36442 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36443 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36445 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36446 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36448 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36449 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36452 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36454 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36627 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36628 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36629 IND 060 - TBA Sidgman, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36456 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36492 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36698 IND 066 - TBA Soofi, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36630 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36631 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36632 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36633 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36634 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36635 IND 074 - TBA McBain, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36636 IND 075 - TBA Rathburn, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36764 IND 076 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
36786 IND 077 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 998 G 1 - 3  Communication Internship
38773 FLD 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38774 FLD 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40544 FLD 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38775 FLD 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38776 FLD 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38777 FLD 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38778 FLD 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38779 FLD 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38780 FLD 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38781 FLD 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40517 FLD 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40545 FLD 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40667 FLD 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40668 FLD 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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40669 FLD 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40698 FLD 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40831 FLD 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40832 FLD 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40990 FLD 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
38782 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38783 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40546 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38784 IND 004 - TBA Fonner, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38785 IND 005 - TBA Harris, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38786 IND 006 - TBA Haselhuhn, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38787 IND 007 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38788 IND 008 - TBA Keith, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38789 IND 009 - TBA Kim, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38790 IND 010 - TBA Lim, T 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40547 IND 011 - TBA Mabry, E 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40548 IND 012 - TBA Meyers, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40622 IND 013 - TBA Olson, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40670 IND 014 - TBA Peterson, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40671 IND 015 - TBA Ricigliano, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40699 IND 016 - TBA Shields, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40833 IND 017 - TBA Song, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40834 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40991 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 801 G 3 Research Project in Industrial and Labor Relations
39269 IND 001 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39270 IND 002 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
38654 FLD 051 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41780 FLD 153 - OFF CAMPUS Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
IND REL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
39271 IND 001 - TBA Burrell, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39272 IND 002 - TBA Davies, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39273 IND 003 - TBA Heywood, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40198 IND 004 - TBA Levy, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Middle Eastern and North African Studies
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
ARABIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40454 IND 051 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
ARABIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40451 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
ARABIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40450 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
# ARABIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
40513 IND 001 - TBA Ouali, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
40189 LEC 051 TR 9:30am-12:01pm TBA Precourt, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
HEBR ST 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
41704 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
JEWISH 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
41703 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Museum Studies Certificate Program
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
ANTHRO 724 G 3 Internship in Museum Studies
38292 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS Arnold, B 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W.
Wells St.
# + L&I SCI 511 U/G 3 Organization of Information
42694 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Smiraglia, R 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 520 U/G 3 Managing Library Collections
42798 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Sweetland, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 521 U/G 3 Introduction to Reference Services and Resources
42686 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
L&I SCI 524 U/G 3 Management of Libraries and Information Services
42801 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2235.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Nonprofit Management
   
        
 
  
        
 
# BUSMGMT 707 G 3 Information Technology for Competitive Advantage
E 43463 LEC 071 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm LUB S220 Ramamurthy, K 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
PUB ADM 958 G 3 Seminar in Public Administration:
E 43712 SEM 011 TR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA Chikoto, G TOPIC: International Non-governmental Organizations 3 cr,
05 /29/2012-07/07/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
 









Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Organizational Administration
   
      
       
        
 
   
      
      
       
      
       
      
       
 
  
       
      
      
      
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
        
       
       
 
  
       
      
        
 
  
       
 
   
       
      
 
  
       
 
  




U 3 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication
41499 LEC 071 MW 9:00am-12:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41641 LEC 312 TR 12:30pm-3:50pm MER 244 Timmerman, L 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41500 LEC 333 MW 6:00pm-9:20pm MER 244 Kim, S 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
# COMMUN 103
(HU)
U 3 Public Speaking
41218 LEC 011 MTWR 1:00pm-3:50pm MER 248 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
41217 LEC 012 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41669 LEC 013 MW 6:00pm-9:40pm MER 248 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
41642 LEC 074 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41643 LEC 075 TR 6:00pm-9:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
43327 LEC 076 MW 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41644 LEC 317 MW 9:30am-1:10pm MER 244 Olson, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
COMMUN 105
(SS)
U 3 Business and Professional Communication
E 41766 LEC 031 MW 6:00pm-9:10pm MER 344 06/11/2012-07/21/2012 
41219 LEC 072 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41646 LEC 253 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41647 LEC 274 - ONLINE WEB 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
43365 LEC 295 - ONLINE WEB Allen, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
41648 LEC 316 MW 9:00am-12:40pm MER 248 Timmerman, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
COMMUN 310 U 3 Communication in Organizations
41470 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Fonner, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 103
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Microeconomics
E 40746 LEC 091 MTR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38595 LEC 312 MTR 5:30pm-9:05pm TBA Chakrabarti, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
38594 LEC 313 MTR 9:00am-12:35pm TBA Bender, K 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
38596 LEC 354 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA McGinty, M 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
ECON 104
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Macroeconomics
E 40423 LEC 051 MTR 5:30pm-8:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
41497 LEC 092 MTR 9:00am-12:20pm TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38597 LEC 313 MTR 5:30pm-9:05pm TBA Murshid, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
41504 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Bahmani-Oskoee, M 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# ENGLISH 205 U 3 Business Writing
38604 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Clark, D 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40621 LEC 252 - ONLINE WEB 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 430 U/G 3 Advanced Writing Workshop
41756 LEC 011 TR 9:30am-12:50pm CRT 405 Gillam, A 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
SOCIOL 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Sociology
E 40657 LEC 051 MW 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Mantyh, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Premedical Studies
  
        
      
      
 
  
       
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
       
      
       
      
       
 
   
       
       
       
       




U 4 Foundations of Biological Sciences I
38375 LEC 411 MTWR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Wimpee, C 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will
be assessed to cover cost of course materials.
40327 LAB 811 MTW 11:00am-1:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
40772 LAB 812 MTW 2:00pm-4:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
BIO SCI 325 U 3 Genetics
38379 LEC 411 MTWR 10:00am-11:25am TBA Wejksnora, P 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
38380 DIS 611 MTWR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
CHEM 102
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry
38643 LEC 451 MTWRF 9:30am-10:28am CHM 180 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38644 DIS 651 MW 8:30am-9:20am CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38645 DIS 652 TR 8:30am-9:20am CHM 169 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40190 DIS 653 MW 8:30am-9:20am CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40946 DIS 654 TR 8:30am-9:20am CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38646 LAB 851 MW 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 285 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 All labs will begin Wed., June 27 or
Thurs., June 28.
38647 LAB 852 TR 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 285 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40191 LAB 853 MW 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 286 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40947 LAB 854 TR 10:30am-1:20pm CHM 286 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 104
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
38607 LEC 451 MTWRF 11:30am-12:28pm CHM 180 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38608 DIS 651 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38609 DIS 652 TR 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 193 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38610 DIS 653 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 195 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40938 DIS 654 TR 12:30pm-1:20pm CHM 195 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38611 LAB 851 MW 8:30am-11:20am CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 All labs will begin Wed., June 27 or
Thurs., June 28.
38612 LAB 852 TR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38613 LAB 853 MW 1:30pm-4:20pm CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40939 LAB 854 TR 1:30pm-4:20pm CHM 284 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 343 U 3 Organic Chemistry
38546 LEC 051 MTWRF 9:30am-10:28am CHM 190 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
CHEM 344 U 2 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
38547 LAB 851 MTWR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 475N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Dr. Hossain is the instructor in
charge of the course. Safety goggles are required the first day of
lab.
40367 LAB 852 MTWR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 475S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Dr. Hossain is the instructor in
charge of the course. Safety goggles are required the first day of
lab.
41779 LAB 853 MTWR 8:30am-11:20am CHM 480 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Dr. Hossain is the instructor in
charge of the course. Safety goggles are required the first day of
lab.
CHEM 345 U 3 Organic Chemistry
38548 LEC 051 MTWRF 11:30am-12:28pm CHM 190 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# COMMUN 103
(HU)
U 3 Public Speaking
41218 LEC 011 MTWR 1:00pm-3:50pm MER 248 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
41217 LEC 012 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
E 41669 LEC 013 MW 6:00pm-9:40pm MER 248 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
41642 LEC 074 TR 9:00am-12:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41643 LEC 075 TR 6:00pm-9:20pm MER 244 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
43327 LEC 076 MW 9:00am-12:20pm MER 248 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
41644 LEC 317 MW 9:30am-1:10pm MER 244 Olson, K 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
~# ENGLISH 102
(ENG)
U 3 College Writing and Research
38601 LEC 051 MWR 9:00am-10:34am CRT 321 Himmelheber, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38602 LEC 052 MWR 12:00pm-1:34pm BOL B79 Nesheim, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38603 LEC 053 MWR 12:00pm-1:34pm BOL B68 Williams, P 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38600 LEC 054 MWR 2:00pm-3:34pm CRT 321 Cristy, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41145 LEC 215 - ONLINE WEB Andrews, A 05/29/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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MATH 116 U 3 College Algebra
E 40111 LEC 011 MTWR 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
40112 LEC 372 MTWR 8:30am-10:10am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 117 U 2 Trigonometry
E 40113 LEC 071 MWR 5:00pm-7:15pm TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
MATH 211
(NS)
U 4 Survey in Calculus and Analytic Geometry
E 40897 LEC 011 MTWR 6:00pm-8:20pm TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
40898 LEC 012 MTWR 8:30am-10:50am TBA 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 
41034 LEC 075 MTWR 9:00am-11:15am TBA 07/09/2012-08/18/2012 
40900 LEC 254 - ONLINE WEB Zou, Y 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
40899 LEC 353 MTWR 8:30am-10:50am TBA 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
MATH 231
(NS)
U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
40892 LEC 051 MWR 8:30am-10:50am TBA Milani, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40891 LEC 052 MWR 1:00pm-3:20pm TBA Willenbring, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 41479 LEC 053 MWR 5:30pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHILOS 244
(HU)
U 3 Ethical Issues in Health Care:
41468 LEC 231 - ONLINE WEB Tym, K TOPIC: Contemporary Problems 3 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PHYSICS 120
(NS)
U 4 General Physics I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38722 LEC 451 MTWR 9:00am-10:15am TBA Wood, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38723 DIS 651 MTWR 10:30am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 121
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38727 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA Giese, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40628 LAB 852 TR 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 122
(NS)
U 4 General Physics II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38728 LEC 451 MTWR 9:00am-10:15am TBA Steiner, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
38729 DIS 651 MTWR 10:30am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41788 DIS 652 MTWR 10:30am-11:20am TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHYSICS 123
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
38730 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
41519 LAB 852 TR 2:30pm-5:20pm TBA Laila, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 209
(NS)
U 4 Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
E 38731 LEC 451 MTWR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Wood, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38732 DIS 651 MTWR 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 210
(NS)
U 4 Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
E 38733 LEC 451 MTWR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Giese, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E 38734 DIS 651 MTWR 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHYSICS 214
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
38735 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# PHYSICS 215
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
38736 LAB 851 MW 2:30pm-5:30pm TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PSYCH 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Psychology
41485 LEC 311 MTW 9:00am-12:35pm TBA Lee, H 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 
40850 LEC 352 MTWR 9:00am-11:40am TBA Cahill, S 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 
41149 LEC 393 MTWR 9:00am-11:31am TBA Moore, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Russian and East European Studies
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
       
      
 
   
     
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
 
   
      
 
POLISH 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
40469 IND 051 - TBA -  
POLISH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Polish, Lower Division
40470 FLD 051 - TBA -  
POLISH 290 U 2 - 6  Summer Study in Poland:
40736 LEC 151 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact the L&S
Center for International Education, PER 166, 229-5182.
POLISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41724 LEC 151 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Culture & Civilization 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/11/2012 Polish Language and Culture-Lublin.
Lublin, Poland trip dates: July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41725 LEC 152 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Language 1 -  12 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/11/2012
Polish Language and Culture-Lublin. Lublin, Poland trip dates:
July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
38739 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
POLISH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Polish, Upper Division
40471 FLD 051 - TBA -  
POLISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
41726 LEC 151 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Culture and Civilization 1 - 12 cr,
06/25/2012-08/11/2012 Polish Language and Culture-Lublin.
Lublin, Poland trip dates: July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE
Overseas Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
41727 LEC 152 - TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Polish Language 1 -  12 cr ,  06/25/2012-08/11/2012
Polish Language and Culture-Lublin. Lublin, Poland trip dates:
July 2-August 7, 2011. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER 166,
229-5182.
38740 LEC 153 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ POLISH 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
40581 IND 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
40472 IND 051 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Lower Division
40473 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38590 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
RUSSIAN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Upper Division
40474 FLD 051 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
RUSSIAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
41804 LEC 132 - OFF CAMPUS TOPIC: Russian Language and Culture 1 - 12 cr,
06/11/2012-07/21/2012 Saratov, Russia.
38591 LEC 151 - OFF CAMPUS 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 For registration & fee purposes, this
section meets during the 8-week session. Contact CIE Overseas
Programs, PER 166, 229-5182.
~ RUSSIAN 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
40582 IND 001 - TBA Peschio, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Seminars, L&S Undergraduate
   
        
 
   
        
 
   




U 3 Seminar on Historical Method: Theory and Approach
41475 SEM 311 TR 9:00am-11:40am HLT 341 Alinder, J 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Meets on 5/29, 5/31, 6/5, 6/7, 6/12,
6/14, 6/19, 6/21. Course taught partially online. Internet access
req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
# HIST 600 U 3 Seminar in History:
40326 SEM 051 TR 9:00am-11:40am HLT 341 Carter, G TOPIC: Race Relations in America 3 cr,
06/25/2012-07/21/2012 Class meets 6/26, 6/28, 7/3, 7/5,
7/10, 7/12, 7/17, 7/19. Course taught partially online. Internet
access req'd. Regular UWM tuition charged.
# + JAMS 661 U/G 3 Seminar in Media Communication and Society:
36053 SEM 011 MTWR 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Levine, E TOPIC: Media Users and Audiences 3 cr,
05 /29/2012-06/23/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Service Learning
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  




U 3 Multicultural America
36182 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V 05/29/2012-06/23/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00
will be charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM tuition.
Conducted completely on-line. Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ + DANCE 319 U/G 1 - 3  Dance Service-Learning
36174 FLD 051 - OFF CAMPUS Parsons, M 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20/cr.
GEOG 125
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Environmental Geography
40531 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Holifield, R 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There is no service learning during the summer session.
40993 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Sorenson, J 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There is no service learning during the summer session.
HIST 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
41615 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Alinder, J 06/25/2012-07/21/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
No required service learning component in the summer session.
SOCIOL 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
40839 LEC 251 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
There will be no service learning during summer.
URB STD 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
43274 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Harris, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Service learning is not a required
part of this course in the summer session.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
  
       
 
ENGLISH 404 U/G 3 Language, Power, and Identity
41764 LEC 091 MTWR 1:00pm-3:30pm CRT 368 Brand, C 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program
  
     
 
  
      
 
   
     
 
LACS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
41698 FLD 001 - TBA 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
PHYSICS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
41532 LEC 001 - TBA Hirschmugl, C 06/25/2012-08/04/2012 
# + PSYCH 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
40629 IND 091 - TBA 07/23/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Urban Planning Studies Certificate
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
# + URBPLAN 399 U 3 Independent Study
43133 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43134 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43147 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43217 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43221 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43531 IND 006 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43532 IND 007 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URBPLAN 491 U 3 Urban Planning Internship
43135 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43136 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43137 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43148 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43222 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43227 FLD 006 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43533 FLD 007 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + URBPLAN 497 U 3-12  Study Abroad:
43848 LEC 121 - TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: City as Artifact 3 -  12 cr ,  06/04/2012-07/28/2012
France & Italy: Paris, Basel, Venice Program. France & Italy trip
dates: June 6-July 25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Urban Studies Certificate Program
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
ED POL 114 U 3 Community Problems
38127 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB Sandy, M 05/29/2012-07/07/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# URB STD 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Urban Studies, Upper Division
40551 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39989 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39990 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39991 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39992 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39993 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39994 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39995 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39996 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39997 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39998 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
39999 FLD 012 - TBA Harris, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40000 FLD 013 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40001 FLD 014 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40002 FLD 015 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40003 FLD 016 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40004 FLD 017 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40005 FLD 018 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40006 FLD 019 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40007 FLD 020 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40008 FLD 021 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40009 FLD 022 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40010 FLD 023 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40011 FLD 024 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40012 FLD 025 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40013 FLD 026 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40014 FLD 027 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40015 FLD 028 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40016 FLD 029 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40017 FLD 030 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40018 FLD 031 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40080 FLD 032 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40959 FLD 033 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URB STD 699 U 3 Independent Reading
40019 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40020 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40021 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40022 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40023 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40024 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40025 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40026 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40027 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40028 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40029 IND 011 - TBA Green, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40030 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40031 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40032 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40033 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40034 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40035 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40036 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40037 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40038 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40039 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40040 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40041 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40042 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40043 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40044 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40045 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40046 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40047 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40048 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40049 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
40083 IND 032 - TBA Smith, J 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + URBPLAN 399 U 3 Independent Study
43133 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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43134 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43147 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43217 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43221 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43531 IND 006 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43532 IND 007 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# URBPLAN 491 U 3 Urban Planning Internship
43135 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43136 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43137 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43148 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43222 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43227 FLD 006 - TBA Sanders, W 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
43533 FLD 007 - TBA White, S 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 
# + URBPLAN 497 U 3-12  Study Abroad:
43848 LEC 121 - TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: City as Artifact 3 -  12 cr ,  06/04/2012-07/28/2012
France & Italy: Paris, Basel, Venice Program. France & Italy trip
dates: June 6-July 25, 2012. Contact CIE Overseas Programs, PER
166, 229-5182.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Washington Internship Program
  
       
 
L&S SS 498 U 9 Washington Internship
38666 FLD 151 - TBA Ihrke, D 06/25/2012-08/18/2012 Washington Ctr, 1101 14th Ave, NW;
Washington D.C.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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